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ABSTRACT
A method	 has been developed for	 studying	 the	 feasibility	 of
reducing	 annoyance due to	 aircraft noise	 by	 modifying	 the	 flight
trajectories over a community. 	 Numerical optimization is used to com-
pute the	 optimum	 flight	 paths,	 based upon a parametric form that
Q n implicitly	 includes	 some of the problem restrictions. 	 The other con-
74	 b ^'^
straints
	 are	 formulated	 as	 penalties	 in	 the	 cost function.	 Various
aircraft on multiple trajectores (landing and takeoff) can be considered.
The modular design employed allows for the substitution of alternateU
models of the population distribution, aircraft noise, flight paths, and
Mannoyance, or for the addition of other features (e.g., fuel consump-
tion)
	
in the cost function.	 A reduction in the required amount of
mow
^xa searching	 over	 local	 minima	 has been achieved through use of the
va 44 o
0-414 presence of statistical lateral dispersion in the flight paths.
93
-	
M Three annoyance models have been studied: 	 Noise Impact Index
(NTT), Level-Weighted Population (LWP), and Highly Annoyed Population
H w C>
' a N Number (HAPN) .	 It is shown that Nil is not suitable for comparing0
0)w different annoyance reduction strategies in any one community.
	 Use of
either LWP or HAPN as the criterion indicates that significant reductions
H ,H in community annoyance are possible through this approach.
'a+10 M The	 equivalent	 aircraft	 noise	 concept
	
has	 been	 developed,	 by
y which the time needed for computation of the noise levels is reduced
significantly	 when	 a large variety of aircraft is under consideration.
This concept has also been shown to have applications in the problem of
aircraft-trajectory assignments as it relates to noise reduction.
i
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It is found that, generally, the population distribution does not
have a dominant Influence in determining the optimum set of flight paths
when the mixture of aircraft on those paths changes; the optimum set
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The question to be considered is this: Is it possible to achieve a
substantial reduction in community annoyance due to aircraft noise
through the use of. trajectory modifications? While not a complete
remedy for the problem of aircraft noise, such modifications will be
shown to aid significantly in its solution. What is particularly appealing
about this technique of noise control is that its cost is relatively low
compared with other methods. This study has produced a system that
may be used to analyze the noise effect of aircraft operations on a
given population; and to minimize that effect (the community annoyance)
to the extent possible via modifications in the flight paths.
Historical Background
The problem of severe aircraft noise began in the 1950's with the
advent of the commercial jet airliners. Complaints and litigation pro-
ceedings followed soon thereafter, with the result that numerous studies
were begun. As the use of jet transportation became more extensive,
so did the awareness of the effects of its noise upon the environment
and people living near airport terminals. Today the aircraft noise issue
is perceived by the air ine industry at one of its most important prob-
lems.
Analyzing the noise effects of aircraft operations is not a wholly
objective matter; the physical measurements of sound levels are only
part of the analysis Numerous physical measures of sound noise levels
1
have been defined,	 e.g. LA, Ldn" Some of these attempt to include
the frequency response of the human ear, while others try to indicate
the degree of perceived annoyance. Ref. [1] is a useful compendium of
these measures and rating schemes.
Less easy to quantify, and open to many interpretations, are the
subjective psychological and. sociological effects of the noise, collectively
referred to as "noise annoyance." Several attempts have been made to
relate the physical measurement to the noise annoyance. Alexander [2]
examined some of the relationship models used in studies of the aircraft
noise problem. Tarnopolsky (3) has studied the mental health effects
from extended exposure to aircraft noise. While Borsky [4) showed.
that a linear relationship exists between the percentage of people
"highly annoyed" and the noise exposure level (Ldn ) in the range 55 to
SO dB, Kryter	 (5, p.444)	 indicates	 that the relationship is nonlinear
(power law) in terms of the maximum EPNL. 2 More recent studies by
von Gierke [6) and Goldstein [7] have used a single quantity to repre-
sent the ,average degree of noise annoyance to a community, This
measure, the Noise Impact Index (Nil) has the properties of intensivity
(includes the intensity of the annoyance) and extensivity (includes the
i Roth of these are logarithmic measures of sound power intensity. L
is the A-weighted sound level, with the weighting based upon thR
frequency response of file human ear, L is the average day-night
sound level, based upon the average powehensity (A-weighted) dur-
ing a 24-hour period 	 Nighttime sound levels are weighted more
heavily in the average. Chapter III elaborates on these measures.
2 The Effective Perceived Noise Level (EPNL) is a measure of the
sound. power density averaged over a short period of time (B seconds),
with spectral weighting, See Appendix A.
Ir r
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extent of the annoyance, i.e. the numbers of people affected). The
Noise Impact Index is defined as the weighted sum of all the people
affected, divided by the total affected population. Schultz [8) has
shown that the proper weighting to be used for the NIT is a nonlinear
function of the noise exposure level (in Ldd-
Methods fo'r reducing - the annoyance due to aircraft operations
generally lie in one of three categories: 1) noise source modifications,
2) land use control, and 3) aircraft operational control. Noise source
modification is more readily used in the design stage of future aircraft
than it is in existing ones, where "retrofitting" the engine nacelles with
sound absorption material is q--, . ► e costly. ror example, the estimated
cost of retrofitting a Boeing 737 with sound absorption material is
$202,000, wiffle the cost of replacing the engines' front fans with
quieter ones is $1,000,000 (9]. Land use control involves (areas exper-
iencing the most'. noise annoyance. near an airport. Such land areas may
be purchased by the airport, or perhaps zoned as industrial areas,
thus reducing the numbers of people affected. This remedy is not
suitable for metropolitan areas where land for housing is in short sup-
ply -
The third method for reducing noise annoyance, aircraft opera-
tional control, requires a method of predicting noise levels that will be
experienced as a result of whatever operational. changes are made.
	 j
Considerable effort has been made in this regard. Padula and Liu [10)
examined a mathematical model which treated ail aircraft as a moving
prolate spheroid that scattered acoustic waves from a trailing point
source. Barkhana and Cook, (11) presented a model for determining the
region on the ground that would experience noise above 70 EMS.
ti
Dunn and Peart [12] studied five basic aircraft types; turbojet, turbo-
fan, turboprop, V/STOL, and the helicopter, developing models of both
the noise sources and the noise levels contours. These have been
j; incorporated into cor,-tpuit- programs for noise level estimation by
Crowley et al. [13] . `1:`W; statistical lateral dispersion of flight paths
about the nominally specified trajectories has been analyzed by Filotas
[14), who finds that this has a significant effect on noise levels on the
ground fairly near to the mean flight paths. The most sophisticated
` model devised for predicting sound levels is the FAA Integrated Noise
Model. A variety of noise ratings may be estimated based upon actual
atmospheric conditions and the mixture of aircraft landing and taking-
off at a particular site.
The more common methods used to reduce aircraft noise effects
through operational controls are the procedures of two-segment
approach and thrust cut-back on takeoff. Zalovcik [15] empirically
determined that a combination of the two -- a 6 degree slide slope
(angle of the flight path with respect to the ground) followed by the
standard 3 degree slope, and an associated thrust reduction -- could
.yield a decrease in sound pressure levels (SPQ of up to 14 dB. Glick
et al. [161, simulating aircraft operations near the San rose Municipal
Airport, studied similar operational modifications, including alternate
routes for approaches and landings; however, no systematic method for
varying the flight paths was employed.
Jacob (17] presented an analytic solution to the problem of mini-
mizing the average effective perceived noise level: for landing aircraft
confined to a vertical plane. Barkhana et al. (18] showed the
"5
feasibility of computing trajectories in three dimensions, with noise
impact as part of the performance measure being minimized. 'Their
method, a combination of dynamic simulation and the use of steepest
descents to determine the aircraft control inputs, required large
amounts of computer time, A somewhat different method, parameter
optimization, had been shown by Rader and Hull (19) to be relevent to
the computation of optimum aircraft trajectories. They employed a
gradient 'method to find 'the angle-of-attack history for supersonic
aircraft: that results in the minimum 'time-to-climb trajectory at full
power. A fifth-order Tschebycheff polynomial series was used to
approximate the angle-of-attack history, with the polynomial coefficients
as the parameters to be determined by the optimization scheme.
Jacobson et al, (20) developed a system for determining optimum
aircraft landing trajectories (via parametric optimization) with respect to
the NII, for Boeing 707 and 727 aircraft. In the work reported here,
the system has been expanded to include both takeoff and landing
paths, and a variety of commercial aircraft.
Using this system, the current study has been directed to certain
essential problems of noise impact reduction through the use of opera-
tional controls. first is the matter of which has the dominant influence
in determining the noise impact on a community: the particular assign-
ment of aircraft to the various trajectories, or the population distribu-
tion, This has an important bearing on the work of t:he air traffic
controllers, who must mare the flight path assignments; recomputing
the optimum trajectories for a change in the aircraft mixture is, at
present, a lengthy process,
u
i
6Also examined has been the problem of aircraft takeoff. Because
they are less severely constrained, trajectories used in taking off are
more easily modified to reduce the noise impact than are landing trajec-
tories, The endpoint of a takeoff path is not restricted to be a specific
point in space, and the rate of climb is allowed to vary more than the
rate of descent ih the landing case.
Another problem inherent to trajectory modications is that of
restricting the fuel consumed and/or the time of flight. Although
reduced noise effects are desired, it would not be acceptable to achieve
them at great expense in terms of fuel or time, A study has been
conducted on the effects of including the fuel and time of flight in the
performance measure.
Previous work [21] relied on NII as the measure of noise annoy-
ance to a community. While NTT acts as a good indication of annoyance
per person in comparing communities of different sizes, it does not
reliably measure the change in annoyance for modified trajectories in
any one community. This has prompted the examination of alternate
measures and their effects on the optimum trajectories thus computed.
The parameter optimization approach works well for airports of
modest size, where the number of trajectories and hence, the number of
parameters needed to specify them, is small. For larger airports, the
number of parameters required can result in memory requirements that
exceed the capabilities of the computer being used. An alternative
scheme has been devised for determining the solution in this situation.
In addition, the concept of "equivalent aircraft type" has been devel-
oped, in which the noise characteristics of all the aircraft on a given
7trajectory are lumped together into a single "equivalent aircraft." 'Phis
transformation has yield: d a considerable reduction in the time required
to calculate the noise levels experienced by the populace, and as a
byproduct, some insight into the sensitivity of these levels to changes
in th:,
 numbers of aircraft on the flight paths.
!.astly, the' penalty function method of including the various con-
straints in the problem formulation has been examined to determine the
correct weighting for the penalties.
Chapter 11 is an outline of the problem solution method. following
it are detailed descriptions in Chapters III to VII of the models devel-
oped and employed in the optimization software. Chapter Vlll contains
the results, and Chapter IX, the conclusions and recommendations-
RIGINAI




THE APPROACH TO T14E SOLUTION
To examine the feasibility of reducing noise impact on a community
using operational changes in aircraft flight paths, several major compo-
nents of the system .must be considered. These include: specifying
aircraft trajectories, incorporating passenger, pilot, aircraft, and regu-
latory restrictions,, and searching for "best" paths that reduce the
noise impact. In this chapter, each of these areas is addressed in
order to show the rationale behind the approach developed for solving
the problem.
Although specific mathematical models and functions have been
employed in the development, it is not claimed that they are the sole
choices, The modularity of the approach allows for perhaps more
accurate replacements to be made in any of the areas subsequently
discussed.
Any attempt to reduce noise in a community requires some quanti-
tative evaluation (i.e. model) of the effects of the noise. From the
model may be extracted a measure, a numerical function, that quantifies
the noise effect, i Many such models (and measures) have been estab-
lished, emphasizing different noise effects. For example, the Speech
interference Level (SIL) attempts to quantify the interference of noise
with speech communication, while the Percent Hearing Loss (PHL)
c It is preferred that the measure be a scalar quantity, a single value,
for purposes of ranking different solutions to a particular noise




9measure is intended to predict that physiological effect for a given
range of average noise levels.
	
Far the model of overall annoyance of a
community because of noise,	 there are two major considerations; the
Intensity of the sound levels present and the extk}nt of those levels In
terms of the numbers of people exposed to them. 'Among the measures
that attempt to indicate both. the intensity and exter. sity of the noise is
the Noise Impact Index (NII), which has been the principal m9ensure
used in 'this study.
The model of annoyance upon which NIT is based treats extensity
and intensity in the following ways: For annoyance intensity, It is
assumed the psychological response to noise depends upon the average
noise levels experienced. Nighttime levels are weighted more heavily
than are daytime levels. The intensity of annoyance is represented by
a nonlinear weighting function of the average sound level. For dr ►noy-
ance extensity, the NIT model attempts to indicate the annoyance of the
entire community exposed, by including the number of people exposed
at different levels. Intensity and extensity are combined in the NIT by
summing the number of people exposed to a given noise level, multiplied
by the intensity weighting of that level. This sum Is then normalized
by the total population exposed to annoying levels, giving an indication
of the average annoyance per person in the community.
Once the annoyance measure has been chosen, a practical way to
evaluate it must be devised, In the use of NIT, this entails the use of
two mathematical models: a noise level model and a population distribu-
tion model. Under ideal conditions, it may be assumed with reasonable




meters) depend only upon the distance from the aircraft. Since the
details of that dependence (and the flight paths) are known for all the
aircraft operating in the area, it is possible to compute the average
noise level at any point on the ground. The spatial distribution of
people around an airport may be approximated by dividing the region
Into a number of smaller areas (cells). United States Census Data can
then be used to obtain the number of people in each cell. For given
sets of trajectories and the associated aircraft on them, the average
sound level in each cell can be calculated, It is then a straightforward
matter to calculate the Nil for those given conditions.
With a practical implementation of the annoyance measure estab-
lished,
	
it is	 then	 feasible	 to	 begin the	 search for trajectories that
result in the minimum possible value of the measure. Traditionally,
aircraft trajectory modification has been performed using the calculus of
variations or dynamic programming to solve the equations of motion of
the aircraft, subject to certain constraint and minimize some criterion
referred to as the cast function. Typically the cost function has a
physical significance, such as the total fuel consumed by the aircraft
flying these trajectories, While this method of dynamic simulation works
well for aircraft confined to a vertical plane (see for example Erz
berger [221), the complexity of the	 equations in	 three	 dimensions
results in	 a large increase in the amount of time needed for computa-
tion
2 This also assumes given power and control settings on the aircraft.
IF i
An alternative technique has been applied here. Each trajectory is
modelled as a specific functional In parametric form. The optimization
process then consists of searching for the set of parameters that speci-
fies the optimum set of trajectories, i.e., the set that results in the
minimum value of the cost function, In this transformed version of the
problem, the number of variables to be determined, and hence, the
computation time
.
, is smaller than in the original form, but the presence
of various restrictions on the trajectories now creates some difficulty.
Whereas these restrictions may be readily handled In the simulation
technique and in fact are often automatically built into the problem
formulation, they must be explicitly Included when employing the
parameter optimization scheme.
Two classes of optimization methods exist for solving this type of
problem. The first, referred to as primal methods, searches for the
set of parameters that will result in the optimum solution, but the
search is conducted over only those sets of parameters that specify
acceptable-solutions, i.e., no restriction is violated. The second class,
approximating methods, searches over any sets of parameters without
restriction. Inclusion of the problem constraints is accomplished by
adding 'terms (penalty or barrier functions) to the cost function. The
penalty functions are such that the cbst function increases when con-
straints are violated; if no violation occurs, then no penalties are
added. The unrestricted optimization will -then, ideally, avoid
restricted sets of parameters in its search for the lowest value of the
cost function. For reasons given in Chapter V, an approximating
method was chosen. for this work. The unconstrained optimization
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method used was the one of Davidon, Fletcher, and Powell, modified by
Luenberger (23] to improve its performance in a variety of problems.
As for the formulation of the cost function, clearly the minimization
of annoyance is the true objective, given that the presence of the
penalties is a necessity; however, other concerns may be Included,
weighted in prdportfon to -their importance. For example, this work
contains a study of the effects upon the solution if the total fuel con-
sumed and time of flight Are included.
A suitable parametric form for mathematically describing the tra-
jectories is one that requires a small number of parameters, but that
still has sufficient flexibility to satisfy all of the constraints. A good
choice for such a trajectory model is a set of linear segments joined by
smooth arcs. The types of flight paths that result from this model are
similar to those currently flown by commercial airliners. This is
desirable from the perspective of the pilots, who must not be burdened
with overly complicated .flight paths. A trajectory is completely speci-
fied once Ahe coordinate of the intersections of its linear segments are
determined, This is the result of the optimization process.
Included in the constraints are: the dynamic capabilities of the
aircraft, considerations of passenger comfort, maintenance of safe
separation distances between two trajectories, avoidance of frequent
high noise level flights over any one area, and a limit: to the number of
maneuvers required of the pilots. If some constraints place different
requirements upon some property of the trajectory set, then the most
restrictive of the constraints prevails.
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In the following Chapters, the models and measures used in the
solution method are treated in detail. Chapter III develops the annoy-
ance model and considers alternative to NII. Chapter IV derives the
trajectory model The optimization method is described in Chapter V.
Finally in this development, the cost function, including the formulation,
of the constraint' penalties, is discussed in Chapter VI
CHAPTER III
THE ANNOYANCE MODELS
As discussed In the previous chapter, a desirable community noise
annoyance model Includes both the intensity and extensity of the annoy-
ance and has associated with It a scalar measure that quantifies the
annoyance, Three measures are examined in the following sections:
Noise Impact Index (NII), Level-Weighted Population (LWP), and Highly
Annoyed Population Number (HAPN),	 First, however, models of air-
craft noise level and population distribution, which are required by the
annoyance models, are developed.
Aircraft Noise Model
1^ or most types of aircraft, the sound level or Intensity (power per
unit area) in dB units may be expressed as a function of the distance r
from the plane:
L -.,. C1 - c2loglor	 (3-1)
where cl 'and c2 arc constants for a given type of aircraft operating
with given power and control settings.
The human ear converts sound energy into nerve impulses with
some filtering of certain frequency ranges, In order to account for
this, a measure of sound level that includes an approximation of the
car's freqliency response has been devised (see Ref. [t)). Known as
the A-weighted level, LA Indicates the "Instantaneously" perceived'
Actually, the time required to perceive a change in sound level is
about 0.5 sec. See Kryter 15, p.31.
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sound level.. There are, however, other measures that incorporate the
duration of the noise or the presence of high amplitude pure tones in
predicting the judged sound level. Of particular interest here is a
scale known as Effective Perceived Noise Level (EPNL), whose units are
EPNdB . In developing the noise model for this work, data from the
Federal Aviation Administration "s Integrated Noise Model (see Ref. [24] )
has been employed. These relate the noise level in EPNdB to the
distance from a particular type of aircraft. Figure 3,1 shows an
example of the data for a DC-8-30 jet approaching for landing on a 30
glide slope. The solid line is the least squares fit of the data.. It has
the relation
EPNdBDC-8-30 " 155.74 - 28,32-log 10 x.	 (3-2)
Similar fits were obtained for other types of aircraft to be studied.
The results are shown in Table 3.1.
All three of the annoyance indicators to be examined use LA for
calculating the annoyance intensity, The approximate conversion is
L
A
 N EPNL - 13dB.	 (3-3)
This relation is derived in Appendix A, along with the procedure for
calculation noise levels when multiple sources are present.
The Population Model
In order to assess the extensity of noise annoyance, a model of
the population distribution	 is required. Some annoyance measures are
cast in terms of population distribution as a function of noise Level;
)wever, for computational purposes, it is better to start with the
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vs. Slant Range for Some Commercial Aircraft 'f
LA = C1 - c2 , log10r, r = slant range (meters)
3 0 Glide slope appraches
A/C Name c1 C2
DC-8-30 155,74 21;.32
DC-9 w/SAM 142.28 24.65
DC-10-10 146.22 28.80
707 w/SAM 135.11 23.60
720 140.88 21.95
727-200 139.47 22.66
727 w/SAM 124.28 18.74
737-100/200 154.74 29.52








tData obtained from Ref. (24] and reduced by least square-Error fits.
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already developed (the two are appropriately combined later in this
chapter) and has the advantage of being independently calculable (i.e.
no noise calculations are required),
As described in Chapter II, the distribution is approximated by
determining the number of people inside each cell of a grid that over-
lays	 a map of the community,	 The grid should contain a sufficient
number of cells to insure good resolution of the distribution, but not so
many cells that large numbers of calculations occur in the annoyance
measure evaluation. A scheme that satisfies both of these conditions is
one in which the size of the cells grows with distance from the airport.
The small cells near the airport provide better resolution in a region
where the noise levels are changing more rapidly over the ground.
As an example, Figure 3.2 shows the grid used for the Patrick
Henry Airport at Hampton, Virginia. (Some of the grid lines in the
center are not shown, so that the runways will be visible.) Here, the
cells adjacent to the runways are 900 meters on a side.	 The length of
a cell side grows both horizontally and vertically, according to the
relation
1k+1 = 1.3 . 1k	(3-4)
where I  is the length of cell k in either direction. Covering a square
region 32,000 meters on a side, the grid contains 576 cells, approxi-
mately 11 times fewer than if all the cells were 900 meters on a side.
Alternative grid schemes also may be used. Some examples are;
concentric rings divided into sectors by radial lines (with the ring radii
either constant, or growing with distance), and square cells of constant




once the grid scheme is chosen, the number of people in each grid
cell may be determined using United States Census Data in a computer
program calied SITE TI [25). It requires as input a reference point in
latitude and longitude, and coordinates with respect to the reference
that specify the boundaries of each cell. The population in each cell is
output, along with a variety-of demographic information. Although only
the population data have been used in this study, the other data could
be useful in an annoyance measure that includes social and economic
information.
in each grid	 call, it is presumed that the population is concen-
trated at the geometric centroid of the cell. This is done to simplify
the noise level calculations, i.e., all the people will receive the noise
level present at the centroid. Chang [26, p,29) has shown that this is
a good approximation in that the aircraft trajectories determined using
this method are not significantly different from those calculated using
more exact methods.
.a
Level -Weihteg s dopulation (LWP)
This indicator of community annoyance, devised by the National
Academy of Sciences Committee on bearing, Bioacoustics and Biomech-
,i
ani.cs [271 assumes that the intensity of annoyance due to noise varies
with the noise level. The relation between annoyance and noise level is
characterized by the intensity weighting function W(Ldn), where Ldn is
the average day-night noise level. Ldn is defined as2
N 	Apt /1aI WOO
t-1
,d	 10 X 1° $10	 x (3-5)
for noise between 7 A.M. and 10 P.M.
Wt ^ 10' for nose between 10 P.M. and 7 A.M.,
N = Number of noise level samples taken in 24 hours,
LA,t t-th sample of the noise level, A-weighted,




3.36 x 10 •10
W(Ldn) — 0.2
. 10
0.03Ldn + 1.43 x 10 •100'08Ldn	
(3-6)
This function is based upon a collection of social surveys of annoyance
caused by various types of noise [8) . Although this synthesis respre-
sents possibly the best available data for annoyance prediction, its
mathematical model has the property of being unbounded, This is
acceptable, though, if there is a bound to the largest value of Ldn
likely to be encountered.
Level-Weighted Population is defined by
LWP = f W(Ldn) P(Ldn) d(Ldn ) (3-7)
where p(L'dn) is the number of people receiving noise between Ldn and
Ldn + d(Ldn). The integration is performed over the range of Ldn
considered to be annoying,	 By convention,	 the lower limit is 55 dB
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the upper limit is the highest level present. Evaluation of this integral
is facilitated by approximating It as a descrete sum
n
IMP - 7. W(Ldn ) i, P(Ldn) .	 (3-8)iy1
where I is the index of a population group, P(Lddi is the number of
people in group' i, Ldn Is the noise level they receive and W(L dd i is
the intensity weighting for that Ldn.
Noise Impact Index (N11)





f P Ldn d Tann
where the symbols and limits of integration are the same as in Equation
(3-7) . Again, a discrete sum is usually used to approximate the integ-
ral:
f p(Ldn)d(Ldu) r X P(Ldidi
total population exposed to annoying noise levels.
The purpose of the denominator is to normalize LWP, making N1I an
indicator of the average annoyance per person in the community. Such
an indicator is quite useful when comparing noise problems in communi-
ties with widely different populationst. (LWP is not a good choice for
use in such comparisons because it tends to grow with population size.)
There is, however, a serious problem with NII regarding its use in
comparing different strategies for noise reduction in any one community.
As an example of the problem, consider a simple population distribution




























receive noise from aircraft flying on one of the tracks (ground projec-
tions) shown. Table 3.2 gives the results for each of the tracks.
Tracks 2, 3, and 4 all have lower LWP than Track 1, but the N11
values rank differently. Track 2 has the lowest NII value and Track
4, with the lowest LWP value, has the highest N11. The problem occurs
because both LWV and the denominator in Equation (3-9) both change,
but by different factors. Clearly, the use of Track 4, where 2,000
people receive an Ldn Of, 67dB is superior (in terms of total community
annoyance) to 'the use of Track 3, where 8,000 people receive an Ld.
of 64dB. The LWP measure indicates this Intuitive choice, while the N11
shows the opposite. In Chapter V111, It will be demonstrated that a
similar situation occurs for a real population distribution.
Hi hly Annoyed Population Number LIJAM
Perhaps a more tangible Indicator of community annoyance would be
desirable. An example of such an Indicator is HAPN, which attempts to
measure the total number of people who are highly annoyed.
The model of annoyance Intensity used by HAP differs from that of
LWP and N11 in two ways: the sound level scale used is maximum




-],2 . (LAMad 5.957603	 (3-10)11A 6.5885 x 10 -12 LAMUX > 75.3 dB(A)
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L	 = t maximum A-level received, 7 A.M. to 10 P.W.Max
	
maximum -level received r 10d o, 1.0 P.M. to 1 A 6 M.
WHAP is Interpreted as the fraction of people receiving the noise who








where the day-night notation is as indicated in Equation (3-5), Pi. is
the I-th population group, n is the number of groups, and PTotal is
the total population being considered. Note that daytime and. nighttime
levels are treated separately, so that It is possible for some population
groups to be included twice. Dividing by the total population does not
present the same problem here as does the denominator of Equation





Raving established in chapter TI that each trajectory should be
determined by specifying the unknowns in a general parametric expres-
sion, the next matter is to choose that expression, using a form that is
compatible with the restrictions involved in the problem. In developing
a suitable expression, or model, it is helpful first to examine the sorts
of flight paths that are currently used in the region near an airport
s
terminal (within 30,000 meters, where the noise levels are significant)
Next, all. of the restrictions that pertain directly to the trajectories
` must be inspected and cast in mathematical terms, Finally, a choice of
the parametric form of the flight paths may be made, and the restric-
tions restated in terms specific: to that farm.
Typical Flicg t Paths
A. Landing
in general, an airport will have several runways and be
receiving flights from a number of directions. For t reasons of safety
and organization (from the aspect of air traffic controllers), the number
of patha available into -the runways is limited by requiring that each
aircraft first fly to a reporting point (also referred to as an arrival fix
or an entry point) . From there it proceeds to its assigned runway,
with the requirement that as it passes over a point: called the inner
marker,	 its heading must be toward the runway and remain so until









given runway is fixed at any given time, determined chiefly by the
wind velocity in the area. Figure 4.1 is a reproduction of an approach
"plate" used by pilots with instrument landing systems (TLS) in the
aircraft. The projection of the trajectory onto the ground is referred
to as the "ground track." This particular plate, for Patrick Henry
International Airport at Hampton, Virginia, indicates two initial ap-
proach fixes (IAF's), Swing and Franklin, for use with the major run-
way, The entry points and inner markers conveniently serve as end-
points' for the landing trajectories that are to be computed.
B. Takeoff
Takeoff paths are considerably less restricted than are land-
ing paths An aircraft taking off may execute a turn before crossing
over the inner marker. It may then proceed along a path that is not
required to pass through a reporting point (or "exit fix"). Figure 4.2
shows a typical takeoff path (ground track) for Lambert-St. Louis
International Airport.
..Except for their different endpoint conditions, landing and
takeoff ground tracks are seen to be rather similar; each consists of a
combination of straight segments and smooth turns. As for the vertical
projection of each type of path (called the "profile"), landing aircraft
usually do not descend with a glide slope of more than three degrees,
while those taking off may climb at angles as great as fifteen degrees.
a A fixed entry point is not required for aircraft with more sophisti-
cated navigation equipment, such as VOR/DME (VHF Omni-Range/
Distance Measuring Equipment) . The flight path model ,should there-
fore allow for moveable entry points.
'	 i
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Figure 4.2 Typical Takeoff Trajectory (Ground Track)
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Restrictions
The .restrictions that pertain directly to the feasibility of the
trajectories can be grouped into four categories; aircraft dynamics,
passenger comfort, statutory regulations, and piloting considerations.
A fifth constraint, concerning the maximum allowable number of high-
level noise events for a given population grid cell, has been included in
this work.
A. Aircraft Dynamic Constraints
The aircraft dynamic constraints limit a trajectory to one
which given types of aircraft are capable of flying. The restrictions
may be stated in terms of fixed properties of the aircraft and maximum
allowable control surface deflections. In the event of several restric-
tions on any one quantity, the most severe will prevail. The following
expressions, developed from linear equations of aircraft motion (28],
are divided. into lateral (parallel* to the locally flat ground) and longi-
tudinal (in a vertical plane) constraints.
-1.	 Latera l Constraint
where it IOU< (c,
l + c2 c3 ) inin(Sr l , 6r 
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bamax = maximum aileron deflection
in
	 = mass of aircraft
g	 = acceleration due to gravity
S = wing	 reference area	 ..^••. -........•. .•,,^_..».-...«
1S q(z
	 = dynamic pressure	 ^,._.•.	 ,:<^	 :•ct ►-
r^N	 ► ''" ' K C's	 = aircraft stability coefficients
C's	 = normalized stability coefficients2.'
mV, .^..
rn	 = ityV.l• =	 total veloc
	 -	 3 -q^S --..
:.-	 :.. y• 	 -^ Vie
2 For an explanation of	 these stabflit-coyfftc ir►nts,^we. Ite^.7 i. }j«=+^`•:^.	 •. +.
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The right-hand side of Eqn. (4-1) will be a constant for a given
type of aircraft, and the left side may be written in terms of the func-
tion that specifies the trajectory.	 In Figure 4.3a, the ground track is
described in Cartesian coordinates as y = f(x) . With respect to the
arbitrary x-axis, the slope of the flight path is dy/dx, with corres-
ponding angle
Y = tan- Idy/dx
	
(4-z)
however the quantity of interest is the rate at which that angle is





 dy/dx = 8x(tan 1 d )dx	 (4-3)
But dx/dt is the x-component of the aircraft's velocity (with respect to
the ground-fixed coordinate system) :




where V is the average, total velocity, so that
yr _ ,	 (d2y/dx2)V	= V	 (4-5)
[ 1 + (dy
/dx) 2 ]
3/2	 R(x)
where R(x) is the radius of curvature. The constraint (4-1) may now
be written
11 + (dy/dx)2J 3/2 
= R(x) >V	 (4-6)
d2y/dx2	
_ 
(c 1 + c2 c3)min(Sr1,Sr2,Sr3)
2.	 Longitudinal Constraint














Figure 4.3a Horizontal Night Path Angle
Figure 4.3b Vertical Flight Path Angle
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climb, respectively. Referring to Figure (4-3b), it is seen that, in
cartesian coordinates
tan Y - dl	 (4-8)
so that Eqn, (4-7) may be rewritten




B. Passenger Ride Quality Constraints
The passenger comfort, or ride quality, constraints limit the
operation of an aircraft to those maneuvers found statistically to be
acceptable to the passengers An expression of these limitations (see








 i - 0.11816
max




0.76 for 90% passenger satisfaction
C ^ € 1.75 for 80% passenger satisfaction,
where	 Amax = maximum roll angle (degrees)
'pmax = maximum roll rate (degree/sec)
Omax = maximum pitch angle (degrees)
Ymax = maximum flight path angle (degrees).
For a coordinated turn and considering only the roll angle
part of Eqn . (4-10) , the constraint may be written
R._.2 ^ gcos^ _ C 2 8;	 (4-11)
s A coordinated turn is one in which no sideslip occurs, i.e. the
component of gravitational force along a wing provides the centripetal
force necessary to maintain the particular turning radius being used.
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or, using derivatives of the trajectory function:
	
,(1 + (dy/dx) 2 13/2 , V2	 (4-12
d2y/dx2	-- C2g
0.;19 for 90% passenger satisfactionwhere	 C2	 (0.50 for 80% passenger satisfaction
average total velocity
g	 = acceleration due to gravity
0	 = roll angle.
C. Regulatory Constraints
Regulations affecting allowable flight paths may pertain either
to safety, governmental security, or noise annoyance.. Safety restric-
tions involve single trajectories (e.g.	 avoidance of low altitude obsta-
cles) and	 multiple paths	 (e.g. maintenance of safe separating	 dis-
tances); military installations often prohibit general and commercial
aviation flights from passing too closely for security reasons; and there
may be certain areas (e.g. schools and hospitals) which are particularly
sensitive to noise from nearby aircraft,
'Two safety restrictions that apply to every airport have been
included in this study. They are:
1. A safe distance should be maintained between any two
trajectories as far as is possible. Because several
trajectories may share a single runway, the region in
which this restriction applies often excludes an area
within several miles of the airport. The minimum allowed
separating distance used in this work was 800 meters.
F
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2. No landing aircraft should be required to execute a turn
of more than 45 degrees, as it crosses the Inner marker,
In order to come into alignment with the runway, This
is referred to here as the final heading requirement,
Restrictions that are related to special areas to be avoided,
for security or 'annoyance reasons, are particular to the given airport
community being considered. Although not included in this study,
these constraints could. be formulated and contained in the problem as
described in Chapter `JI.
D. Pilot Operating Constraints
It is possible that the optimum trajectories computed would
require more maneuvering of an aircraft than a pilot can or is willing to
perform, especially in the near terminal area., where his attention is
required on a number of :natters. The constraints then, are to limit
the number and complexity of the turning maneuvers on the flight
paths.
E. Zhreshold Noise Constraint
A difficulty with all three of the annoyance measures dis-
cussed in Chapter III (and other ratings) is that an "improvement," as
determined by these measures, can be made by exchanging a large
number of people exposed to medium noise levels for a small group
exposed to extremely high levels. To avoid this possibility, a con-
straint is imposed that prohibits any area 4 (grid cell) from receiving
4 For some cells near an airport, the high levels may be unavoidable




maximum noise levels (L Amax) during a flyover, at or above a "thres-
hold" level, more than Nmax times per day. The threshold level and
value. of Nmax chosen should be as small as possible, without overly re-
strtcting the possible trajectories.
Flighttt ,Pates
In selecting an appropriate parametric form for specifying a tra-
jectory, it is necessary to weigh the benefits of a large number of
parameters --more degrees of freedom and hence, more flexibility --
against the attendant increase in computation needed to determine the
values of those parameters. Chang [zu], for example, reported that
using only five terms in a Fourier series representation of aircraft
landing trajectories (the unknown parameters were the Fourier coef-
ficients) led to overly complicated flight paths, while increasing the
number of terms would have resulted in unacceptable computational
requirements without necessarily simplifying the paths.
The model chosen for a flight path in this work avoids that prob-
lem by directly relating the maximum number of turning maneuvers to
the number of parameters to be determined. Each trajectory is repre-
sented by a chain of linear segments joined by helical arcs (circular in
the ground plane, linear in the profile). Figures 4.4a and 4.4b show
an example of a path with three segments. The two intersections of the
linear segments in Figure 4.4a are called "corner points," the cartesian
coordinate of these points, along with those of the other trajectories,
make up the set of parameters to be determined. In the ground plane,
a circular arc with minimum radius (determined by the dynamic and








































with corner point n
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passenger comfort constraints) is inscribed in the angle between any
two linear segments. The arc, tangent to both segments, describes the
ground track of	 the path flown during a turn at that corner.	 Between
r.-	 tangent points, as shown in Figure 4.4b, the profile of the path is
approximated by a linear segment.	 The resulting turn, in three di-
mensions, is a helical arc.. Since each corner point (requiring three
coordinates) may have at most one turn, the complexity of the flight
path is limited in a natural wary by the allowed flexibility, i.e. the
number of corner points used.
Also treated in an implicit way are the endpoint restrictions.
Since only Cie corner points' coordinates are variables, the endpoints of
a trajectory may be placed in tho appropriate (constant) positions
without need of an explicit rest.riason to-hold them constant. For
example, in Figure 4.4a, a landing path .begins at the entry point
(arrival fix) and ends at the inner marker, after which the aircraft
flies straight to the runway. For- akeofts'•(and landings not required
to report to the entry point), the endpoint-away fmm the runway may
be made variable as shown in figure 4.5. here, a pseudo-segment has
been added so th,rt the true endpoint becomes a variable corner point.
The pseudo-segment must be long. enough , Jo. prevent a violation	 the
dynamic and passenger comfort coi1s?rainf y :subsetit?ritry ^iscusse+d) ,
and no noise calculations should invoNf this iVIitiou M gmeAf.
Explicit statements of the remaining constraints are required for
this particular trajectory model. The lateral dyrimnic. restriction, Eqn.
(4-6) and passenger comfort constr Vt E:yn (4- 2)-nre- both tnequali-
ties involving the radius of curvature' of the-grou `d track; • thAp -w7 be -7
combined to yield
	







































R > max { VZ ,	 V	 ) ,	
(4-13)2 C 1+C 2C 3 min(ir1, 6r 2  r37
where R is the radius of curvature of any point on the ground track.
For the linear segments of a path, R a oo; for the turns at the corner
point, R is just the radius of the circular arc used to describe a turn
in the ground track. Generally, the passenger comfort term (first on
the right in Eqn. (4-13)) is the larger, so that a constant value of R
(Rmin) that satisfies Eqn_. (4-13) may be employed for all turns once
the maximum value of V is known for a trajectory.
Incorporation of the longitudinal dynamic constraint is equally
straightforward. Eqn , (4-9) involves only the vertical slope (the slope
of the profile with respect to the ground plane), a quantity that is
i re&-Aly calculated once the coordinates of the tangent points are knowni
(see figures 4.4a,b). Appendix C gives a derivation of the formulae
used to obtain these coordinates,
Because of the form of the flight path model used here, some
additional -,restrictions on the feasibility of any trajectory must be in-
cluded. As shown in Figure 4.6, it is possible to specify corner points
that result in nonsensical trajectories for a given value of Rmin'
Figure 4.7 indicates the pertinent quantities to use in the restrictions.
The first restriction prevents a path' from becoming disconnected be-
tween any two corner points by requiring that
( R min I + IR min I < 1„ (4-14)
Corner Vo
(.,\(U y )
Figure 4,7 Rela oils Needed to Specify Veasible [Tght: Paths
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the arc, as developed in Appendix C.	 On the other
segments, Eqn. (4-14) or (4-18),	 (4-19) assure this condition.
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Second, for the outermost segment in the chain, an explicit requirement
that the circular arc have a tangent; point on the segment $ must be
stated, i.e.,
Maintaining a safe distance between any two trajectories may be
accomplished by sampling the distance between their ground tracks at a
number of locations, as shown in Figure 4.8a. This test makes two
assumptions: that the profiles of the two paths are Sufficiently similar
to allow these sampled distances in the rc^ . otind1p ane to be good approx-
imations of the actual distances, and that enough samples can be taken
to obtain an accurate representation of spacing between the two paths,
The first assumption is not an object of concern because it leads, at
most, to an underestimation of the spacing. As for the number of
samples needed, it has been found in this work that as few as ten
measurements will suffice; However, as shown in Figure 4 . Bb, the
successive' values y i must be tested not only for minimum magnitude,
but also for a change in sign, indicating a crossing of the paths. Tile
two constraints are then:
yi > dntitt'
yiyi+1	 o,
where s is the number of samples.
i = 1, s-1	 (4-17)
As stated previously, when two or




Figure 4.8a Sampling the Distances Between Two Paths
v
'igure 4.8b Two Crossing Trajectories with Yi > drain
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} are close together, the separation constraint, Eqn (4-16) , should not
be applied near these runways where file close spacing between tra jec-
tortes is unavoidable. Further, at larger airports with sophisticated
navigational and air traffic control systems, both the separation and
crossover :restrictions, Egns. (4-16) and (4-17) may not be required.
The final Heading constraint is modelled by requiring that the
angle. 6 and length 11 , shown in Figure 9 g , satisfy the following.
i
6 ? 135 0 ,	 (4-18)
Together, these guarantee that a landing aircraft will have a path
aligned with the runway before reaching it, and that any final turn will
9	 be no greater than 450,
Finally, the threshold noise constraint: (which is independent of
the trajectory model) requires an analytic form. in each grid cell to
which the constraint applies, the maximum A-level (LA,max) exper-
ienced during each aircraft flyover may not exceed a threshold. level
(f'11,`1'hres`h) more than N max times per day. This may be expressed as
N
I£ . m,^ x [e, >a	 , L	 l	 0	 (4 -20)
i=N>	
A,n^a^	 A,Tl^resti jej
where N* = index of the .first flyover after lei 	 flights with hmax	 Amax.
? 'LA,Thresh




index for the grid cells to be included in this constraint,

















In Chapter II, the notion of representing each aircraft trajectory
in parametric form was introduced, the idea being to reduce the amount
of computation required for determining the optimum set of flight paths.
This chapter develops the numerical algorithm that will be used to
determing the optimum parameter values. In fact, several algorithms
are described in the development, giving a good representation of
available methods that are compatible with the solution approach adopted
in this work.
All of the optimization methods to be discussed require a criterion,
referred to here as the cost function, by which to judge the improve-
ment being made in a system. The cost function must depend, perhaps
implicitly, only upon the parameters needed to describe the system (in
this case, those that specify the trajectories) . As formulated in Chap-
ter VI, the cost will be a function (explicitly) of the noise annoyance,
the solution restrictions (constraints), and if desired, other attributes
of the system. All of these components, however, depend upon the
trajectories, which in turn, are functions of the parameters.
Most optimization algorithms are iterative descent methods. They
approximate the solution to a problem usually in several steps, with
each successive step making use of previous approximations. This
search progresses in such a way that the value of the cost function at
each iteration is lower the previous value; the search is then said to be
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descending. All of the optimization methods suitable for this work
involve derivatives of the cost function with respect to the unknown
parameters. Because the cost function includes the annoyance model,
which lacks a tractable analytic expression, derivatives of the cost are
best determined numerically, This strongly influences the choice of
which class of optimisation methods to employ.
of the two suitable for use in this work, primal and approximating
methods, the former relies more upon extremely accurate derivative
calculations. These methods search over only those parameter conibina-
tions not prohibited by	 the restrictions. Although primal algorithms
offer the advantage of "suboptimal" solutions at each iteration2 (reduced
cost and all constraints satisfied), the necessity of large numbers of
calculations to compute the derivatives accurately outbalances the at-
tractive features,
The approximating methods begin with, a problem in the form
minimize f(x)
ti xcH n	 (5-1)
subject to: h (x) < c
where .x is an n.- vector whose components are the parameters to be
determined f(x) is the cost function, h(x) is an m-vector-valued func-
tion that includes all the constraints, c is a constant nt-vector, and En
it is always possible to cast an optimization problem in a form that
seeks a miiiimum value of the cost.
f for some reason the iterative process must stop before reaching the
primal solution, these sub-optimal solutions offer at least an improve-
ient over the initial condition.
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is Euclidean n-space. With the appropriate transformation, the problem
becomes unconstrained: a
minimize 7(!)	 f(x) + WT4)(x)	 (5-2)
X&E,
where w is a m-vector of constants, called the weighting or controlling
parameter, and P(x) is an m- vector-valued function that depends upon
the problem constraints.
Two forms are popular for use in constructing 1(x): barriers and
penalties, Barrier functions are not useful in the work for two rea-
sons. First is their requirement that the initial point in the search be
a feasible point (satisfy all the constraints). Determining a feasible
starting point can be quite difficult for Gases with many trajectories
having several segments. More important though, is a fundamental
defficiency of barrier methods. Theoretically, the term J41(x) would
create a 'barrier" in the n-dimensional surface defined by the modified
cost function in Eqn. (5-2). Presumably, the solution point xk
(obtained in the k-th Iteration) would not move near the barrier, in-
curring a high cost, in the next iteration. This, however, is not the
case if large changes in x are allowed; it is possible for the solution to
'"jump" the barrier, giving an xk+1 that has a lower cost, but that is
infeasible. Without explicitly checking the solution at each iteration,
this condition would go "undetected" by the optimization algorithm.
3 Formally, the problem is constrained by the requirement xcE n', but
computationally, the solution is unrestricted in real n-space,
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rortunately, the penalty methods are somewhat more robust in this
respect. Although they also permit infeasible solutions to pass for
feasible ones, the condition is detectable and automatically corrected by
the standard procedure for implementing the penalty methods
A popular form for the penalty function is (see Ref, (23))
'	 pi(x) = (max[O,(hi(x)-ci )l)2 	(5-3)




The problem is then expressed as (c.f. Eqn. (4-2))
m
minimize f(x) + f p il'i (x).	 (5-5)
xeEn	
x=1
To remove totally the approximation in the constraints, introduced
by the penalties, the problem must be solved a number of times, with
increasing values of the p i . A sequence [^) , with i'l 1 ?	 i, is used to
determine a sequence of solutions { xj ) , While some of the xj may
violate constraints, it may be shown (see Luenberger (23, pp. 278-
280)) that any limit point4 of the sequence [ xl ] associated with the
sequence {Rl) is a solution to the original problem, Eqn. (5-1).
As a practical matter, though, it is necessary only to use a value
of li that .results (at worst) in acceptably small violations of the con-
straints. Some experimentation with the particular problem being solved
may be required to determine the components of ^ that will give accept-
able results. Too large values trend to slow the convergence to the
4 If these exists a subset K of the positive integers such that the sub-
sequence { ak)k&K converges to x, then x is a limit point of i xk).
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solution, while small values may result in constraint violations that are
excessive (by whatever approximation standards apply) .
With the contrained problem formulated as an unconstrained one, a
suitable optimization method must be selected, The following sections
develop several traditional algorithms, leading to the technique chosen
for this study.
As with most nonlinear problems, the task of finding the minimum
of a nonlinear function f( x) lacks a general, closed-form solution.
Iterative technique, however, can be used to make successive approxi-
mations of the solution, until the calculated value is judged to be rea-
sonably close to the actual one.
Once a starting point is chosen, new 'points are generated by a
recursion of the form
4+1 = xk + of  d	 (5-6)
where d  is the "direction" vector and uk is a scalar that determines
how Far to move along the direction d  in order to reach xk+l The
values of 
c!k and d  vary in the methods subsequently discussed.
Steepest Descent
Per ►aps the most "short-sighted" of its type, this method often
gives satisfactory results, but more important, it serves as a foundation
for the more sophisticated algorithms.
Given a function f(x) and a point x% , the task is to find a good'
direction (in n-space) in which to search for a new point r l , such that
f(x1) < f(xg). The first approach is conveniently provided by a prop-




^_X	 (a row vector),	 (5-7)
namely that ' Q(S) = T f(x) Is a vector that points In the direction In
which fQi) Is Increasing most rapidly. since the problem Is to find the
ininimum value of f(x), the direction in which to search Is along -U(S).
This will result w in the most rapid decrease of f(x) for that iteration.
(Later methods sacrifice this immediate improvement for other advant-
ages,)
As stated earlier, it is not practical to obtain an analytic expres-
sion for R( x) In the problem under consideration. An approximate
numerical form
f (X 1
? XV " ' P 'i + AX	 X d - f	 (5-8)
Ax
i = 1,n
has been employed.. In the limit Ax 4 0, Eqn. (5-8) yields the exact
gradient; small values of Ax should therefore be used to obtain accurate
approximations,





Choose an initial point xo, set k=O,
Step 1: Compute d k = _4(4)















Figure 5,1 steepest Descent Example
4
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Iterative values of xk up to k=q are shown as circles, connected
by line segments to Indicate the progression. This example demon-
strates a major problem of steepest descent, namely, Its slow conver-
gence properties. Its initial step to x, is directly "downhill," causing
a large decrease In the value of f(x); however, once In the shallow
region, it oscillates ineffectually, making slow progress. The curvature
along the valley prevents g(x), the search direction, from pointing
directly to the solution, A more rigorous explanation of the conver-
gence properties of this algorithm may be found in Luenberger (23, pp.
^.AE3-155) .
Newton'- Method
A more sophisticated approach to the general problem of minimizing
a function f Is to approximate that function with a quadratic form In the
region of the ;solution
f(x):c-bTX+k xQx. 	 (5-10)





provided that _Q Is a positive definite symmetric matrix.s Taylor's
Theoreme may be used to expand f(x) about x , keeping only up to
quadratic terms:
f(x) f(x^) + (xk)(x- ) * (- - T F(x^)( 
-xk), (5-12)
where Y' ik) the Hessian of t, is the nxn matrix of second-partial
derivatives of f(x), evaluated at xk,
s In Rn , a matrix _q, is positive definite if xTgLc > 0 for all x#0.




F(x) - 8x.8x.	 (5-13)1 J
Comparing terms of (5-12) with (5-11) gives a minimum ? at
(x-xk) = -[F(4)1-1 `f(xk )T ,	 (5-14)
from which follows the recursion
xk+1 ` xk	 IF(xk) ] -1 _ f(xk) T .	 (5-.15)
The algorithm for Newton's method is then:
Newton's Method
Step 0:	 Choose an initial point x 0 , set k 0.
r	 Step 1:	 Compute I(xk), [F(xk)] 1.
Step 2:
	 Set xk+1 = X  - [F(xk)] 1&(xk).
Set k=k+1
Go to Step 1.
As before', this procedure continues until a stopping criterion is met.
No line search is required, but computing, inverting, and storing
the inverse Hessian requires more computing resource, than does the
steepest descent algorithm. Newton's method does, however, converge
rapidly when x  is near the solution x*. This depends somewhat upon
how nearly quadratic fQ) is: a scaling factor ak, and a line search
may be included for cases where the quadratic approximation is not




7 The requirement that Q (and F) be positive definite is based upon
the necessary and sufficient conditions for x* to be a minimum point.
(See Luenberger [23 pp 110-1141).
ed
TX	 (5-17)
and a line search to minimize f(xk + c'k[r(X'-k)] Q(4)) must be added
to Stop 2 of the algorithm,
Newton's Method: Example 2
Figure 5.2 shows the results of applying Newton's method to the
same problem as' in Examplel. The pure form of the method, without
the search parameter (v k I was used with excellent results. The. seem-
Ingly odd behavior exhibited in iteration 1 demonstrates how this
method, in sacrificing the initial rapid progress of steepest descent,
converges swiftly on the solution after only five iterations.
Conjugate Gradient Methods
Of the descent techniques examined thus far, one converges quite
slowly when near the solution, and the other, quite rapidly, but at the
expense of large increases in computation, A good compromise is pro-
vided by the conjugate gradient methods. These are developed quali-
tatively here.; theoretical treatments may be found in Ref. [23] and
[32],
Conjugate gradient techniques are a subset of the more general
conjugate direction method, As the name implies, gradient information
is used in computing the search directions; it is the special conjugacy
of these directions that distinguishes the methods.	 The quadratic
problem considered previously serves to illustrates 	 notions involved.







figure 5.2 Newton's Method Example
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has a minimum at
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if Q is positive definite. This
linearly independent set of vecto
- 
X*
= 2 -1 b 
	
(5-18)
solution may be expanded, using any




If the d i are Q-orthogonal (or Q-conjugate), 	 i.e. d^Qd i = 0 for
i # j, then the following results$:
	





dTQQ lb = F a dTQd ,	 (5-22)
i=0 -^ —
	














a Proof that the Q-conjugate set {d i } are linearly independent:
Assume that the d i are not linearly independent. Then there exist
n-x
ai 0 such that f aidi 0. Multiplying by d-Q yields (for each i)
i=0
ad.Qdi 0.. Since Q is positive definite, diQd i
 > 0 and ai = 0,
contradicting the assumption.
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All that remains is to specify the d i
 in terms of Q and b, the known
quantities in the problem.
What the conjugate gradient algorithm does is to compute the di
iteratively,	 using linear combinations of the gradients in all previous
iterations.
► 	 Conjugate Gradient Algorithm
Step 0:	 Set k = 0 1 xk = x0 , dQ = -go = b - Sxo.
T^





k + akdk (5-27)
T
gk+lQdkStep 2:Ok = (5-28)
akgkdk
ak+1 = -Rk+1 + PA (5-29)
(Elk = Qxk - b) (5-30)
Step 3:
	
Set k = k+1 and go to Step 1.
These	 iterative
	
calculations are exact for a purely quadratic problem
and the solution, Eqn. (5-25) is obtained in n steps.
In general, the function being minimized is not quadratic. Near a
minimum point, the Taylor expansion is
f W = f ( ') + 17f (x'`) (X- X*) t ' (x-x ) TF (x,c) (x-x) + 0 (lx-x%. 1^) .
(5-31)
A necessary condition for x* to be an unconstrained minimum point is
that	 a 0.	 The fouth term becomes negligible as x -> x*, leaving
only the quadratic term in x.
	 This leads to the following extension of
the conjugate gradient algorithm in which Q is replaced by F.
r;
,. ...^..	 _	 .,.^.. aa.^2iro-^a+c ^.e^s^crs:,. ,. .wtAzx._•w.z-:$e^^. AhY3^^it4 s^.r m+u^ET4w.^..,.r=.uw^._^
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General Coniuciate Gradient Algorithm
Step 0	 Set k = U, 40
- -80 	 r£(^0)




4+1 = Xk + orkdk
Siop 2	 Compote gk+l = QTf(xk+l)






-om P	 ^k -
dpF(x
-k- --k )d-k
set dk+1 _	 4+1 + Rkak
k=k+1
Else,
Set dk+1 = Ek+1
k = k+l








In Step 2, the "else" branch is called a spacer (or, restart) stop.
It- is inserted to aid in the convergence to the solution by reinitiating
the conjugate direction calculations every n steps.
A disadvantage of the above algorithm is its requirement of calcu-
lating F(x). Even if storage of the nxn matric is not an obstacle,
numerical accuracy (along with that of q(x)) is still a concern. Errors
may grow during the iterative constriction of the d k
 to the point that






Figure 5.3 Conjugate Gradients Example




Step 2 Set d  = -S kAk ,	 (5-40)






qk = Sk+1 - Sk	
(5-44)
(Note: 
ak must be selected so that T > 0)
Step 4: If k # mn (m an integer), set
T	 T	 T






—k -ROOk Mkskgk P 9
Set k = k+1.
Go to Step 2,
Else,
Go to Step 1.
A, Requirement for step-wise descent
The above algorithm, along with steepest descent and New-
ton's method, belongs to a class of methods that use the recursion
xk+1 - Xk - akN F,	 (5-46)
to compute the minimum of f(x), where a > 0, and Mk is an n x n
matrix that modifies the direction -qk . For steepest descent, Mk V T,
for Newton's Method, Mk = IF(xk )] -1 , and for this method, Mk =
h Y^ ik) ] -1 (a point which remains to be proved) A desirable
property of such iterative methods is that each step produces a lower
value of f(x) . The requirement on Mk that insures this is now derived.
Using Taylor's theorem to expand f(x)
xx k+1 about xk gives:
£(2` k+1) = f (Xk) + pf (kk) (Xk+l	 x k) + O ( 1xk+1 - Xk 1 2 ) ,	 (5-47)
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Into which Eqn. (5-46) may be Inserted to yield;
£(Xk+1 ) _ f(xk) - ak kMka + 0(101 2 ).	 (5-48)
For small a, the trailing term becomes negligible compared to the second
term on the right. If f(xk*j ) is to be less than f(xk) for small elk > 01
then.
ST	 > 0. (5-49)
This can be insured for all Rk ¢ 0 by requiring the Mk be positive
definite.	 (Clearly, for steepest descent this is the case, but for New-
ton's method, Mk = I (4)] -1 is not guaranteed to be positive definite
except near a minimum.)
B.	 Positive Definiteness of Sk
Given the algorithm for generating the S k , it will be shown
that the positive definiteness of Sk+1 follows from that of S k . For x s
En
T	 T	 (XTSk-qk) 2	 (XTEd 2






Substituting a = SkP
-k , b - S"^qk gives
m	
0T"')(^lU) _ ( b)2	 (X1P-k)2
x S k+ lx = Yk [	 T	 ) +^- ------- (5-51) 
^' b pk-qk
By definition, 
gk = -qk+1 ` .Rk, so that
110k P'k-gk+1 	 E'kfzk (5 -52)
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Since 2ik+1 is the minimum of f(x) along pk akdk , then
T
' of	 4fN+1)ak _ ak^ktlEk8a(xk + adk ) =
	 T	 -	 -- o	 (5-53)
akak	 40k




By definition, Rk akdk -«k 441 so that
,pkgk = ak (Skpk) Tgk akAks kh'	 (5-55)
Eqn. (5-51) may now be written
T	 (air) (bT^?) - (aTb)Z	 ('-`T2k)2
x sk
+ix = yk [	
-T	 l +	 T	 (5 -56)b b
	 ak,9ksk4k
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, Q the first term on the right of Eqn.
(5-56) is positive semi-definite, as is the second term, by virtue of the
definition of inner product. To demonstrate that both terms cannot
vanish simultaneously, assume that a =lab, For which case the first
term vanishes. Then ^ = tgk and
P-0- = l pk9k = l akhhh # o	 (5-5 7)
since, S  his positive definite. Therefore, x  k+,x > 0 for all x ^ 0.
Since the algorithm starts with % = 1, all of the S  will be positive
definite. C.E.D.
An extremely useful piece of information in this proof regards
the determination of ak . The magnitude ofpkgk in Eqn. (5-55) is not
paramount; only its sign affects the definiteness of S,. ,I . ror this
s Cauchy-Schwarz Inequality.
(Jo(! ) > (27 )2
IM
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reason, the algorithm requires that the line search in Step 3 be accur-
ate enough only to give nkg k > 0. (When applied to nonquadratic
problems, the requirement that ak minimizes f(x) along xk + akh
becomes more stringent)
C. Convergence of Sk to F-1
For the modified `Davidon-Fletcher-Powell method., it may be
shown that if f(x) Is quadratic (F constant and positive definite), then
EFPj	 .0,	 0 <	 < j < k	 (5-58)
and
Sk+Ai = RV 0 < i < k,	 (5-59)
from which the convergence of the algorithm in a finite number of steps
will be proved, along with the fact that Sn = F
A Taylor expansion of a(x) = Tf(x) gives
g(x)	 (xk) + Z^ (x-xk ) .	 (5 -60)
Using Eqn. (5-42) - (5-44) in the above yields	 w i
	
Rk 4+1 - Rk r Fxk+1 - 14 = Uk .	 (5 -61)
From (5-45)
4+Ak = Sk+l-qk _ Pk	 (5-62)
	
F i
The proof of (5-56) and (5-59) is by induction. They are
true for k 0 by virtue of (5-61) and (5-62) . Assuming that they are




may be constructed from previous itera-
tions




From (5-53) and (5-58)
TT
Ri.lk : 44+1	 0 < i < k	 (5 .64)
Transposing (5-62) and substituting into (5-64) yields
Skk = 0 , i < k.
	 (5 -65)




i < k,	 (5 -66)
proving (5-58) for.lt.
Still assuming that (5-61) is true for k-1,
419i Ri , 0 < i < k,	 (5-67)
which combined with (5-62) gives
°'	 Sk+1fzi ^ Pi t 0 < i < k,	 Q.E.D.
Since the Rk are F-orthogonal, they are linearly independent
(see footnote 8), if the matrix P whose columns are the Rk is con-
structed
' P = (20i	 L) 2i	 ...^ pn- 1j (5-68)
then (5-59) yields
-	 Sn F P = P
	 (5-69)
The linear independence of the Pk insures that P -a` exists, so that
Sn F = PC  = 1	 (5 -70)
and
1	 sn	 F'-1 .	 (5-71)
Finally, this method. is seen to be a conjugate direction meth-
od, by virtue of the F-conjugaty of the Rk' For the quadratic case
used in the proceeding analyses, it will converge in n steps or less.
The presence of the scaling factor Yk alters the eigenvalues in sk 7 F-1
at each iteration such that they span a small ranee. This leads to a
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better rate of convergence than was generally obtained in the original
method. For a development of this feature, see Ref, (231. A pure
steepest descent step every n steps insures that the conjugate direction




Modified D-r-P Method; Example 4
Returning to the problem (5-9) used in the previous examples, the
last algorithm is employed with excellent results, Figure 5.4  shows that
after five iterations, the approximate solution is comparable to that of
the conjugate gradient method In Example 3,
The last algorithm was chosen for use in this study for
several reasons. First, it has convergence properties superior to those
of steepest descent. Second, it requires only first order derivative
information, which may be generated practically. finally, the search
directions employed are guaranteed to decrease the cost function at
each iteration, an assurance that the conjugate direction methods lack
for nonquadratic problems.
Until now, the problem of nonconvex (or multimodal) cost
functions has not been considered, The preceeding search methods all
refer to finding "a minimum" of the cost, but in nonconvex .cases, there
is more than one minimum. The lowest valued of these so-called rela-
tive or local minima is referred to as the absolute or global. minimum,
There is no way to guarantee that any of the standard iterative tech-
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Figure 5.4 Modified D-F-P Example
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ror simple functions, different starting points may be used to find all
of the local minima and hence, the global one. In Chapter VII, it will
be seen that the cost function employed in this work has far too many
local minima for this technique to be practical. A scheme for examining
ra_ Ses of the variables will be shown to be applicable.
CHAPTER VI
THE COST FUNCTION
With analyt4c expressions for the noise annoyance (Chapter 111)
and the system constraints (Chapter TV), it is possible to formulate a
mathematical criterion, the cost function, by which the amount of any
change may be judged, As explained in the proceeding chapter, in- .
eluding the constraints as penalties in the cost function allows the use
of standard, unconstrained optimization techniques, which are more
practical for this work than are the so-called primal methods. While the
annoyance is the primary quantity to be minimized (with the penalties
as a necessary adjunct of the cost), it may be desired to include other
properties of the system in the cost, such as the fuel and time of flight
required for each trajectory.
The Penalty Functions
All of the constraints developed in Chapter TV, Eqns . (4-9) and
(4-13) through (4-20) are in the form
hi (X) < c1 (6-1)
as required by Eqn. (5-1), even though the unknown x does not ap-
pear explicitly in any of them. Penalties in the form of Eqn. (5-3) may
then be written for each constraint as 'follows:
(Dynamic and Passenger Comfort Constraint, Egns. (4-9), (4-13)]
P 1 = f	 VZ	 V	












P2 Z	 (max[0, tanydmax -
dz I
 dz - tanycmax])2
tray. segments dl	 dl.















[Separation and Crossover Constraints, Eqn.	 (4-16), (4-17)]
s
P =	 I (max[O, d	 - Y ])z5	
all traj. i=1	 min	 i
pairs
S-1











[Final Heading Constraint, Eqns. (4 -18) (4 - 19)]
P7 =	 I	 (max[O, 135 1
 - 6])2
traj.
P8 = - E	 (max[O ' 11 - 111)2
traj.




J(max(0, { ]31N , max(O,LA,man i - LA,'I.'hresh))) )
The Total Cost
Adjoining the penalties to the desired anfloyance measures, say
NII, gives the total cost function
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E (X) = WA (x) +T	 (6-11)
where A(x) is the annoyance (NII), wA is the annoyance weight, ^ is
the m-vector of penalty weights, and P(x) is the m-vector of penalties
(there are m constraints). As before, the variable x is present only in
a formal sense; it does not appear explicitly in these terms in this
work.	 "
They annoyance weight wA governs the relative importance of the
annoyance, keeping it from being dominated by the penalty terms.
This is most important in cases where the optimal solution is on a
constraint boundary, in such a region, JP(x) will in general be
nonzero, but as discussed in Chapter V, small values are acceptable.
The purpose of wA then is to insure that whatever reduction can be
made in	 the total	 cost corresponds to a decrease in the annoyance,
rather than a decrease in penalties that represent tolerable constraint
violations. When the constraints are violated excessively, the attendant
large penalties naturally should comprise the dominant portion of the
cost.
Experimentally, the following values of wA and the NI have been
found to give satisfactory results when NII is used for the annoyance
measure:
N1 = 104 - 106
N2 = 102 - 106
N3 = 1,04 - 106
Nq = 10 4 - 106
(Idteral dynamic, passenger comfort)
(longitudinal dynamic)
(geometric feasibility)
(geometric feasibility, first segment)
P5 = 103
P6 = 103
P7 = 10 4 - 106








-merits some explanation. It has been oftenThe rather wide r nge in 2 
found' in this work that the optimum trajectories will have the maximum
vertical slopes allowed by the longitudinal dynamic constraint, Eqn.
(4 -9) This is intuitively expected, since the maximum slopes give the
highest average altitude, the largest average distances from all the
populace, and hence, the lowest average noise levels. Because of this
tendency in the solutions, the associated penalty (P 2) generally is non-
zero. Starting with a small value of p2 allows the optimization to work
on the ground tracks without hinderance from penalties on the profiles
(vertical components). After several iterations, p2 may be increased if
excessive longitudinal constraint violations are occurring.
Modifying the Cost Function: Inclusion of Fuel and Time of Flight
An example of altering the cost function to include other attributes
is a study conducted to examine the relationship between the noise
1 In cases where a trajectory segment passes over a region of low
population density, increasing its slope does not significantly lower
the noise levels and hence, the total community annoyance. The
optimization. stops when the change in cost between successive itera-
tions is less than some criterion. Therefore such a segment may not
be exactly optimum, but practically it is so. Fuel consumption rates
that vary with climb and descent rates are not included in this analy-
sis.
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annoyance, and the fuel and time of flight needed. It is assumed that
the latter two vary linearly with the flight path length only. That is,
constant power settings and noise propogation characteristics are used.
The resulting term to be added to the cost is
fF TOF (x) —	 WF TOF1'T	 (6-12)
'	 traj .	 '
where WF,TOF is the fuel and time of flight weight, and IT is the
trajectory length. Eqn, (6-11) becomes
f1 (x) = wAA(x) + fF,TOFQE) + PTP(x).	 (6-13)
Using f1(x) as the cost function, a relation between the annoyance and
fF,TOF was obtained by varying 
wF,TOF' This investigation is re-
ported in Chapter VIII.
CHAPTER VII
INTEGRATION OF THE MODELS
The annoyance, flight path, and cost function models are combined
with the chosen optimization method to create a system for analyzing the
aircraft noise annoyance problem and the feasibility of remedying it
through trajectory modifications. While the components of the system
are essentially modular (and hence, capable of being altered individually
without replacing the entire system), some linkage among them is re-
quired. Further, some special considerations must be given to larger
airports and to some population distributions.
The Flyover/Noise Simulation: Small Xr orts
At any airport, there are, in general, a number of flight paths
(both for takeoffs and landings) in use on a given day, with different
types and numbers of aircraft using these trajectories. In this work, it
is assumed that for the period of time under consideration, the type of
each path., (takeoff or landing) and the runway to which it is assigned
do not	 change.	 In addition, the noise level data used is that for
landing aircraft with constant power and control settings.1
Calculation of the annoyance measure requires information about
the distribution of the sound levels • (L dn ) on the ground; for the
current population distribution model, only the sound levels at the cell
i These assumptions are not fundamental to the operation of 'the sys-
tem. A more sophisticated noise model for instance, that employs




centroids are needed. First, the position of each type of aircraft, on
each trajectory, is sampled at equal time intervals (10 sec.) . Then
Eqn. (3-1),` along with data from Table 3.1, is used to compute the
sound level (L A) at each centroid due to each t py a of aircraft, from
every sample position and trajectory. This computational approach is
practical so long as the number of flight paths and aircraft types is
C
small. Referring to Appendix A, these levels for all of the aircraft are
j	 added on an energy basis, 2 and the average day -night level (Ldn) at
each centroid may then be calculated from Eqn. (3-5) .
Knowledge of the Ldn distribution, along with the population
distribution, allows the calculation of either LWP (c.f. Eqn. (3•-8)) or
NII (c.f. Eqn. (3-9)); however, evaluation of HAPN is not necessarily
k
as straightforward. This measure requires that the sound level (LA)
be calculated at each centroid, at each sampling instant, and that the
maximum values (day and night) be retained, At smaller airports,
where the flight operations are dispersed and non-overlapping in time,
the LA values depend upon only one aircraft at any sampling instant.
For a larger number of operations where the overlap (in time) is un-
avoidable, the sequence of flight operations must be explicitly included
in the LA calculations, since at every sampling instant the types of
2 It is not necessary to compute L (at each centroid) for every sam-
pling instant, since these levels Awill themselves be averaged (using
energy addition) to get LOnly the energy term, Eqn. (A-4),
must be computed and aAn'iulated (correctly weighted, c,f. Eqn.
(3-5)) into the total centroid energy for every sampling instant. If n
aircraft of the same type fly on a give trajectory, then their total




aircraft flying will determine the value of LA
 at any centroid. In this
study, only a situation of the former type has been considered for the
purpose of comparing HAPN with LWP and NII.
Large Airports and the Eguivalent Aircraft Concept
Summing (on an, energy basis) over all trajectories, sample points,
A
and aircraft types may become impractical as the number of any of
these grows, depending upon the computing resources available, At
large airports, such as the Lambert-St. Louis facility in St. Louis,
Missouri, the number of trajectories and aircraft (fifteen paths and five
hundred operations per day) precludes the straightforward approach of
the last section. In such a case, the summation over aircraft types
may be removed by replacing the mixture of planes on each trajectory
with a single equivalentlent aircraft, whose sound level distribution is the
same as if all the aircraft assigned to that path were flying together on
it. ror this treatment to be Valid, it is necessary that either NTT or
LWP be used as the annoyance measure. The reason is that both of
them are functions of the Ldn distribution, which depends only on the
total sound energy distribution, integrated over time (one 24-hour
period) and not cm the time history of the energy contributions (except
for the distinction between day and night occurrences).
The exact expression for the total sound level (using any power
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with, from Eqn, (3-1)
Li cl i c2 i • log Ior# (7-1)
where the subscript Iis the aircraft index and n is the total number of
aircraft. A simple, approximate expression for Eqn. (A-6) may be
obtained in the following way. For all the aircraft on a given traject-
ory, the appropriate L i 's are added (on an energy basis, and using the
Ldn convention which weights nighttime energy terms with a factor of
ten), i.e. an equivalent level b *
 may be written
n	 Li(r)/10
Lk (r) = 10 • log10 E wi10	 (7-2)
i=1
where the subscript k denotes that this is the L* contribution from the
k-th trajectory, and wi is the same time-of-day factor as in Eqn. (3-5),
If Lk (r) vs. r is plotted for a variety of values of r, an excellent
approximation of the resulting data is the expression
Lk - cl,k,eq - c2,k,eq . log (r) (7-3)
where 
ci,k,eq and c2,k,eq are the equivalent aircraft noise coefficients
for the k=th trajectory. An example of this is shown in Figure 7. 1.
The largest value of r was chosen to be 60,000 meters, since that is
the largest value of the range that would be encountered in the near
zone area (32,000 meter radius) of an airport. In this example, the
estimated correlation coefficient squared in the least square-error fit
(dotted line) was rz = 0.9995. (Spacing the abscissa values such that
rj+1 arj , where a is a constant, results in their being equally spaced













































With the coefficients cl
 k , eq and cz, k, eq for all the flight paths,
the total. L* at any point on the ground, at each sampling Instant is
Just the sum (on an energy basis)
^, w 
10	
N,^	 I,k } t/ 10  L	 1'ogio I 10	 (7-4)^
=1
where NT is th'e number of trajectories, and t is the sampling index.
Since the time-of-day weighting has already been included in L t, the
expression for Ldn becomes (c.f. En. (3-5))
N	 L*/'10
F 10 t







where N is the number of noise level samples.
This method of using equivalent aircraft coefficients reduces the
number of calculations needed to determine Ldn at each grid cell by a
factor approximately	 equal
	 to the number of aircraft types that are
operating in an area, Since at many airports this number is frequently
on the order of ten, a considerable savings in computation time may be
achieved. (Minimal computation time is required to determine the equi-
valent aircraft noise coefficients.)
As it is the method relies upon the assumption that c, ,i and
c2 i
are	 constant for each aircraft	 type. If varying thrust levels and
control settings are to be considered, it might be possible to make
these coefficients functions of time, and for a given airport, predict
their values (and hence, those of the equivalent aircraft coefficients)
y estimating the time histories of the thrust and controls.
	 A second
isadvantage of the method is that LA values are not compu ted at each
84
C
sampling instant. Thus, the threshold noise constraint either must be
omitted or altered so that the limitation is in terms of bdn. in each grid
cell, rather * than the maximum A-level experienced, finally, the errors
Introduced in the bdn values by the equivalent aircraft method ar(,;
small (< 1 dB) however, the :nonlinear intensity weighting function,
W(Ldn), may amplify these. errors, giving NII and LWP values that',
differ by several percent from those calculated exactly. The amount of
error in NII and LWP changes with the sets of trajectories, but the
locations of the local minima do not differ significantly in comparisons of
the exact and approximate calculations.'
E uivalent Aircraft Coefficients and the Assi gnment Problem
An interesting feature of the equivalent aircraft method is that the
noise level coefficient cl
, k, eq (k is the trajectory index) has a strong
dependence only on the total number of aircraft on a particular flight
path, as long as 'there is a uniform mixture of aircraft types present.
A plot of cl,k,eq vs. the Ldn-equivalent number 2 of aircraft per tra-
jectory (far the Lambert/St. Louis International. Airport) is shown in
Figure 7.2, The dotted line is the least square-error fit and has the
form
i For example, using the Phoenix Sky Harbor Airport case, the error
in NII for the nominal (currently specified) trajectories is 2.1% and
for the optimum set, 0.2%. The corner pts, (equivalent aircraft
method) differ from the optimum ones (exact calculations) by no more
than. 100 meters
2 The Ld convention of weighting a nighttime sound level with a factor
ten is Nquivalent to adding the sound levels, on an energy basis, of
ten identical sound level occurences. Hence, one nighttime flight is





































c1 , k , eq 
= a + b - log lo
 Na/c ' (7-6)
R
E	 where Na/c ' is the Ldn-equivalent number of aircraft per trajectory and




coefficient	 squared, rz =	 0.993.
	
As	 for	 the	 coefficient
1 ^2,k, eq l	 the	 data	 ('also	 for	 the Lambert-St. Louis case) are not as
strongly	 correlated with Na/c . Figure 7.3 shows a	 log-log	 plot of
c2,k,eq vs, Na/c , with the least square-error fit (dotted line) for Na/c
> 250.	 The functional form is
c2,k,eq = aN 
b
a/c ,	 (7-7)
where a = 23.44 and b	 7.89 x 10-3 ; the estimated correlation coeffi-
cient squared is r2 = 0.894. Restricting Na/c to values greater than
►
 250 allows for a good fit of the data with a simple functional form. For
Na/c < 250, Eqn. (7-7) will not accurately predict c2, k ,egI and an
individual fit of the data, as in Figure 7.1, will be necessary.
These relations between the coefficients and N a/c , Eqns . (7-6) and
(7-7) , have a bearing on the problem of how to assign aircraft to the
different trajectories, with the community annoyance from noise as the
criterion.





assignments are assumed to be known and remain constant for a given
airport); however, it will be a necessary addition in subsequent refine-
ments	 of	 this study.	 The aforementioned relations may be useful in
formulating a performanc6 criterion to be used in the initial assignment
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The MIU atgd S s,,thm
A general summary of the systems operation is provided by the
flowchart in figure 7.4.
The Input required is: 1) the population distribution data, 2) the
number of each aircraft type and their time-of-day designations (day
or night), 3) the noise level characteristics (either by individual air-
craft type or equ Ilvalent aircraft noise coefficients), 4) the cunstraint
data (minimum turning radius, threshold noise level, etc. , and penalty
weights), 5) an initial set of flight paths (specified by their end points
and corner points), and 6) the stopping criteria (the maximum number
of iterations, and the lower limit on relative changes in the cost func-
tion) .
For the initial trajectories, the total cost must be evaluated, before
starting the iterative search. (If the system is being used only for
evaluation. of the trajectories, then no search is performed, and the
process stops after this step.) First, the annoyance measure (e,g,
NIT, I,WP, HAPN) is evaluated. 'Then the constraints are tested; a
violated constraint results in a positive penalty; otherwise, the penalty
is zero. Finally, the total cost is computed by adding the penalties to
the annoyance, As shown in Chapter VI, other cost terms may be
added to the 'total; the results of one such modification appear in Chap-
ter VIII.
Now the optimization loop begins. After each search step, a test
3 made to determine if any of the stopping criterion	 is satisfied.	 If
,ot,	 the iteration continues; if so, the process stops and the "minimum"
nnoyance trajectories are determined. In fact, the set determined may
^f	 3
a
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be only a locally minimum set (a problem discussed in the next section),
or perhaps not even that (the maximum limit on the number iterations
allowed may have been reached); however, because of the type of
optimization method used (Chapter V), each successive set of paths will
result in a lower total cost (and a lower annoyance, if the penalties are
zero).
Besides a limit on the number of iterations, the stopping criteria
include the tests 1) Is the gradient of the cost function zero? (i.e.,
the search. has found a local minimum), and 2) Is the relative difference
between successive values of the cost negligible? (i.e. , the search has
come close enough s to a local minimum to warrant no further search-
ing).
Local Minima and the Population Distribution
A problem with the optimization, already expressed in Chapter V,
is that of local minima in the cost function. As an example of the
problem, consider a cost function of two variables, for which the con-
tours are plotted in Figure 7.5. Points A, B, and C are the local
minima; point B corresponds to the lowest value of the cost, and hence,
is the global minimum. The difficulty associated with this situation is
that of finding point B by use of any of the optimization methods dis-
cussed in Chopper V. Given an initial point from which to search, each
3 The error in the solution, F = x  - x*
	 where x  is the k-th
terative solution and x* is the exact solution, may it fact be large.
f g is small, though, and the relative difference between su :-
essA costs is small, then further searching may not lead to a
ignificant reduction in the cost. Lacking other information it may
















of those methods will converge to one of the local minima, but will not
automatically find the global minimum, Which local minimum is found
depends upon the starting point in the search.. The conventional
technique used to find the global minimum is to perform the optimization
a number of times, from different initial points, In cases where the
cost function hats only a few minima, this approach may indeed allow all
of them to be found. If the total number of local minima is unknown,
but judged to be small, it is often possible to estimate the probability
of overlooking a number of minima. That probability may then be made
acceptably small by repeating the optimization with a large enough
number of starting points. Ref. [35} and (36) are good examples of
this approach
The cost function Wised. in this work has an extremely large number
of local ►nini ►na. This is demonstrated by considering the population
distribution shown In Figure 7.6a  along with the simple straight-path
trajectory. This path Is at a constant altitude (300 m•), There are
1000 people at cacti dot oil the map. in Figure 7.6b, the resulting N11
values versus 0 are plotted (a typical mixture of commercial aircraft is
assumed for generating the noise levels),
Even though NII is computed from noise levels experienced by the
entire community, the local minima exhibited', in Figure 7. Gb demo ►astrate
the influence of high levels that occur locally within the community.
,For instance, at 01 = 200 , the trajectory passers close to one population
center and almost directly over another, the resulting noise level at
these points, and hence, their contributions to the NIS will be high; a













































































population points nearest to the trajectory are farther away from it than
those in the first: case. The noise levels they experience are lower,
and a minimum in the NII occurs at 42 = 260 , (At Q = 45 0 , the sharp
peak is a local effect caused by the large number of population centers
directly beneath the path.)
This example demonstrates two important problems. First, there
are many local minim in the cost function, caused mostly by the use of
a particular representation of the population distribution. A In a realis-
tic case, there are more population centers and trajectories, which lead
to an even larger number of local minima. Second, the arbitrary lower
limit on Ldn values to consider (55 dB) for use in the NII has altered
the results that would be expected intuitively. The envelope of NII
a peaks in Figure 7.6b is seen to decrease as 6 increases, 1,e., as more
of the population receives higher noise intensities, the community annoy-
ance decreases. This occurs because the denominator in Eqn. (3-9)
increases, in this case, .faster than LWP. (once again, the inapprop-
riateness ..of NII for use in comparing the annoyance from different
trajectories in a given community is in evidence.
i A dramatic change in the number of local minima in this example
occurs if NII is calculated without a lower limit on the La n
 interval
(c.f. Eqn.- (3-9)) but with the total population fixed. This modified
version of NII will be denoted NIl'. Figure 7.6c shows the results
4 In each population grid cell, the people are assumed to be concen-
trated at the geometric centroid of the cell. The overall result is a







(solid line) - The complete disappearance of all the local minima is
fortuitous in	 this case (the	 influence	 of local	 effects	 still persists,
though, as seen in the inset); it occurs as a consequence of the un[-
form (discrete) distribution of people and also because of the particular
degree of freedom given to -trajectory variations here. r,
There remains the dilemma of local minima, caused by macroscopic
variations in the population density. Again, referring to Figure 7.6a,
assume that in Region I, there are 20,000 people at each population
center; in Region YT, 25,000 people at each center; in Region III,
10,000 at each center; all other centers have 1,000 people, The result-
ing values of NII' vs, n appear in figure 7.6c (dotted line). At 0 : 160
and 0 = 700 , there are local minima, caused by the lack of large num-
bers of people close to these paths. Because the truly large clusters
of people are in Regions I, II and III, it Is reasonable to conclude that
these minima are real effects of the population distribution, and not
artifices of its approximate representation. Note that at 0 = $ 0 , 820,
42 0 1 98°,,, there are slight dips in NII", caused by the flight path's
avoidance of all the nearest population centers,
The possibility of artificial minima remains, though. Note that at
0 = 8 0 , 42 0 , 480 and 82 0 , there are inflections in NII'; Although not
minimum points, there correspond closely to minima in figure 7.6b.
Further, no such behavior is seen in Figure 7.6c (solid line) for the
5 only 0 may vary,, which limits the possible paths. In the next sec-
tion, it will be seen that trajectories with several segments still have
local minimu ►n problems with this type of population distribution
model
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uniform distribution. It may be suspected than that artificially pro-
duced minima may occur even with the use of NIII, depending upon the
actual distribution of people and the use of this population distribution
model.
Global Searchin
Regardless of the cause of the local minima, some procedure for.
determining the optimum solution must be developed, First, it must be
recognized that finding -the exact optimal set of flight paths is not as
important as determining a set Cif one exists) that produces a signifi-
cant reduction in the annoyance measure, compered with the set pre-
sently used (nominal set) . A given set will be considered optimum, if
there is not another set, significantly different, with a lower cost
function value.
The definition of "significantly different" is developed in terms of
the statistical lateral dispersion of individual flights from the specified
trajectories. Galloway [37] states that the lateral dispersion of landing
R
aircraft is approximately 750 m. at a distance of 16,000 m. from the
airport. This corresponds to an angular dispersion of approximately
3 0 . For takeoffs, where the paths are less tightly controlled, the
lateral dispersion is given in terms of the standard deviation (a) of the
side-line distance: (y) from the specified path. For straight-out take-
offs, the standard deviation grows linearly with the distance l and is
given by
a  = o,os 1 .	 (7 -8)
After a turn, the dispersion is expressed as
ay




where a./z (the standard deviation in altitude dispersion divided by the
average altitude during the turn) is generally a constant; the value
az/z - 0.2," for variable weight transports, will be used here,
Eqn.. (7-8) may be used to estimate the angular dispersion on
straight segments of a takeoff by assuming that all of the flights will lie
within lay of the specified .paths (a Gaussian distribution would contain
11'% of the paths within lay of the mean path). The outermost path, to
either side of a straight segment, will then form an angle, 
odisp, with,
the segment, given by




A set of trajectories will be considered "significantly different"
from another set only if any path lies outside the dispersion limits of
the corresponding path in the other set. As an example of how this
may be used to rxYstrict the amount of searching required in the optimi-
zation process, the flight paths at the Lambert-St. Louie International
r	 Airport will be considered. Figure 7.7a shows the twelve nominal
` takeoff paths and three nominal landing paths. The shaded regions
represent the predicted dispersion about each path. Note that the
trajectories with turns possess more average dispersion, c.f. Eqn.
(7-9); this is due to the extra drifting during a turn.
Searching for the optimum trajectory set within the dispersion
limits of this set is unprofitable since such an optimum would not by
definition be significantly different from the nominal set. Of course, it
may happen that the nominal set is the optimum, but regardless, any




































starting points (representing significantly different trajectory sets) are
used to perform the optimization a number of Lim ps. The lowest valued
local minimum is then taken to be the global minimum.
Choices for the starting point are limited by two factors; the
lateral dispersion on these paths and the constraints (particularly the
aircraft dynamic` and passenger comfort restrictions), ror example as
shown in Cigure 7.7b, there are only .five choices for track #7 starting
points. Moving track #7 farther to the east would cause it to overlap
track #8, in which case the two paths would be replaced by one, Con-
sideration of cases farther to the north involves the same result with
track #3. Thus, the presence of many trajectories limits the :required
amount of global searching, an important: saving since the amount of
computation needed for the optimization (local) increases with the num-
ber of .flight paths. At smaller airports, where the number of trajec-
tories is small, more starting points will be allowed, but the local
optimization will require less computation.
In situations where the search has converged to a local minimum
not significantly different: from the starting point (but the existence of
one is Suspected), restarting the optimization after perturbing the
corner points by some amount (-1,000 in.) may free the search from the
region of the local minitnum, Pigure 7.8 shows an example of such a
situation using a fictitious population distribution. Here, the short-
range noise effects, as before, create a local minimum for the nominal
landing path directly over the two lower population clusters. Repeated
perturbation of the y-coordinates of the corner points eventually allows
the optimization to find the global minimum. It is well outside of the












































dispersion limits of the nominal path and the reduction in Nil , Is 39%.
The simplicity of the contrived problem provides for an easy decision
about which way to perturb the corner points. In a real case, the







 Two computer programs for implementing the system described in
Chapter VII have been developed. The first, MANIP2, is a revision of
MANIP (see Ref, [26,1), with the following refinements: 1) optimization
of a flight path's vertical profile is included, 2) takeoff and landing
trajectories may be optimized, simultaneously, 3) a larger variety of
commercial aircraft noise data is included, and 4) fuel and time of flight
have been included In the cost function (as described in Chapter VI) .
The second program, CYCLIC, has the same features as MANIP2,
except that 1) it employs the equivalent aircraft concept for computing
noise levels, 2) the optimization scheme is modified to reduce storage
requirements for	 large	 airports	 (i.e. , many trajectories), 	 and 3) fuel
and	 time of flight are	 not included in the cost.	 A more complete
description of CYCLIC is given in the Cyclic Optimization section of this
chapter.
	
Both programs were written in FORTRAN TV for use on. CDC
Cyber	 170	 series	 machines.	 Appendix	 D	 contains the source code
listings.
The results of several investigations appear in the following sec-
tions. Two airports were used in these studies: Phoenix Sky Harbor
International and Lambert-St, Louis International. Their respective
population distributions are depicted in Figures 8.1a and 8.1b. In each
grid section in Figure 8.1a (Phoenix) the number shown is the popula-
tion count for that sector; smaller cell sizes in the St. Louis data
necessitate (for legibility) the use of population density shading in



























































trajectories, 2) a comparison of optimum landing paths using NII, LWP,
and HAPN as the annoyance criterion, 3) many takeoff and landing
paths -- cyclic optimization, 4) a study of the effects of including the
fuel and time of flight costs in the total cost function, and 5) the .role
of the population distribution in determining the optimum paths.
In all of the following- sections, the flight paths are represented
by their ground tracks, with the flight path angles, yc-climb, and
Yd -descent, indicated for each segment.
Takeoff Trajectory
Using the Lambert-St. Louis airport community as a test case, a
single trajectory was optimized', with LWP as the annoyance criterion.
Both the nominal and optimum paths as shown in rigure 8.2. The
nominal path was approximated by a five segment trajectory, with a 50
flight path angle (y); the optimum path was restricted to three seg-
ments and ymax = 6 1 . Nearly all of the variation between the two paths
Is in the ground tracks, This phenomenon, seen throughout the re-
+F,
sults that follow, occurs because 1) variations In the population density
distribution occur only in the ground plane, and 2) the average dis-
tances from the flight paths to the population centers change more
rapidly due to horizontal variations in the flight paths than due to
vertical variations (owing to the small angles between the ground and
the trajectories) . The exception to this is, of course, when a segment
i Aircraft- trajectory assignment data for St. Louis were provided by




















































near the runway (and closer to the ground) passes dose to a popula-
tion center, When an increase In the flight path an 	 y will produce a
Y
rapid decrease in the noise level at that center.
A point approximately 90 km. east of the airport was chosen as the
outermost endpoint. This allowed the position of corner point #2 to
vary without being restricted by the geometric constraints. The com-
parison of annoyance measures is as .follows; nominal-LWP = 2571J,
NII 0,161; optimum-LWP 1267.9 (50.6% lower than nominal), NII =
0.228 (92% higher than nominal). This increase In NII, while LWP is
decreasing, is another recurring phenomenon. It is caused by the
change in total population used to normalize NII (Le,e people receiving
Ldn 55dB)
Comparison of Annoyance Models
In Chapter III, It was shown that for a simple population distribu-
tion (2 concentrated clusters of people), and a straight-line flight path,
the measures NII and LWP indicated significantly different optimum
positions for the path. Here, NII, LWP, and HAPN will be compared
for general trajectories and a real population distribution (Phoenix Sky
Harbor Airport community), This section also serves to illustrate the
calculation of optimum landing paths.
For landings on the runway indicated in Figure 8.3a there are two
entry points (initial approach fixes). This figure shows the nominal
ground tracks; the glide slopes- are 3 0 . An estimate of the mixture of
aircraft types operating at this airport was obtained from data in the














together over a large portion of their lengths, It Is assumed that sepa-
ration for safety purposes Is not a requirement for traffic control here,
therefore the separation: constraint is bypassed, Note that there are
three segments on each path, with some overlapping,
x
With NIT as the annoyance measure, the optimum pair of trajector-
	
ies obtained is that ( shown -in Figure 8.3b, Values of NTT, LWP and.. 	 r
HAPN for this pair are given in 'Fable 8.1, along with comparisons with
the corresponding nominal values.
With either LWP or HAPN as the annoyance measure, the optimum
pair is radically different, as seen in Figure 8.3c. The annoyance
measures associated with these flight paths are given in Table 8_.1. It
Is seen that the Improvement in the annoyance based upon LWP or
HAPN is greater than that of NIT. Further, NTT increases when LWP
and HAPN decrease, and vice versa, another indication of the normali-
zation problem in NIT,
Fuel and Time of F light Study
	
As an example of how the system may be used to study associated 	 a
problem, the cost of fuel and time of flight (cr,TOF) has been incor
porated in the total cost function. in this investigation, the relation
between cl', TOF and NIT is examined.
Using the modified cost function, Cqn, (6-13), the optimization was
repeated for increasing values of wF ,',f OF (the fuel and time of flight
weighting factor); the airport used was Phoenix Sky Harbor. Figure
8,4a summarizes the results, showing the relation between the NIT, and







































































































































































8.41) through 8.4f which show the optimum landing trajectories for each
value of wt. , Tor
 
used.
As expected, the ,flight paths become shouter (straighter) as
c
r, 
TOP Increases. Trajectory #1 shortens rapidly (wF TOI = 0.1) to a
straight path, but trajectory #2 is hindered by two factors: a large
cluster of people southeast -of the runways (see Figure 8.1a), and the
j
final angle of approach restriction. For 
wr, Tor < 3 shortening this
j
	
	 path will result in NII increases that are greater than any decrease In
the fuel and time of flight cost; hence, there is a flat region in Figure
8.4a for 0.1 < wF,TOF --	 F, Tor3	 Larger values of w	 increase the
relative importance of 
cF,Tor, and the total cost is reduced at the
expense of NII. It is impossible, 'though, for trajectory #2 to become
I
completely linear because of the final angle constraint. The effect of
cF,Tor is then saturated at wr, Tor 100. The extrapolation for very
small 
w
F JOF is based upon the value obtained for NII in the Com-
parison of Annoyance Measures section (where w F,Tor 0).
C clic d timizatlon
At large airports such as Lambert-St. Louis International, the
large variety of aircraft that must be considered necessitates the use of
the equivalent aircraft concept in order to keep the computation time
manageable. Further, the number of trajectories being optimized (15 at
St.	 Louis) will require a considerable increase in storage requirements,
compared with those needed for Phoenix. If the storage required is in
excess of the allocated resources, the dilemma may be remedied by
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contributions from the (temporarily) constant trajectories are stored and
then summed with those of the path being optimized in order to deter-
mine the Ldn value In each grid cell. As a result, the optimization
storage requirements are for only one trajectory, but the annoyance
measure is for the entire set of paths.
it should be noted that this Approach does not guarantee con-
vergence to a minimum; however, the results for the St. Louis case are
excellent. Figure 8.5a shows the nominal paths at Lambert-St. Louis
International (tracks 1-12 takeoff, 50 ; track 13-15 landing, 30).
Each trajectory is approximated with 5 segments. Fudging by the
population distribution (figure 8.1b), it was decided that paths 1,2,7,
5,9,13,14, and 15 could give the most improvement in the annoyance
(LWP) . Using the program CYCLIC to cyclically optimize these paths
(see Appendix D), and allowing a maximum of three segments per tra-
jectory, the results obtained were: LWP decreased 26°x, N11 increased
1.5%, from the nominal vlaues , figure 8.5b shows the improved tra-
jectories a
Po ulation Distribution and Aircraft Mix
In order to investigate the relative importance of the population.
distribution vs, the aircraft mix (i.e., mixture of different aircraft
types) on the optimum flight paths, a study was conducted using two
different population distributions (one fictitious, one real), and two
different aircraft mixes
Using the fictitious population distribution shown in Figure 8.6, a






























prograrn, 2 Two different mixtures of aircraft types were investigated,
the degree of difference is evinced by the difference in their equivalent
aircraft noise coefficients;
Mix #1: c1,eq = 170.70 c2,eq = 24.23
Mix #2: c1, eq .	 166, 00 c2 1 eq = 26.60,
The optimum paths :for the two mixes were nearly Identical; no two
corresponding corner points differ by more than 36 m,
With a real population distribution, though, a strong dependence
upon the aircraft mix is evident. For the Phoenix airport, two mixes
were examined;
	
Mix #1: cireq 169,47	 cz,eq ^ 24.37
	
Six 4": c1,eq = 166.00	 c2,eq = 28.601
Mix #1 corresponds to the true mix at Phoenix, which was used in
the Comparison of Annoyance Models section and for which the optimum
results appear In Figure 8.3b (NII) and 8,3c (LWP). Mix #2 is all
DC-10 aircraft, with the equivalent amount of passenger seating of Mix
#1. In the case of Mix #2, the optimum paths are significantly differ-
ent, with either LWP or NII as the annoyance criterion. figure 8.7a
and 8,7b depict the results.
The consequence of this example is that the relative Importance of
the population distribution vs, the *aircraft mix !n determining the
optimum trajectories cannot be stated In general. For a simple distri-
bution of people, corridors for optimum trajectories that are
2 Although only one trajectory, with three segments, was being opti-



























































independent of aircraft nix may exist; (such appears to be case in the
fictitious distribution in this example), A real population, distribution,
though, is usually more dispersed, which results in more people (on the
average) being closer to the flight paths. Because of the nonlineari ties
in the noise and annoyance models, changes in the aircraft mix result
in a change in the annoyance of unpredictable magnitude. Therefore,







Tor a particular situation, however, experience may indicate that







CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER STUDIES
This study has developed a method to assess the ability to reduce,
'through operational controls, the annoyance caused by aircraft noise in
a community. Test. cases, using a computer implementation of the
method and actual airport situations, have shown the feasibility of using
trajectory modifications in the solution to the problem of aircraft noise.
The amount of reduction that can be gained depends upon the airport,
aircraft mix, constraints, and model of annoyance being used.
A comparison study of the annoyance measures NII, LWP, and
HAPN has shown Chat, in addition to resulting in different percentage
	
i
improvements, the optimum trajectories that result from using each of
these measures can be significantly different, Because of its mathe-
matical definition, NII has been shown to be an inferior indicator of the
amount of change in annoyance for a given community.
The method has a modular structure which allows for straight-
forward modification of any of its components, e.g., the flight path
model, the aircraft noise model, the optimization algorithm, etc. In
addition, the method may be expanded to include related problems in
the optimization. A. particular example of this was demonstrated. by
including the "costs" of fuel and time of flight in the cost function.
The modified system was then used to examine the influence of these
factors (along with the annoyance) on the resulting optimum flight
130
of particular importance is the finding that the population distri-
bution in a given community does not necessarily determine a unique set
of optimum trajectories; the mixture of aircraft strongly influences the
F' solution . This is unfortunate from a computational aspect, since the
mixtures on the flight paths generally will vary over time, requiring
that new optimum set's be calculated.
Two concepts that may have applications elsewhere were developed
in this work, First, the complexity of computing the flight paths was
reduced by assuming a parametric solution and explicitly including
restrictions based upon analyses of the linear dynamic equations of
motion of the aircraft. This technique may be useful in situations
where the computing resources available prohibit the customary varia-
tional approach to flight path optimization. Second, the equivalent
aircraft concept not only reduces the time required for calculation of
noise levels due to multiple sources, but also provides a means for
predicting noise levels as a result of changes in the number of aircraft
on any trajectory.
The difficulty associated with searching over many local minima was
overcome by making use of the statistical lateral dispersions in the
`	 trajectories. These dispersions limit the size of the alternative regions
(in the horizontal plane) in which to search for significantly different
E
optimum paths.
'	 Finally, this approach to the problem of aircraft noise has shown
Pi
that annoyance can be reduced significantly via operational control.
The method provides a tool for those who must decide what action to
take in remedying the problem. It can also be used to optimally site
an airport in a community to minimize future noiseproblems
131
Recommendations
It is felt that further work should employ a population distribution
model that does not artifically Great optimum pathways. An analytic
representation of the distribution (e.g. spline functions, or low order
polynomials) would likely aid in the operation of the method, without
necessarily increasing comput 1ional requirements.
Even with such a refinement, the difficulty of local minima in the
cost function, caused by real, macroscopic variations in the population
density will persist. Use of the statistical lateral dispersion in flight
paths has been instrumental in restricting the global search and should,
be automated.
The assumption of constant runway designations, i.e., takeoff or
landing, which was made in this study, is not generally true. Future
work should include the possibility of having to compute an alternate
set of flight paths, perhaps because of a change in the wind direction
during the day. The cumulative power density distributon from the
previous optimum configuration would have to be retained and combined
with that of the new set in order to include the total effect over the
period of time in question. it is envisioned that air traffic controllers
could then use this method to compute alternate optimum flight paths in
real time.	 •
Finally, community land use planning could employ this system by
restricting the maximum noise levels in proposed sensitive areas
ools, hospitals, etc.) . The cost function would be adjoined by
hies for violations of these restrictions. Industrial areas where
noise levels from aircraft would have little effect, would be
132
weighted less heavily in the annoyance calculation. As the final step,
the coordinates of the airport centroid would be included as unknown
parameters to be determined (with some restrictions) in the optimization
procedure. The result would be not only the optimum set of trajector-
ies, but also an optimally positioned airport.
APPENDIX A





Sound	 intensity	 (power/area) is	 usually expressed in the form
L - 10 - log10 I (A-1)0
where	 I is	 the intensity being characterized and	 I0 is a	 reference
intensity	 (usually	 taken as the lowest audible intensity at 1,000 Hz,
approximately 10-16 watt/cml ) .	 The units are called decibels (dB) and
provide a convenient scale for the extremely wide range of intensities
that may occur.
For a given volume of space (in which the intensity of sound is
t	 constant), the acoustic energy received is proportional to the intensity
and the time of exposure. 	 More precisely,
E = aIAt (A-2)
where At is an increment of time during which I does not change appre-
ciably, E is the increment of energy received, and a is a constant that
depends upon the volume of space being considered. 	 The sound level
'i	may then be expressed as
L " 10 • log10 r0 (A-3)
and
E = E0 , 10L/10	 (A-4)
where E0 is the energy received from the reference sound.
This provides a powerful tool for "adding" sound from different
sources. Suppose that n different sources produce sound with levels Li






Eqn, (A-3) is used to calculat
11 TOT = 10
n	 1j /10
E  = E0 1 10 
i	 (A-5)
i=l
e the intensity level in dB:
n	 L./10
logi0 1 10 '	 (A-6)
i=1
In Chapter 111,' the Ldn measure uses the energy addition method to
obtain a weighted average of noise levels occuring over a period of
time. The use of energy addition is often referred to as adding on an
"energy basis," although it is actually power densities that are being
added,
Conversion of EPNL to LA
The measure Effective. Perceived Noise Level (EPNL) is based upon
Perceived Noise Level (PNL) in the following way (see Ref. [5], pp.
287-300.):
EPNL = IPNL - 12 + (onset corrections) + (impulse corrections)
(A-7)
where IPNL is the Integrated Perceived Noise Level
16 PNL /10
IPNL = 10 1 log l0 E 10	 (A-8)
=1
The values of PNL are taken every 0.5 sec. for 3 sec., hence the
upper limit of 16 in the summation.
Neglecting the onset and impulse corrections (they are not signifi-
cant for aircraft noise) gives
16 PNL./10






10 - 108 10 ( 
1-1 
16	 )	 (A-10)
The last expression is just the average PNL (on an evergy basis).
So for a constant PNL,
,.	 EPNL -PNL	 (A-11)
Finally, for nonimpulsive sound.
PNL - LA * 13 dB,	 (A-12)
giving
LA - EPNL	 13 dB.	 (A-13)
APPENDIX B
THE LINE SEARCH
In Chapter V, several of the optimization methods require a one-
dimensional, or line, search in each iteration. The task is to find the
value of a that minimizes the cost function f, Le.
M'"M'Ze f (2 k + adk)
a
where X  is the current position (at the k-th iteration) in En and d  is
a unit vector that defines the search direction, relative to xk
A successful method for finding a, which has been employed in
this work, is that of assuminq a polynomial form in a for f(Nk
 + ad k)
the exact minimum of which is determined by the calculus of one vari-
able, The form used here is cubic, i.e.,
f(xk + adk) = k0 + k1 a + k2a 2 + k3as ,	 ( - 1)
for which the minimum occurs at a*, such that
L.	





4 = 2k2 + 6k3a* > o	 (B-3)
a^a;.
The last equation eliminates one of the two roots of Eqn. ($-2), so
that a unique minimum is given once the k i are specified. This is
accomplished by calculating f and aif at two values of a. Denoting
f(ao), f(a1), P«(ao), and f(al) by fo , fl , f*, and f , respectively,
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the minimum, a2 , of the cubic function is given by the following I
•	





U2 = (u2 - fpfl) h 	(B-5)
f^ + u2 - ul
«2 = at ; ( 1 - oo) ( f - fo ' 
2u2 
l	 (B-6)
Calculation of the directional derivative L is normally performedDot
by projecting the gradient 2(4) = Tf(x) onto the direction dk , i.e.
where 0 denotes the inner product in Fn . Since derivatives of f must
be approximated numerically in this work, though, it is simpler to use
the definition of derivative to obtain
Off 
(xk + Acl k) - f (Xk)50- 
=	 oa	 (-8)
where dk is a unit vector along d k and Aa is a small increment.
Choosing values of a4
 and al
 for use in the cubic fit presents no
problems if f is cubic: the fit will be exact regardless of what values
of a are used. With a non-cubic f (as in this work), the value of a2
given by Egns. (B-9) - (B -6), may not be the true minimum along dk;
however, as stated in Chapter V for the modified D - F -P method, a2
need only be accurate enough to insure that pTg > 0. A logical choice
for aQ is zero, since then fo = f(xk), a value known from the previous
i from Luenberger (23 p. 1421.
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Iteration. If a, can be chosen such that it and ao "bracket" 0, the
true minimum, is greatly Increased. A clever way of achieving this 2 (if
f is not varying rapidly) Is to make a ', depend upon fp and fp In the
C
	 following manner:
a l = min [-2£oNl amax" (B-9)
where 
amax is a constant,' limiting value. The expression -2fg/f6 is
seen In Figure BA to represent the distance from ao = Q to the paint of
Intersection of the tangent to f at ag and the a axis. Taking twice that
distance for a, gives a point on the other side of the true minimum 0.
The resulting cubic fit is shown as the dotted curve, with 02 as its
} minimum. In cases where a2 is not sufficiently close to a* to give
pTq > 0, the cubic fit is repeated, with aQ = a2 , and al computed as
before. The convergence is quite rapid, generally requiring no more
than two fits.
Finally, it should be noted that the use of d k
 rather than dk in
h
Eqn. (B-8) means that Aa is the magnitude of the increment (Aadk),
which should be small to obtain accurate derivatives. Use of d k, whose
norm varies between iterations, would give unpredictable results,




















DETERMINATION OF TANGENT POINTS AND
CENTER OF CIRCLE AT A CORNER POINT
In order to evaluate some of the constraint equations In Chapter
IV, and for purposes of sampling an aircraft's position as described In
Chapter VII, it
,, 
Is necessary to know the cartesion coordinates of the
tangent points on a trajectory (see Figure C.1). The value of R
min Is
determined by the dynamic and passenger comfort constraints (Eqn.
4-13), and the corner point coordinates are the unknowns that the
optimization scheme determines.
Ground Plane
First, the value of a is given (by the Law of Cosines) as.,
a = COS -1
 
I 




1 1 2 1 b = PA, and C = PIP3'
The 'distance I from the cor-nQr point of interest (x2,y2) is
ta42












m 1b 2 - m2b1
Yc	







(Y1 Y2 ) + Y2 	 (C-3b)
1 2
xt2 = 1 (x3 - x2 ) + x2 	(C-30P 2 P 3
1 (c-3d)w	
Ytr _ 
= (Y3 - y2 ) + Y2'
2 3
where xi , yi are the x and y coordinates of the i-th corner point.
The linearity of the segments requires that
z t1	 z2 =
	
1	 (C-4a)z1 - 
z2	 P 1 P 2
zt2 - z2 _ 1	 (C-4b)
z3 _ z2
	 P 2 P 3
from which the values of zt1 and zt2 may be obtained (zi is the z
coordinate of the i-th corner point) .
Although the coordinates of the tangent points in the ground plane
and Rmin,- specify the circular arc, it is more convenient to express it
in terms of Rmin and the coordinates of the circle's center, (xc'yc)'
This point is just the place of intersection of the two radii shown in
Figure C.1. The coordinates are given by




Y(ds) 2 = (cix) 2 + (ply)2
(z 2 )	 (zx2)
(z3)
z
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C	 . A6fIT	 •	 SCALING	 CN 0'11 .	 PAT lOQO
C	 . A .	 MAT 1100
C AC4IX	 •	 NAMELISTI	 ACTYPE
	
(IPl)	 -	 NO.	 OF	 ACTYPE	 ON	 TPAJ.	 I .	 M!T 1110
C	 . IN	 CAYTIME .	 MAT 1120
C ACTYPE	 (IP2)	 n 	 NC.	 OF ACTYPF ON	 TRAJ.	 I .	 MAY 1130







(1OP Q OIOPIDAT)	 DAY MAT I1B0
CALL REMAFK	 (lCAT) MAT T,14C
CALL	 JPs 4 AMS	 (JN) MAI 17CC
ENCLOE	 i7P5020PJ(,, PNAME)	 JN(1) MA1 I?I0
CALL	 PEMAPX	 IJCCNAFE) MAI 1220
WROTE
	
16 ► 9110) MAI 1230
WRITE169 03C) MAI 1240
WRITE
	
(6.9(340)	 JCBNAYE,IOAT MAY 1250
NPLANE
	
n 	 0 MAT I2l0
C MAT 1270
C	 ...................................................................... MAI 12P0
a
147
C	 •	 . MAT 1290
C	 INPUT ALL THE TNFOFMATION MAT 1900
C	 . PAT 1310





	 17 ► 91201	 fLAeELfJ1/1 • I ► 81 PAT 1340
FEAD	 17030:01	 IF.MTRY MAY 1950
IF	 ( IENTRY.NE. "VAPIAI1 * AND elENTRY•NE0 0 FIXED«)	 CALL	 ERROR	 (4r 0 I1LEGAPII 13;0
SL ENTRY POINT	 TYPE ♦ 	 CHECK	 DATA „ ) MAT 137C
C PAT l30C
C	 .0.00...se.•0.0.,•.0•.000008....8.0089.04800 .......................... PAT 1)Q0
C MAI 1400
C .	 ISEG1	 •	 I	 1	 FIXED ENTRY	 PTS. ► 	 1ST SEG.	 INCLUDED	 CN All CALCS	 . MAT 1410
C	 .	 ISE01	 • 2	 1	 VARIABLE ENTRY	 PTS.i	 1ST SEGO	 EXCLUDED	 , PAC 142C
C	 . PA  1430
C	 . 6 r.......•00.•4. 0.....00.•.0•.•.0..•. ..4.0..08•ta.0••.0•.800000080.. MAT 1440
C MAT 1450
ISEG1	 n 	 1 PAT 14;0
IF	 (IENTRY•EQ."VARIA f')	 ISEG1	 •	 2 MAT 147C
READ	 (7 ► 0 )	 ICNTINE. ► SAMPT,PERICD ►ACSPD PAT 1400
READ	 (7 ► 0 )	 NTRAJ,NMAP,NSEGPMAXIT PAT 1490
READ	 (7, • )	 DELFPSTOPCHG MAT igloo
SAMLTH	 SAMPT O ACSPC MAI 151C
DC 30 I	 •	 IvNTRAJ PAT I52C
READ	 (7 ► 0)	 XC(I'I0O(1) ► ZO(I) MAT 153C
READ	 (7,*)	 XF(I),YF(I )P ZF(l) PAT 1540
READ	 (7 ► 0)	 XPORT(I) ► YPORT(I) MAI '155C
C MAT IS;t
C	 ..0•.. . ...0••.......••.•••80•.....8...8..40 .......................... PAT 1570
C	 I	 . MAT Itec
C	 .	 CALCULATE
	
INITIAL	 CORNER	 POINTS	 . MAI 15co
C	 .	 . MAY lf+oo
C	 .• ► .......... 0•. ► ............•0.••80..00.0..•a••..0..•..40.08.00•.•.e PAT 1610
C MAT 1;20
XM( L 11
	 •	 XC(I) MAC 1;30
YMG p l) 	YOII) PAT 1t4C
ZPfI,l)	 •	 ZO(I) MAT 1650
XM(IPK$EG01)	 •	 XF(I) MAT 16160
YM(I,NSEC••ll
	 •	 YFIII MAT I;7C,
ZP(I,ASEG01)
	 •	 ZF(l) MAT 1600
XP.
 (I_.NSFG 0 2I	 •	 IXPORT(I)0XF(I)) 12. PAI IAQC
YP(I,NSEG#2)	 •	 fYPCRT(I)0YF(I))/2. MAT 17CC
ZM(IPNSEG021
	 •	 ZF(I)12. MAI 1710
IF	 (ICNTIN4.EC.l)	 CC	 TC	 20	 , MAI 1720
CC 10 J	 n 2 ► NSEG MAI 17?C
XMfI p JI	 n 	 YC(I)0(FLOAT(J- 1) /FLOAT(NSEG)Y0(XF(I) — YO(I)) PAT 1740
YM(I ► J)	 •	 Y11(I)*(FLCAT(J-1)/FLOAT(NSEG)1*(YF(I) •YO(I)1 MtI 17'C
ZMO FJ)
	
n 	 1C(1)0(FLOAT(J-11/FLOAT(NSEG)) 0 (ZF(T)-ZO(I)) PAI 17;C
10	 CONTINUE PAT 177C
GC TO 3C PAT 1TFO
2C	 READ	 (7,0)	 (XM(I,J),YM(I ► J) ► ZP(I ► JI,J • 2, N SEG) looT l7co
30	 CONTINUE MAT 1000
DC	 4C	 I	 •	 1,NMAP MAI I01C
DC 4C	 J	 -	 4.f PAT 1020
AFFAY(frJ)	 •	 0. MAT 1030
4C	 CCNTINUE PAI 1040
READ	 (7 ► 0 1	 P1+EIT1,Pi'EIT2,RADIL$PFATCFk PAT 10!C
P6AD	 j7 ► 0 ►	 XMIN * XPAY ► YPIN,YPAX	 • MAI 1 $1 6C
READ	 (70 0 1 	 ALMA X ► RATIDoTLEITI.TNEIT2 PA 11,70
READ	 (71 0 )	 X8ECIN ► XFINALPYDIS,CiEITl.C6EIT2 MAI 1000
READ	 (7 0 0 )	 IPRCFPZDEITIPC14AMYN ► GMAMAY.PENC A ITo AWE IT PA 10QC
PEAC
	 (1.00)	 ((APFAY(E,J) ► J • l ► 3)r( ARPA. Y(10J),J n 6 ► 9l,RMofl) ► I•l► NP A PPAT 1QOO
S) MAT 131C
READ	 (7 ► ACMIXI PAI 1Q20
r`
148
IPROF •	 1 MAI 1030
00 50	 I	 •	 1#NTPAJ PA'I 1040
00 50 l	 102 pot 1450
NPLANE	 • NPLANE+NACII#L) PAI 100
5C	 CONTINUE Pit 1970
00 60	 t	 n 	 I P NMAP rot 19Ac
ARRAY(IP101	 •	 1. PAT 19So
IF	 (XMth•LE•ARRAY(Ir1)•AND•ARPAY( IP1 )•LE,XMAX,AND.YMTh,LE•AR R AY( M At 20CC
1	 I ► 21•AND•ARRAY(I ► 21•LE.YMAX•AN09APRAYII ► 3).NE.0.1	 ARRAY11#10)	 • Pit 2010
S	 00 CAT 202C
60	 CCNTINLE MAT ?03C
MAXFLU
	 n 	 IFIX(NPLAhE*RATI0+0.5) MAI 2040
c 001 2040
C ...•.. ... •.•.••,r.••...•.•.....•.•••..••.•....,•.,.r•.,,,••.••..••.• MAI 20fO
C .	 . MAT 2070
C .	 P RINT INFORMATION	 INPUT	 + fo ol 20po
c , MAI 2090




16-9130)	 (LAUL(Il ► I . 1,61	 - MAI 2170
WRITE	 (6#9140)	 MAXITPNTRAJPNSEGPNMAPPCELHPSTCPCHG MAI 2130
WRITE (6000 SAMPTPPERIGDPACSPD MAT 2140




IF	 (IPRCF•EC.11	 WRITE	 (6)9090) MAT 2170
IF	 ((PRCf.EC.0)	 W R ITE	 (6P91001 MAT 2180
WRITE	 (6# 0 150)	 ALPAX ► MAXFLITPXMIN ► XMAX ► YMINPYMAX MAI 219C
WRITE	 (6x91601	 XBEGIN P XFINAL#YDTS MAT 2200
WRITE	 (6#91701	 RAOILSPPWEITIPP6EITPPZWEITIPTWEITI#TWEIT2+C4EIT1 ►CWMAT 221C
Si IT2PGMAMINPGMAMAX ► PENCRIT•AWEI1#FATOFW MAT 2220
DO 90	 1	 n 	 1PNTRAJ MAI 223C
WRITE	 (601801	 I#XO(I)PYO(IIP2O(I) ► XF(IIPYFIT)PZF(I) MAI 2240
NSEGI	 •	 NSEG+1 MAT 225C
OD 70 J	 .	 I ► NSEG1 MAI 2)60
WRITE
	
(602CO)	 J#XM(IPJ)#YMIT#J) ► 2M(IPJI MAT 2270
70	 CCNTINUE MAI 22pr
WRITE	 (f ► 9210) MAT 2?90
DD	 80	 L	 P	 1 ► 31P2 MAT 2300
IF	 (NACIIPL).NE.O.OR.NAC(IPL +II•NE.0) 	 WRITE	 16P922C)	 NAMAC(L)PMAI 2310
f	 NAMAC(L+11 ► NAC(IPL)PNAC(IPL+1) MAT 732C
8C	 CONTINUE MA1 ?33C
WRITE
	
(60190)	 XPCPT(I)PYPORT(1) MAT 2340
00
	 CCKTINLE MAI 235C
N	 •	 2+(NSEG-11 +NTRAJ MAT 23tC
NVAR • 2 MAT 7370
IF	 (tPPOF.E0.1)	 N	 ,	 30(NSEG- 1)+NTPAJ mot 230C
IF	 (IPROF.EC.1.1	 KVAR	 •	 3 PAT 234C
OC	 100	 1	 1 ► NTRAJ PAT 7400
NSEGI +	 NSEG-1 In AI 2410
DO 100J	 n 1 ► NSEG1 MAT ?420
00	 100 K	 •	 IPNVAR MAT 243C
L	 n 	 (I-1)+NVAP +NSEGI+(J-1) •NVAR+K MAT ?440
IF	 (K.E0.1)	 YNCW(L ► 1)	 •	 XM(IPJ+I) MAT 245C
IF	 (K.E0.2)
	









DC	 110	 I	 •	 1PN MAT 749C
OELTAX(I)	 n 	 DELP	 , MAT 2`00
11C	 CONTINUE PAT 751C
c MAT 2520
C ........................................,. ........................... MAT Z ! 3 C
C -,	 , PAT ?•,4c
C START	 CPTIMIZATICN	 • MAI 2550
C . 1041 ?960
199
.....•r......r..•ir . ................r•... ► r.....r.......•rr......r.0 r01 ?57C
MAI ?!PC






9C1C FCRMAT (AID) 	 MAT 262C
9020 FORMAT 101	 MAI Z61C
9030 FCFFAT (// P" NO AMBIENT NOISE INCLUDED 1+ 0/)	 MAT 2640
9G4C FCFMAT 11HlP0X ► " ............." ► /► 10X ► " . "011X ► "•" ► 1010X ► • ► 2X0A7P2MRtC
S0P"P"P /P1000"."r1100"."01PlGXP"." ► A too IXP "•"Pl ► IOXr"•" ► I1XP". "PIP IMAT 2tt0
SOX ► "....•0..6,9.. ► "P 11 	 MAT 2670
9050 FORMAT P(A51 M AI ?6@0
9060 FCRMAT 15)( ► "FOR LON CACULATICN ► SAMPLE TIME a "PF4.C ► " SEC. "P/ ► SXPAT 2600
S P "A/C LANDING PATTFFN REPEATS EVFRY "PF5.1 ► " MRS."#l p 5Xr"A IC SPEEDMAI 7700
1 • " ► F6.ZP" M1S"'rill)	 MAI 7Ti0
9070 FORMAT (/P4XP"FIXED ENTRY POINTS "P/) 	"At 2120
90 t FORMAT 1104X ► "VARIAELE ENTRY PCINTS" ► 1)	 MAT 2730
9090 FCPPAI (00P ".r WFILES OPTIMIZED.." ► 	 MAT 2740
4100 FORMAT (/ ► 4XP "09 CNLY CRONND TRACKS ARE OPTIMIZED . P " ► L)	 MAT ?7!0
9110 FCRMAT (IHI.1oH s0ssss•• * • PI//)	 PAT 2T6C
9120 FORMAT IEA10)	 MAT 7770
9130 FCFMAT I I X v IA101	 PAT ?7PC
4140 FORMAT 1///P5XP"MAXIMUM ITEPATICh SETO "'#I2P/P5XP"NUM8ER OF T W P "MAT 270C
SJECTCPIESI "Pt2P/PSYP"NUMBER OF SEGMENTS ON EACH TRAJECTORY# "PIIP P AI ?000
I/p1XP 11 NLP6ER OF PCPLLATION POINTS CN THE MAP1 11 PI4 ► /P5XP"PERTUP8 THAI ?PIC
SRAJECTORIES IN X AND Y DIRECTIONS "PFI0.5P" METERS FOP CALCULATING O AT 20?O
I GRADIENTS"P/f5X0 1 EXIT CRITERION FOR CNEWTONt "PIPE16.90) 	 MAI ?P30
9150 FCRMAT 15XP "NO PLCCK MAY RECEIVE "PF5.1 ► " OP (OR HIGHER) A-LEVEL" ► MAT Z840
S" NOISE MGRE THAN 11 9141" TIDES A DAY "9/ /P3X."..THIS CONSTRAINT " ► " PAT 2ple
SEYCLLDES BLOCKS WITH CENTROIDS INSIDE THE RAhGE51 "PFE.lP" 10 "P1 EMAI 2PtG
I.1P O' (0) AND 0 PF@.IP" TO "PFO3.IP" (Y)" ► //)	 MAI 2P70
91tC FOPFAT (5XP4OHWITHIh THE AREA OF O-CCOPCINATES EETWEENPFP.IP5'r ANCMAI 2PPC
I ,Ft.1r4IHP THE SEPARATING DISTANCE BETWEEN TFAJECTP 1.14 YPIESP/P5XPIFAI 2P9C
S P FSNGLLC BE AT LEA.TPFt.1P7H METERS ► //1	 PAT ?000
917C FCFMAT (/PEOP"OTHE P CONSTRAINT PARAMETERS"01P4Xr"MINIMUM PADIUS"P"PAI 201C
S CF CURVATURE (IN )I—Y PLANE PROJECTICN ► a "PIPE9.2 ► 1P4Y ► "DYNAMIC PMAI 2020
SENALTY WEIGHTS( PWEITI • "PE9.20" P W T2 r "PE9.2P" ZVEITI r "PPAT 2030
%EQ•2P104X ► O 'MAXIMUM NOISE LEVEL (THRESHOLD) " 0 "PENALTY WEIGHTS1 TWFAI 2440
SEITI P 11 PE4.2 ► "T4EIT2 n 11 0E9.201P4X• 11 S(PARATION PENALTY WEIGHTS) MAT ?050
SCWEITI • 10 PE9.2t" Cu6IT2 P "PF992P/P4XP"CMAMIh a " ► 0PF5.1P" GFAMAPAT 2960
SY - "PF5.1 ► + 1 PENCFI7 r 11)1PE9020" AWEIT o "rE4.20A XP "FATOF4 • "0E99FAT ?07C
S?0/ /05YP"INFORMATIC1, CF EACH INITIAL TRAJFCTCRYO "P//l 	MAI 2080
91F.0 FCPCAT (1OXP151, FLI6PTPATH NCO ► Il P /P12XP13HINITIAL YPYPZ01X0Z3NCOCMAt 2900
SPOINATES IN PETE;$$ P 3(F8.1.03X)P /P1ZXP11HFINAL XOYPZ ► 1XP23PC000DtNMA1 3000
SATES IN M ETEFSF P31FF.IP3X)P/P12XP14HINITI A L COPNER*IeH POINT POSIMAT3010
,STI(I NSO P/P14XP101, CCFNER NC. P bX► 1HXP4XP1HYP90P1NZP/)	 POT ?02C
9L40 FOPPAT (lOXP"RUNWAY LOCATION( "PFP.1P30XPF7.1 ► //)	 PAT 3030
420D FCFMAT IIBXPI L EYPF@.1P3XPFE.I ► 3XPF F .3)	 PAT 1C4C
921C FORMAT (15X ► "ALC PIX"PT45P'"NO. OF A/C"P// ► T A O ► "DAYTIPE"P3XP"NIGH T TMAt 1050
s1FE",I/1	 PAT 3060




SUBROUTINE COST (IGRADOTCTALP ANTI PPNALTYPCLOSEPTHRESH$	 CCS	 10
CLMPON NTFAJPNMAPPPSEGPXM(3Pt)PYM13*E) ► 1M(3Pt)#ARRAY(57tP9 ► PSPOSITCCS	 7C
S(3P2COP3)PXO(3) ► XF(3)PYO(31PYF(31PZC(31PIF(3)PNPOSITS(3)P R PC(5761P F CS	 30
SISFGIPIPROFPPAXITPPFNCPITPAWEITPTVICLAPALWPPFATCFCrFATOFW	 CCs	 40
CCMMON /CCPNER/ ANGLE( 3P3)P POST T(3# 200. 31PXCENTP13P3)PYC'ENTR(3P31PCD5 	 50
SZCENTR(3o3)PXT113 p 5)PYTI(3P 1PZTIIIP51PXTr(3P )PYT2(3 p `) PZT2(3P;)PCCS	 t0
SNPCSIT(3)PDIS(2) 	 CCS	 70
CCFFCN !PRINT/ SYCENTP(3r310SYCENT013 ► 31PSXTl13r5)PSYTI(3P5)PSZT1( C CS	 00
150
+3 ► 5Irs1rT2f3,	 )rSYTZ(3r	 )rStT2(3r5) ► SANGIE(3,*) CCI co
EATOFC49 CCS 1C0
TCTAL n FATOFC CCS 11C
ANII • TDTAI CCt. 120
CLOSE • AN1I CCS 13C
ThPESM•CLOSE CCS 14C
PNALTY • TNRESN CCS 1!C
DC	 IC	 I n 	 1 ► NMAP CO* Ito
CC 1C J
	
4	 405 CPS 17C
AFRAYII ► J)	 •	 0. CCS Ito
10	 CCNI'Me CCS 1;C
CALL OV+ARID	 (PMALTY) COS 2C0
IF (PNALTY+LT.P(NCRST)
	
G4 TO 20 CCS 21C
TOTAL • PNALTY cc$ 220
IF	 IMAXIT.NE.0)	 FETLPN CCS 23C




IF	 (NTRAJ,EO.I1 CU 1G 30 CCS Ito
CALL CRCSCVR	 (NPL.1 1T ► POSIT ► CLCSE) Cr! 270
3C TGTAL • ANII+TNFE;)(*CLOSE+PNALTYtFATCFC CCS ?PC
IF
	 (100AG.EO.I)	 RET4FN CCS 200
CO 6G	 i	 •	 1 ► NTRAJ CCS '00
SXT11I ► l)	 •	 XTIII#I) CC5 31C
SXTZ(Irl)	 •	 X'I2(I ► l) CGS 32C
SYT1(I ► 1)	 •	 YT1(Itl) CCS 33C
SYTZ(1 ► 11	 •	 Y72(I ► 1) Cos 34C
SZTI(I ► 1)	 n 	 lTI(Irl) CCS 3CC
SZTZ(I ► 1)	 •	 ZT2(1,,ll CCS 3t0
00 4C J	 • Z ► NSEG COS 370
SXCENT R (L► J-1)	 •	 YCENTRIIPJ-11 CC! 300
SYCENTR(I ► J-1)	 • TCeNTRil ► J-1) CCS 340
SXT1(I#J)
	
•	 k(1ll#J) CCS 40C
SYT1(I ► J)	 r	 YT1(I ► Jl CCS 41C
$XTZI1 ► J)	 n 	 XT211 ► J) CCS 42C
SYT,Z(IFJ)	 •	 YT2(IPJ) CrS 43C
SZT1(I ► J)	 •	 ZT1(lki) CCS 440
ZTP(T,J)
	
a	 ITZ(I ► J1 CC! "0
SANGLE(I ► J-1)	 o	 ANGLE(I ► J-1) CrS 4to
4C	 CONTINUE CC! 470
NPOSITS(T)	 • NPCSIT(I) CC'S 40C
IPGST	 n 	 NPOSITS11) CCIt 40C
DC 50	 J	 •	 1PIPCST CCS 5CC
SPO'STT(I ► J ► I)	 +	 PCSIT(I ► J ► I) CCS 51C
5P0SIT(lIJJ2)
	
PGSIT(I ► J ► 2) CC! 520
SPOSIT(1 ► J ► 3)	 •	 FCSITI)PJP31 cf±t 53C
5C	 CONTINUE CCS `4C
60'	 CONTINUE Cre 5;0
DEM O N cc; 5tC
END CC! !70
SL@F OUT INF CCSTI
	
(IGRAO ► NoF,x ► ANTI ► PNALIY#CLC5E ► TPRESN ► NoEC) CrI 10
COMMON NTRAJ ► NrAP ► NSEG ► XM(3 ► 6) rYP( ?rt) ► ZC(3 ► 0 ► ARPAY(576 ► 9) ► SF0SITrCI 2(`
+(3 ► 2OOr3) P' XCI3IPYF(21 ► YC(3)PYF(3),ZC(3) ► ZF(3) ► NPCSITS(3) ► PI, 01576) ► CPI 30
SISEGI ► IPPOF ► PAXIIvPENCPITtA4EIIpTVICLA ► ALIsP ► FATCFC ► FA70FW t;rl 4G
OlVENSICN X(NDEC ► I) Ccl C0
NyAR	 n 2 rrl to
IF	 (IPRCF.Ed.I)	 NVAF	 •	 3 ccl 70
DG 10 I -	 IJNTPAJ CP1 eo
)'SE•G1	 s	 NSEG-1 cel Q0
no	 1C	 J	 •	 I ► NSEG1 Crl Icc
00 10 K •	 I ► NVAF Crl lie
151
L • I N11^MVAP^kSEG1•IJ-1i•NVAR^K
' IF IKPEQ.11 y tt (lrJ+l) • X11,01)
IF (r.E0.2) YP(IPJ+1) • XILPII







x	 (A++2+84.2- C••21 /(2.•A +el
IF IABS(XI.Lt l.11 GC TO 10
r p 11E (6x9010) XPAP9PC
STL,P
10 IF (X.GT.t+) X 	 1.


































	 MONTT	 IITPXPNPFPANIIPPNALTYPCLCSEPTHRESHPNOEC) to ON to
COMPCN NT A AJPNMAPPNSEGPXM(3 ► 6)PYM OPEIt2t+(altlrAPPAY757tP91 ► SPOS3fiMCN to
S(3 ► 20oP3)PYO(3)PXF(31PYCb3) ► YF(3)#ZO(3)PZF(3)PNPCSITS(31PPFC(57E)PMf'N )C
SISEG1PTPPOFPMAXITPPFNCPZ%PA6EITPTVICLA.ALWPPFATCFCPFATOFN MCN 40
CC ?I rCN	 /PAINT/	 SXCENTPI,3 ► 31PSYCEMIR13 ► 31PSXTI13P5)PSYTI(3P5)PSZTIIMCN !C
s3 ► :)PSXT2(3P5)PSYT2I3P5)rSZT2f3P'sIPSANGLE13T31 "ON to
DIMENSION X( N0ECP11 PION 7C
PI	 •	 ATAN11.1 4 4. rek, PC
NVlP	 • 2 MCN oC
IF	 (1P R CF.EQ.I)
	
NVAF	 •	 3 MCN tee
00	 IG	 I	 •	 1PNTRAJ PCB' Ito
NSEG1	 •	 NSEG-1 MCN 12C
00 lc J	 •	 1,NSEG1 PCP 130
PD	 10 K	 •	 1PNVAP MC6` 14C




	 •	 X(LPl) MCN Ito
1F	 (X.EQ.2)




ZM(IPJ+1)	 •	 X(LP1) PION too
10	 CONTINUE PCN tac
bPITE	 ItoeO)	 iTPF P
 ANT IPPNALTYPCLOSEPTHPESHPTVIOLAPALWPtFATCFC MCP 100
00 30	 1 y	 1P N TRAJ MCN 21r
kFITE	 (bP401	 iPXY(lP1)PYM(CPlIPZM(i p l) MCN 220
R0 20 J	 •	 2PNSEG MCN 230
w9ITE	 (b 50)	 XMI1PJ1rYMI1PJ)aZPIItJ)PSxCENTR(IPJ-11PSYCENTR(iPMCN 240
t	 J-1)PSXTI(-IPJ)PSYT1(IP-J)PSZTi(t ► J)PSXT2(IPJ)PSYT2(IPJ)P5ZT2(IPMTIN 250
t	 J WANGLEIIPJ-1)4180./PI MCN zec
20	 CCNTINUE MOP t7C
}RITE	 ItPtcl	 XM(IPNSEG+I)PYM(I P N SEG+1)P1.M(1PHSEC+1) MCP ?PC




	 ( ( SPCSITII P J*K)PK • lP?1PJ • IPNPCSiT'II MCN 3CC




4C	 FCPMAT (12XP"FLIGHT PATH NO$
	 'toTIP /PTZ0P"COPNFA	 PTS. I's T40#"CENTER MON 3'0
$OF	 CT 0 CLE + ' PT74P " TAN4ENIIAL	 PTS."PTIICP P ' ANGLE 106C
>l
152
17.0,"P" ► F7.0#"^" ► F7.0#"l"!	 40N 170
SC FCPMAT 114)(P"1" ► F7r0 ► " # " ► Mo p " P" ► F7.Q► "1No0# 1" pfl*C ► ►` ► "/F?.Or"i"* ?MCK 110
f1"4 1x #F7P C#" r" ► F7#C ► "P I's F7.0#") I'1 ► )X#Ft ► II	 PtF 140





SUERCUTINE RESLLT	 1ITPX ►N ► FPANII ► PNALTY#CLOSEPTHPESH#NDEC) FRS to
COMMCNHNTRAJ"NMAP#NSEG ► XM(3 ► 6),x413#6IoZMf3#fl )PARR AY(S7t ► 9) ► SPCSII*fS t0
11	 P2C0P3) ► YOIS)iXFf31,'YC1JI,xF1l ►► tcf3l.rFfJ1#NPtIZITSf31,RHr]f 	 ]!1 #PFS If
SISEG1 ► IPROF ► M4XIT.PENCRITPAWEITPTVICLA#AL1(P ► FATCFC ► FATOFW RES 40
COMMON /PRINT/	 SYCENTP(3x3)#SYCENTRIZP3) ► SXT113#$)P$YT113#3)#SZTIIPfS 10
13 ► l1 ► SXT?(3P5)rSYT213#5)t.IT2f3r5)#SANGLE('J ► 3) PET t0
DIMENSICR	 X(NOEC ► 11 M 70
PI	 .	 ATANfI.)*4P PFS RO
NVAR • 7 RES 90
IF	 (IPFCF.E0.1)	 NVAR	 •	 3 IFS 100
DC 10	 1	 r	 1 ► NTRAJ Pfs I10
NSEG1 • NSEG-I PFS 120
OC°1C J	 •	 1lNSEG1 PCs 130
00 IC N	 a	 1#NVAR PES 140
L	 n 	 11-1) •NVAF «N5fG14(J-I) 4 NVAR+K PES 150
IF	 (Y.EO.II
	






	 Moll PfS 17C
IF	 (A.E0.3)	 ZPII#J # I)	 *	 X(L#l) RES lee
10	 CONT(NUF RE:( IAO
WRITE	 (6;9011:)	 ITPf#ANiI#PNALTYPCLO;:E ► TNP"CSH ► TVTCLA#ALWF ► FATOFC of! 200
00 30	 1	 •	 I#NTRAJ M 210
WRITE
	
(60020)	 I#XM(It11 ► VM 0 P1lPZPII#1) PES 220
00 20 J	 + 2PNSEG RES 230
WRITE
	 1600:0!	 XM1I ► J1#YM(I#J)PZMII#J) ► SXCENTRI I#J-1) ► SYCENTRIP`ES ?4C
1	 IPJ-l)#SXTl(I ► J)#SYTIfIPJlPSITl1I#JIlSXT21I#J ► PSYT2(IPJ)ISITZ(PES 25C
► 	 I.J1 ► $AN6LE(IrJ•1)41NC.lPI PFS 260
20	 CCNTINUE Pf5 ?70
M TE (t#9040) PE5 2!0
WRITE	 (tP5050) PFS POO
NPOSITI	 n 	 NPC$ITS(I) FES 300
4PITE
	
(60060)	 f(SPOSIT(I ► J#KIPK m IP3)#J • I#NPOSITII RES 31C
I.FITC	 (8090C)	 (($POSITII#JPK)#K	 1P3)#J • 1PNP0SITII PFS 3?0
30	 CGNTINUE PES 330
rPITE
	
(9#90601	 f(AFPAY(I#J)#J •4P5) ► I . 1.NMAP) RES 340
RETLPN PE5 3!C
C ► ES St:O
901d'FCPMAT	 f1H1#9XP11MITERATIONI	 #I2 ► /PI6*X ► 1ZHT0TAL	 CCSTI	 #1PE16#90P1RES 370
lZXj17HANNCYANCE
	 (NII)t	 #IPe"16.9P/rl2XP3114PENALTY	 ON	 OY!!AMIC	 CCNSTRRES 3P0
IAINTI	 #1PEI6.9#/Pl2)P34HPENALTV 0k	 S(PAPATING CONSTRAINTI	 P1PEI6.9RFS 340
1P/.I21'P2PHPENALTY ON THRESHCLD NOISEI
	
PIPEIt. t ,/r12X ► "TNRESH VICLARfS 400
STIGN	 •	 " ► E16.9 ► 10ZX#"LWP	 •	 "PEl6.0P/ ► 12X#"FATCFC	 •	 " ► E1t.9Pll PES 410
4CZC FOFMAT	 (129P I'FLICHT PATH NO,	 "# Ito /PT20P"CORNER PT10 10 40 ► "CENTER RFc 420
SOF CIPCLE".PT74,"TANftNTIAL	 PTS9 I',T1IC ► "AN0LE	 (DEGPF-E)"P/#1 l6X p "I"#FPFS 430
S7.C#r!,'r,F7.0#r'P"PF7,p,I'1r'1
RE! 44c
9C3C FCPMAT	 (14X; I'( rr PF7.C, I's I'PF7.0#"*I'sf7.OPM)"P"("PF7.CP" ► " ► F7.C#r'l"#2RES 4!C
S( I'(''#f7.O# n # Ir IF'r.CP r'r lr Pf7.0# rr l rr l#3YPFC.1! OF'F 4fO
904C
	










(149P1 P EIG.3 p $YPE1Cs3#CY ► E10.3#$X) RF$ KOR
CM FC1` MAT	 13(FE.102Y)1 PfS 6.10
9C9C FORPAT
	




fold ML PAGE 1S
(IF Poop. oi,Tr1► t,rry
$00CUTINE CROSOVF	 (NPOSITrPOSIT ► FX) CRS 10
C CPS k0
C	 •..••.••.......r.••........r••.•.....•.r.• ...............r+...•....•• CPS 30
C	 .	 . CRS 40




C	 PA1PS.IT	 IS INTENCED TC YCRK CNLVFCR CASESYHERE ALL
	
• COS !0
C	 OF THE TPAJECTCRIES SNAFE A SEGMENT CF 	 THE Y-AXIS•
	 . c p s 70
C	 .	 . CRS PO
f	 ..i...... .r•s.rP'............•rP+.r. so * r la ssoes •.....•.o ► . ► ...r. ► .rr.. CRS 00
C cps t00
COMMON NTfAJPNNAP r N SCG ► XMI3rC)rYM13r6)rtM13 ► 6) ► ARRAYfS7Er4)rSPOS'ITCRS 110
tt3r200 ► 31 ► y Of3) ►XF131 ► YOI3) ► YF1-31 ► Z0tJIr	 F1J}rNPOS1TSf	 IvRNQISTtI ► CPS IPC
SISEDI ► tPPCFPMAXIT ► PENCRIT,AkktT,TVICLAPALHPPFATOFCPFATDFtl, CPS 130
CCMCCN (CROSS/ RAECINoXFINALrYDISrCWEITI#CIRFIT2 cps 140
DI M ENSION CFCSSIIPIO) ► 	 POSITI3 ► 200r31P NPOSIM ) CPS 150
OIMENSICN	 CPCSIT(3 ► 2COr31r
	
hCPDS(3), NOTRAJI3) tRS 1!C
YIkTFPf >< rXIeYI ►X2iY2 ► k3rY3r114 ► Y41	 1M^x21 + 111 •M31+111.1fAlAYltlkl•M2CRS 170
1)/fYl • 1<31/fXl-X41+fY-X1) • iX-X3I A lX- y4 1 • YZlfX2-x11/11!2-X3)/1112 •%4 ► ACRS 1p0
1f1-X1) + lk • X21+1>! - Y4 ) +Y3/11t3*%111 1X 3-k21/lk3 •X41+1M•1t1IP1X^H2IPiX->tC p S I4C
131 ► Y1/f X16-X11/114-Y21/(X16-X3) CR 200
p al	 •	 00 cps ?10
00 20	 1 a	 IrNTOAJ CPS 220
NOTRAJIII	 + 1 CPS 23C
JJ	 •	 NPOSIT(I) Cps 240
CC 10 J a	 I.JJ CPS 20
IF	 11XQEGIN- POS ITII ► Jr111.(PISIY(I ► J ► 1)-YFINAII*GT.O.)
	
GO	 TO 2CR: 260
1	 G CR1 t7C
1C	 CCNTINLE CPS ZPO
NDTRAJII)
	 • 0 CPS 2ao
20	 CONTINUE CPS 3CC
11	 •	 0 CP1 31C
DC 4C
	
1 n 	 IrNTRA,J C.PS 320
IF	 (NDTRAJ(-I)•EO•C)	 GO TO 40 CRt 3±C
JJ	 •	 NPOSITI-1) C01 340
11	 ,	 II+1 CPS 36C
NCPOS(11)	 n 	 JJ CPS 360
00 30	 J	 0	 1 ► JJ CRS 370
CO 3C	 K	 n 	 1r3 CRS 3P0




40	 CONTINUE rV! 410
SAMPLE - (XBEGIN-IFINA M Il . CRT 420
CROSS(1r1)
	
• XBEGIN-SAMPLE Cps 410
00	 .0	 I	 .	 2P10 CPS 440
CROSS(lol)	 +	 CPCSS(IlI-1)-SAMPLE CRS 45C
:C	 CCNITNGE CPa' W
00	 110	 I	 •	 IPNTRAJ CPS 47C
OC 100	 J	 •	 1.10 CP! 4P0
NPi •	 N POSIT111-1 CPS 1600
OG EC K	 . 101Pl CF! $CC
SIGN	 ► 	 ( P OSIT(I.Krl)-CROSS(IPJ))*(POSIT(I ► K+IPL)-CPCSS(1rJ))CPS 11.0
IF MON,CE,O.OI CC TC 60 CR5 520
KX + K CPS R3C




	 . CPS !!a
IF	 (PCSIT(IrKPI).N.E.CPS S t. (L J I I	 AC TO 70 Cot '6C
CR0SS(1+IrJl	 n POSI M PXP 2) CRS 570
GO IC 100 CPS 500
70	 CPCSS(I•L,Ji	 -	 PGSIIIIrK+lr2) CPR $00
GC tc lOC CPS 40C
ac	 CONTINUE CRS Etc
154
	9C 	 IF (KK+EO.I) CP'Css(1016J) • 	 62o





IF (KK.NE.I.ANOrKK.NE.7(P1) CFOSSI111rJi r YINTRPICRQSS(1rJ)rPCCPS too
	
f	 ^5IT(ItKK-Ir1irPGSIT(ItK)(•lr2IrPOS1TIIrxMrllrPOSItIIrKK+2)r ►011041 f60
	
s	 T(1 ►1^11t1rtIrPOSIIIIrKKt1r21.P03IT1I^KK4tr11rP4SII(L KK4tr2I1 CPS 470
IF (KK,10 001) CPOSS(1+1PJ) • YIN TPPI CROSS II#JIf POSIT IIfKK-2A1(`FS W
	
{	 ! ► POSITICrKK-;r2irPCSIfIIrKK-1rI)rPCSIT(i^KK•1r21 ► )(GSITIIrirKriC ►1 4*C
	
t	 )rPOS1TIfirKKo2)PPOSIT(IrKKOIoI)PPCSIT(GKK#3121) 	 FPT 700
	
100	 CONTINUE	 CPS Tic
	
110	 CCNTINUF	 ('PS 720
C	 to	 CIS 720
C . s ee, .6P,PPe6.••,.6606.e6e,PP,,.P+,of •60,40 „ P,e.e6eP..6e66PP, ► .eee. Cos	 740
 Cot 7!0
C .	 NCl TEST THE NEARNESS CF OR THE CROSSCVEP SETYEEN TRAJECTCRIES , Cot 160
C .	 P CPS770'
C	 , CPI 10C





DD 170 I n 2 ► NTPAJ	 CPS ttc
OC 160 J • 3rNACC1	 CF$ ►!o
-IF (T0GE6J) GC TO 16C	 CPS MAC
CC 14C K • 1r10	 cps 0!0
O1SI • CPOSSII,KI-CPOSSIJ#K)	 CPS 06C
IF (A8S(OIS1)6CE.YOIS) GC TO 12C
	
CPS P70
FX • FX+Ct+EITl + (YDIS-OIS1) •• 2	 CPS !PO
	
120	 If 1)( 0 60610) 00 TO 140	 cps 89C
DIS2 a CPO S(IPK*1)-CPOSS(J ► K+1)	 CRS 4006
IF ((GIS1+0I'sz).GEeC,i GC rc 140 	 CPS 410




IF (K+I11.GT610) GO TO 150	 CPS a30
DIS3 • CRCSS(1,K31+T1)-CPOSS(JrK+I#II) 	 CPS 4AC
IF(GIS2 . OIS3.0-E.O.) GO TO 150 	 cps 9!0
IF (A8S(DIS2IoLT.A8S(CIS3)) OIS2	 CIS)	 CRS 460
11 0 I1+1	 CPS 470
GO TO 130	 CFS o80
	
14C	 CONTINUE	 CFF Q00
CO TO 160	 CPs 1000
	
1,C	 FX • FX+CVEI72*DIS3+ S 2	 CPS1010
	











C . 711 11 OPTIYIIATICN FtPLCYS SELF-SCALING ► 	 PESTARTINGr . ONE
C	 . CLASI-NEkTCN t'ETHCD. 0 ONE
C	 . REFEFENCE1	 A.G. LVENBEP60	 INTRO.
	
YO LINEAR	 'NO NONLIPFAP . ONE
C	 6 PA'CGFAFMING)	 P .204.	 SEC.4.; . ONF
C	 . rAXIIt	 MAMA UM NUMEEP OF 1TEPATIONS ALLOWEC ONF
C	 . TOPCHO-1	 STOP	 IF	 Pt#CENTuGE CHANGE IN SUCCESSIVE COSTS
	 IS CKS
C	 . LESS THAN	 THIS VALUE ONF
C	 . Ni	 DIrENSICN CF THE LINKNOW4 X oaf
C XNCkt	 PPESENr CF	 INITIAL VALUE Or	 LNXNC6P X ONE
C	 . 0 ONE





























0114ENSICN	 XNOM(NCECP110	 DELTA K (NO FCI ONE 170
01MEN$IGN	 C-NOW(30.11r	 C+NEXT(30P1)t
	
P130P11P	 C130 ► 11 ► 	 PO(lot) ONE 1!C
DIMENSICN	 OSO(1 ► I)t
	
PP130 ► 30)P	 SOOSI30#301P
	
S(30 ► l01 ONE lot




01MENStON	 0(3001) ONE 220
IT • 0 ONE 230
CALL COST1	 IOPN#tNC^#YNCWrANIIPPNALIYPCLO.EPTHPESH ► NOEC) ONE T40
IF	 fPhALTY.GE.PENCRIT)	 GO TO	 10 ONE 250
CALL MONI1	 (1T,XNCWPN ► FNCWPANIIPPNALTYPCLOSE#THRESH#NOEC) ONF 260
IF	 (MAXIT•EOr01 STOP ONE 27C
GC TO 2'C ONE 200
10 WRITE	 (6090ZO)	 PNALTYOANII ONE 290
CALL CCPNER	 fXNCW ► N ► NDEC) ONE 300
IF	 (MAXIT.E0.01	 STOP ONE 310
C 0NF 320
3:	 ..••.....•..........•...• .....................•..................•... OBE 330
C	 . • ONE 340
C STEP,11	 SET	 S	 •	 IDENTITY MATRIX ANC CALCULATE GRADIENT G ONE 35C
C . O NE 36 C
C	 0000. • 0000..... • • • . • 0 0 .. • 0 • • 0.0 0.0 ... • • • • • . 0 . • • . 0 0 ..0000 • • • • • .. • 0000. 0 R E 3 7 0
C ONE 300
2C DC 30 I	 •	 1PN CNE 390
00 30 J	 •	 1#0 ONE 400
SIIPJ)	 •	 0. Oh F, 410
IF	 flvE0.J1	 SfY0J)	 •	 1. ONE 42C
3C CCNTINUE ONE 430
CALL FGRAC	 (No FN06PXNCWPGNOWP DELTA XPNCECI ONE 440
C ONE 450
C	 .....................•...•..•....,.•.. .........•.....:•............•. ONE 4P0
C	 . . ONE 470
C STEP	 21	 SET	 0 • -SG	 • ONE 4FC
• ONE 49C
C	 ........• ............................•.........•..................... ONF 500
C ONE 51C
40 CALL	 MPLY	 (NrNP1PSPCN0WPO ► NOECPNOECPI) ONF 520
00 5C I	 IPN ONE 530
O(I ► 1)	 •	 -D(IP1) ONE 540
50 CONTINUE ONF 55C
C ONE 560
C	 ...•.•.....• 1•....•.....•...........••.. • .......•..........•........-. CNF 57C
C . ONE 500
C	 . STEP 33	 LINE
	
SEARCH ALCNG D	 TO	 FINC	 AFA	 THAT SATISFIES PO>O	 . ONF 59C
C	 . . ONF 6CC
C	 ....... ..............• ................0..0 .......0.0.......•......... ONE 610
ONF 670
^K 0 CNF 630
60 K	 K ♦1 ONE 640
CALL	 LINFSCH	 (K#N P FNOk P XNOW ► DPAFA2rkTEMPPFSMALLPANIIoPNAITYPC LOSE P OPE 450
%TfRESHrNCEC) ONE 660
CALL FGRAD	 (N ► FSMALLPXTEMP,GNEXTPDELTAXPNOECI ONE 670
DO	 7C	 I	 1 ► N ONE 06FO
0(Iol)
	
• GNEXTIIPI)-GNC WoI ) ONE 69C
P(IP1)	 AFA2 00(I ► 3) ONF 7CC
70 CCNTINUE ONE 710
CALL	 TRNSPOS	 (NDECr1PPPPT) ONF 720
CALL	 MPLY	 (1PN ► 1rPT.OrP0P1 ► !11DECPl) ONE 730
IF	 (POI1P1).GT.0.)	 GO	 TO	 90 ONF 740
IF	 ( K .GT.31	 RETUFN	 3 ONE 750
F NOW n FSMALL ONE 74C
DC EC I
	 • IFN ONE 770
kNOW(I ► 1)	 •	 VTEYP(IPII ONE 713C
EC CONTINUE ONE 70C
GC	 TC 60 ONE POO
156
90 DC	 ICC	 1	 • 1#N ONE PIo
.	 XNOW(IPII	 •	 XTEMP(IPI) ONE PLC
100	 CCNTINUE ONF 1030
IT	 •	 17#1 ONE 040
PRCNT •	 AES((FSMALL-FNO ► )/FNOW) ONE 050
IF	 (PPCNT.GE.STCPCNC)	 GO TO 1ZO ONE At0
WRITE
	
(6#9030)	 PRCtTPSTOPCHG ONE $70
IF	 (PNALTY.G(.PENCPITI	 GO	 TO	 110 ONE 0E0
CALL MCNIT	 IITPXNOG,NPFSMALLPANIIPPNAITYPCLOSEPTHPESHPNDEC) ONE 000
C ONE 000
RETUPN ONE 91C
11C	 ~RITE	 I6 P 50161	 PNALTY„ ONE 020
CALL CORNER	 (XNCwPN#NDEC) OFF 030
RETURN ON E 940
120	 IF	 IIT ► LT.MAXtT)	 GO	 TC	 14C ONE 0'C
WP1TE I (t#9040) ONE 9t0
IF	 (PNALTY.GE.PENCFITI	 GO TC	 13C OFE 970
CALL	 MONtT	 1ITPXNOWiNPFSMALLPANIIPPNALTY#CLCEE#THPESHP N DECI ON* 000C ONr 900
RETURN ONE 1000
13C TRITE	 (60010)	 PNALTY ONE 1010
CALL COPNiP	 (XNCWPNPNOECI ONE 1020
RETUPN 0NE 1030
140	 IF	 (PNALTY.GE .PENCFIT)	 GO	 TO	 150 ONE 1044
CALL MCNIT	 (I ToXN06PNPFSMALL ► ANIIPPNALTY ► CLOSE PTHPESHPNOEC) ONF 10.`0
GO	 TO	 ICO ONE 1060




16C CCNTINUI ONE 1090C ONE 1100
C	 ......... .... .......... .........•••.•............. .• ► ................ ONE 1110
C	 ,	 . ONE llZC
C	 .	 STEP	 41	 IF	 "IT"	 IS	 INTEGER	 MULTIPLE	 CF N	 GC	 TC STEP 1( ONF 1130
C	 .	 IF NOT#	 UPDATE	 S ONE 1140
C	 .	 IS	 "IT"	 INTEGER	 MLLTIPLE OF N7	 . ONE 1150
C ONF 1.110
C	 ..• .................................	 ................................ ONE 1170
C Off 1100
IP	 (IFLOAT(IT)/FLCAT(N)).NE.FLOAT(IT/N))	 GO	 TO	 17f ONE 1190
FNCY •	 FSMALL ONF T2oo
GC TO 20 ONE I210
C ONE 1220
C	 ............................................•...................+..... ONE 1730
C	 .	 . ONE 1240
C	 UPCATL
	
MATRIX	 Si	 CG	 TO	 STEP	 2	 . ONE 1250C	 . ONE 17t0
C	 .. ..............•.................... ...........................0..$ ONE 1270
C ONF 128C
174	 CALL	 MPLY	 iNtNPl # SPC#SOPI.DEC#NDEC#l) ONF 120C
CALL TP p SPOS	 (NDECPI#C#OT) ONE 13CC
CALL
	
MPLY	 (N#IPNPS0PO7PSCO p hDEC#1#NGEC) ONF 1310
CALL	 MPLY	 ( N.N P Ne5CCPS#SCCS#NOEC#NOECPNDEC) ONF 1320
CALL	 MPLY	 (1PN#NPCT#S#CSP1#NOEC# N DEC) ONE 1'!30
CALL
	
MPLY	 (lPNP1#CS#C#C50 ► 1#NOEC#I) ONF 1340
CALL	 MPLY	 (N.1PNoP#PToPPPNDEC#1PNOCC) CNF 13•.0
00	 IFO	 I	 •	 1PN ONF 1'6C
DC	 IPC	 J	 .	 1PN 0F 1370
StI#J) 13PO
S	 PO(1o1) ONE I30C
180	 CCNTINUE ONE 1440
FN010 •	 FSMALL ODE 141C
OC 1 0 0	 I	 •	 1.N CNF 142(`
GNCW(IP1)
	 •	 GNEXT(TPl) ONF 143C







4+010 FOPM01 W, 40N1N RESULt1 DYNAMIC CONSTRAINTS VIOLATIQNP/P10Y0PPENCNf 1470
1ALTY 0 1 1FE16.91	 CNF 140C
9020 FORMAT tf* ►0 SHIN MONITT DYNAMIC CONSTRAINTS VIGL,ATICN ► 7 ► 10X ► 9FPcNA^'NE 14 0
SLTY - ► IPC16.9 ► /Pl0YP"AN11 • " ► F16.90" (IF • O.P THEN ANTI NAS" ► "NQOPF 1!'00
It CEEN COMPUTED IN THIS ITERATICNP DUE TO LARCF PNALTY")
	 ONE 1"30
9020 FCRrAT I2!) ► "RELAIIVf CHANGE IN SUCCESSIVE COSTS " p lPRIC.9 ► " ► LESS"OF0 1420
$0 ThAN STOP CFITERICN "PIPE100 1OFE I W




SURRCUTINE ORLY PPL 10
C Mpl tC
C ...,.,.rr r s•. • ......... .. .... ......... . .•.r...•.,..•.,......r........ MPL TO
C . . MPL 4C
C •	 CALCULATk	 MATRIX 14 ULTIPLICATICN C	 •	 At . o p t 40
C
. . PP L QC
C ,..4•.........A......fL.....1....,........,.. ............... ... ... ...,.... PPL 1D
C MPL PO
DIMENSICN AILnECP O M P PI MDECPNOECIP	 CILOECPNDfC) MPL 90
00	 IC 	 I	 .	 1 ► L Apt 10C
DO 10 J	 •	 IPN MPl 110
CI1 W
	
n 0. Ppl 120
00 10 K	 •	 10M PPL 130
C41PJ)	 •	 CII ► J) 4 A(1P K ) ► 8IKPJ) rp1, 140





(P ► N ► AjB) TON 10
C TFN 2C
C .............s.r....••.•.,..tr•.... .• ....... .., ... oa......• ...... .•.. TRN 30
C 0 TRN 40
C .	 TRANSPOSE	 CF MAT R IX A	 IS RETURNED
	
IN MATRIX 0 . IRK' fC
C . . TON t0




DIPEN31G1'	 AIM ► NIP
	
B(NtM) TON 0C
it	 1	 -	 I.► r" Do TON 1CC
or, iC J
	
+	 I.N TOP 110
BIJPTI
	 •	 A(IPJ) TON 120




	 INPRPX.0 ►IIELTAXPNCEC) FfR 10
C FfP 70
C ................... ....... . .............•............................ F6P 30
C . . PCP to
C .	 CALCLLATE	 GRADIENT	 Of	 COST F 41111 RESPECT	 TO UNKNCMN Y . FrP KC
C . . FfO 6C
C .... .................... . ........ ....... ........... so ............. ... FrP 70
C FfF 00
01MENSICN	 X(NDECPI)P












F G P IQC




	 IF IMOD(I ► 3)•EO.D) GC Tt 10
XII ► 11 a X(1 ► 1)+DELTAXII)
CALL COST1 (1PNPFFP^p$NIIPPNALTYPCLDSEPTHPESHPNDFC)
t	 G(I ► i) ► IFF-F)/DELTAYII)
X(I ► ),l	 NflPl)-DELTAX(I)
10	 CONTINUE
-	 R ETLJi1N
SUSP UTINE	 OAFA	 (NPFPDAFAPGPX p D.#NDEC) CAF 10
C GAF 20
C	 .•.•...••..••...•.• ..............•...•...•......••••...........,.. GAF 30
C	 .	 • OAF AC
C	 CALCULAI'F	 GRADIENT CF F WITh RESPECT TO AFA 	 • GAF 70
C GAF 60
C	 ...............•..••••.•.•..••..........P....,...................•... GAF 70
C GAF PC
O1 4 ENSION X(NOECPI)P
	
D ( NDEC ► 1 ) ► 	XTEPP 4 30PIl f•AF 90
00 10	 1	 •	 I p K CAF 100





CALL COST1	 ( 1PN P FFPXTEMP P ANIIPPNALTYPCLOSE ► THRESH ► CAF 130
G	 .	 (FF-FI/DAFA [AF 14C
PETLFN GAF 130
END GAF 16C
SU EP OUTINE	 FRROP	 (x ► MESSAGE) IRO 10
DIMENSION	 MESSAGE1121,	 1TEXT112) I!0 20
DATA	 1TEXT/12*"	 "/ 100 30
DO	 IC	 I	 •	 IPK 1F0 40
10	 ITEXT(I)	 •	 MESSAGE(1) Ito !0
WHITE	 16P9010)	 1111:1T(I)PI 0 1PKI If0 60
STfP lee 70
C Ito to
901C Ft'4MAT	 (101WERRS ` Pf	 0#12AIOP//1 IE0 90
END IPO loC
1
	SUFPCUTINE LINESCH (kPNPFNCIP XNCWPDPAFA2PXTEMPrFSC A ILPANIIPPNALTYPLTN	 10
1CLCSF.THRE$HPNDEC)	 LIN	 2C
01 PENSION O(NDECPI ) ► XTEMP ( ^DECP1 ) r XNOW ( NDECPI)	 LIN	 3C
C	 LIN	 40
	
C ........•....• ......................... ....•......................... LIN 	 KO
C.	 . LIN	 60
C	 C U91C FIT PY INITIALLY LETTING AFA • 0 AND OAFA n S.	 . LIN	 70
C .	 . LIN	 to
C ...... ....	 ,,...4..........4 ....... . ............	 ..........•... LIN	 QC




OC 10 1 • 1•N	 LIN 12C
DNORM • 0NORF44 O(1 ► 1)*s2	 LIN 130
1C	 CONTINUE	 LIN	 14LC
ONrPt+ • SCRT(DNCRN)	 LIN I.0
	
IF 1CNORM..E0..0.I CALL CHECK ( 1PN ► FNOWPXNOWPDPA(AOPFAFAOPCAFAOPAFAILIN 	 16C
LL
159
%p FAFA1FGAFA1 ► UItLL1tU2FNCEC) LIN 170
C LIN Ito
C	 ..•..•.•.•.•.• ...............F.....F. ..•i.•..^............F••4 ► •ir.^. LIN 10 
C	 , - LIN 200
C NORMALIZ E 0	 . LIN 21C
C • LIN 220
C	 ...........•......•....<....• i•.•..••.. ..•......._..•....FF....F... LIN 230
C LIN 740
OO 20 1	 •	 I.N tit) 2.0
O(1F1)	 •	 011011106CRP LIN LAO
2C CONTINUE LIN 2TC
OAFA	 •. S• LIN ?PC
AFRO
	 0.	 - LIN 24C
FAFAO • FNDW LIN 300
KK	 .	 1 t IN 310
CALL	 GAFA	 INFFAFAOPCAFA ► GAFAOFXNOIFDFNDEC) ( IN ?20
IF	 (GAFAO.EO.0)
	
CALL CHECK	 (1eN#FN06PSNOWoOPAFAO.FAFAOrCAFAO*AFA11tIN 330
SFAFAIFGAFAI)UI.LUIFU2 p NDEC) LIN 340
IF	 I-FAFAOIGAFAO.LE.O.1	 CALL	 ERROR	 (6r" -FAFAC/GAFAC .LE.	 0•F	 TRAJIIN 350




	 AM. INIlIOOOpF-FAFAC1GAFAOl lIN 370
30 00 40	 1	 •	 IrN LIN 3l+0
XTEMP(i.l)	 •	 XNG6t1F1)•AFAI*D1IF11 LIN 300
40 CONTINUE LIN 400
CALL	 CtlST1	 (IrN ► FAFAIFXTEPPFANTIFPNALTYPCLOSEFTHRFSH•NDEC) LIB` 410
IF	 IYK.EO.41
	
CALL ERRCR	 (7F 1'PROBLEM	 IN	 LINESCH•	 CAN t T	 FIND	 LOWER LIN 420
1CCST	 AFTER	 3 CLBIC	 FIT$") LIN 430
CALL GAFA	 (N ► FAFA1tDAFAFGAFAIPXTEMPFOPNCECI LIH 44C
IF	 ( ABS ( ( AFAO—AFAI) l AFA1 ) * LT * .0011	 CALL CHECK	 t2rN#FNCwrXN0W p D#AFALIN 00
IOFFAFAGo GAFAOFAFAI . FAFAl p GAF A I . UIFUUIFU2 ► NDEC) LIN 464
UI	 GAFAO•GAFAI-3.*(FAFAO-FAFA1)/(AFAC-AFAI) LIN 470
1,1,1	 UI**2-GAFAO+GAFAI LIN 480
IF	 (UU1.LE.O.)	 U2	 •	 0. LIN 4qC
1;	 (LUI.GT.C•)	 L2	 n 	 SCRT(LUI) LIN FOG
AD	 •	 AMIkl(AFA(% rAFAl) LIN 510
Al	 •	 AMAX-1(AFAO.AFAI) LIN 570
GO	 • GAFAO LIN 530
FO	 n 	 FAFAO LIP 54C
GI	 •	 GAFA). LIN 550
Fl	 •	 FAFA1 LIN 5't)
IF	 (AFAO.LI,AFA1)	 GO	 TO	 50 LIN 570
GO	 • GAFA1 LIN SPO
FC	 •	 FAFAI LIN !CO
G1	 •	 GAFAG LIN 600
F1	 •	 FAFAO LIN 61C
50 IF	 (G1— 00 . 2. 0 U?.EO.O.)	 CALL	 CHECK	 (3 ► N.FNOW ► XNOWFDFAOFFOFGOFAIFFI.LTN 620
'`5GIrU1FUU1FU2FNDEC) IIN 6'.0
AFA2	 -	 A1-(AI-AO)+(GI+U2-UI)/(GI —G0 + 2.*U2) LIN 640
DO hC 1	 •	 1FN LIN 6•.0
XTEMP(Irl)
	
•	 XNOWtlrI)+AFA2 dlO(I#l) LIN 660
to CONTINLE LIN tTC
CALL	 COST1	 (O F N F FSMALLFXTENPFANIIFPNALTTFCLCSEFTHRESHFNDECI IIN 6pC
WRITE	 (6F9CIC)	 AC.AI.AFA2FDNDRMFFCFFIFFSMALL•GO.G1 LIB' too
WFITE	 (6 ► 9O?01	 IGIItI)rI.1jN1 LIN 700
IF	 tFSMALL.GE.FNCrW)	 GO	 TO	 70 LTN' 71C
RETURN LIN 720
70 AFAI	 •	 AFAI/2. LIN 73C
KK	 P	 KK•1	 . LIN 740
GC TC 30 LIN 7^C
C LIt' 700
9OIO FCPMt,T	 (15X ► 0'40	 •	 r ' F 1PE13.6 p 5Xr"A1	 •	 "pk13.tp5Xv ll AFA2	 •	 l'.E13.to:YLTN' 770
t ► "GNORM	 •	 ".1.13.6#/F15Xr"F0	 •	 " p E13.tF5Xr' + FI	 •	 ".EI3.tF.XF"FS('ALL ITN 700
S •	 + 'FFl3.lF/.15X0 +'GO	 •	 "FE13.6r5YF"('.l 	 •	 'OFE13.01) LIt' 7Q0










WRITE	 16P101	 FNOWPNoll#XNCW(IP11PD(TPl)+l • lsN1 CFE
IF	 (ICHECK+E0.1)	 STCP CPE
WRITE	 (6P2Q)	 A0PFCPGOPAlPF1P61 CPR
IF	 (INECK.E0.2)	 STCP, CHE
WRITE lb30)	 UIoUULPU2 CPE
STOP CNF
C CPF
10 FCPPAT 12OXP40,11-IS	 IS	 SUORCUTTNE CHECK	 WHICH GIVES
	
ALL THEP3SH INCFE
SFOPMATICN	 IN SUBROUTINE LINESCH.P// ► 30XP7HFNCW •	 P1PE16.9P //P37XP4CHE
SHXNCWP17XP1HDP// r n I25X,12.3X p lPE16.9r4X ► IPE16. S ► I11 CME
20 FCRMAT 111#209P"AO • " P1PE169PIWFO n " rEl6.9P5XP"GO •	 "PE1t.9P /CPE
SZC Y P 141	 •	 " PElt.9 ► 5X ► "FI	 •	 "► E1t69P5XP "G1 	 •	 "PE16.9) CFE
3C FORMAT
	
(/1P2OXPShU1	 •	 P1E16. 0 P5XPt }LUI 	 •	 PiP(16.9P5X P 5HU2 • PIPEWf	 F
!.9) CHE
END C l+E
SUBRCUTINE CORNEP (XPNPN0EC) C['P
COMMCN NTFAJPNMAPPNSE GPXM(3P6 ► PYM(3P6) PZM13P6IPARPAY(576P9)ISPOSITCCP
T(3 ► 200r3)PXC(3)PXF(?)PV013)#YF(3)PZC( 3)PZF131PNPOSTTS(3)PRHGI576lPCCP
SISEGIP IPPOFPMAXITPPENCRITPAMEITfTVIOLAPALWPPFATOFCPFA TOFW CCP
DIMENSION
	 X(NDECPII CCP
NVAR	 .	 2 CCR
IF	 (IPROF.E0.1)	 NVAF	 •	 3 CQP
OC	 IC	 I	 •	 IPNTPAJ COR
N SEGI	 •	 NSEG-1 CCP
00	 10	 J	 n 	 I ► NSEGI CCP
00 10 K	 n 	 IPNVAR crp
L	 •	 (I-11 0 NVAF+NSEG1+(J-S)+NVAR+K CCQ
IF	 (X.E0.1)	 XM(TPJ+I)	 n 	 X(LP1 ► CCP
IF	 (K.E0.2)	 YM(IPJ+11	 •	 X(LPl) fCP
IF	 (K.E0.3)	 ZP(ItJ+l)	 .	 X(L ► T1 CCP
10 CONTINUE CCR
00	 3C	 I	 •	 I/NTRAJ CCP
WRITF
	 ( 6 P 9C1C)	 fPXM1Ir11P1M11P1)PZM12P11 CCR
DC 2C J n 	 ZP N SEG COP
WRITE	 (6r9C20)	 XM(IPJ)PYM(I)JlvZf'(I ► J) CCR
2C CONTINUE CCP
WRITE




9C1C FORMAT	 412X ► "FLIGHT	 FATH	 NOt	 'IPI1P/P1 A XP' ICOPNER	 PTS."P /v14XP"(1'PF?CCP
S.CP "P"P F7.0P 11 P II PF7.0P 11 1 11 ) CCP
5020 FCFMtT
	
(14XP"(' I PF7.OP"P"PF7.0P"P "PF7.OP") ") CCP
END CPR
Sl,2POUT INE DYNARID ( PNALTY)
	
I)Yfl
I NTRAJPNMAPPNSEGP XM(3P6)PYM( 3rt) PZM13P6)PARPAY1576P9)PSPOSITPYN'
1P 3) PXC( 3) P)F('3)P YC( 3)PYF( 3)PZC(3)PZF(3)PNPOSTTS(31PRHC(5761PDYN





















































COMMON /DYNAMIC/ RACTUSPP6EITIPPMEI12*Z^EIT1 ► tMAMIN ► GMAMAX ► NSAMP QYN	 SO
CCMMGN /CDRNER/ ANGLE (3r3)rPOSM3 ► 20031 p XCENTRt30)PYCENTR(101PDYN 	to
1ZCENTR(3P31rXTi(3P51PYI1f3 r ) PZTI ( 3P5)PXTZ ( 3#1)PYT2 ( ) ► 5) p ZTZ13#11PDYN	 70
INPOSIT(3)PCIM )	 I DYN QC
REAL LENGTH VVN 9C
LENGTH(A.flPCiDrEPF)	 •	 SORT( (A-tO1+2•(C-D) A4 201E-F1+42) DYN 10C
P1	 •	 ATAN41.1 0 4. DYN 110
C DYN 110
C	 .................................................................. CYN 130
C	 ,	 . DYN 140
C	 FIPST CALCULATE PARAMETERS AT CCPNER POINTS DYN 150
C DYN He
C	 ...•..•.c•.......• .................... .........................•a.a. nYN 170
C OYN 1!C
DC 6C I	 n 	 IPNTRAJ DYN 140
00 10 J	 . ZPNSEG DYN ZOO
YTZ(IPJ)	 0	 G. CYM 210
YT1(I ► JI	 ,	 YT2(IPJ) O"' 22D
XT2(IPJ)	 •	 YTIII ► J) DYN 230
YTI(IPJ)	 a	 XT2(1 P J) CYN 240
ZT11IPJI	 n 	 0. DYN 250
ZT2(Tj, J)	 •	 0. CYN 26C
ANGLE (IsJ-1)
	 n 	 XTIfIPJ) DYN 270
YCENTR(IPJ-11	 •	 ANGLE( IPJ-11 OYN 2!0
XCENTR(IPJ-1)
	 •	 4CENTR(I ► J-1) DVN Za0
10	 CONTINUE VYN 300
DIS(T)	 0. DYN 310
WTI(1P1)
	
xn(1,1) 0 "t 320
XT2(Irll	 •	 XM(IPI! DYN 33C
YTltlrl)	 •	 YM(IP1) DYN 340
YTZIIP1)	 YM(Irl) OYN M
ZT1(1P1)
	
•	 0'(I01) DYN 3tC
ZT2(IP11	 ZM(IPl) DYN 370
ISEG2	 n 	 ISEG1+1 DYN 360
00 40 J	 •	 ISEG2PNSEG DYN 300
LENGTHIXMiI ► J-I)PXM ( IPJ)PYM (IPJ -1) ► YM(IPJIPZM ( IPJ-1Wl fIPDYM 400
i	 J)) DYN 410
E	 LFNGTH(XM(I ► J)PXW(iPJ#I)PYM(T ► J)PYM(IPJ#1)PZMII ► d)PZM(I ► J#CYN 420
1	 1)) DYN 43C
C	 n 	 LENGTH(XM(IPJ-1)PXM(IPJ111PYM(IPJ-1)PYM('IPJ*I)PZM(IPJ-1)PZnYH 44-0
f	 M(IPJ#,11) DYN 45C
C D 0 4te
C	 ............................•...•.........•.....................••.•• CYN 470
C DYN 400
C	 .	 DO THE	 TMC SEGMENTS FORM A	 STRAIGHT LINE? nYN 4ao
C	 . O YN 500
C	 .......................... a.....•.•.•..... ..r. .... .... ... ► ......r.r.• DYN 51C
C DYN 520
IF	 (L8S(A#R—C).CT.1.)	 GC	 TC	 20 DYN 530
SEG	 n 	 LENGTHfXT2 H ► J-1)PXM(I#JIPYT7(IPJ-I)PYMIIoJIPZT2t1 p J — IIPt' YN 54D
S	 ZM(IPJ)) DYN 56D
XT1(IPJ)	 •	 XM(I$J) DYN 5f0
X72(IPJ)	 .	 XM(I ► J) DYN 570
YT1(1PJ)	 n 	 YMIIPJ) DYN $PDYT2(IPJ)
	
•	 YP(I^J) DYk A 0 C
ZT1fIPJ)	 n 	 ZM(IPJ) DYN ACC
ZT2 ( IPJ)	 -	 Z14 f1PJ1 DYN FLC
ZCENrF(iPJ-1)	 0. DYN 62C
YCENTP(T.J-1)
	
.	 0. nYN 630
XCENTRtIPJ-11	 YCENTR(IPJ-11 CYN 6&C
ALONGI	 n 	 0. CYN 6!0
ANGLF(IPJ-1)	 C. t'YN 6b0
CO TC 30 DYN 670
2C	 AXY	 -	 LENGTH(XM(IPJ-I)PMM ( I ► J)PYM(IPJ-1 ) PYM(IPJ)PO. ► 0.1 DYN FPC
y162
6XY n 	 LENGT1i( XM OPJ) ► XM(	 PJ+I) ► YM(IPJ) ► YMIIPJ+II p O.P p .i PYN 640
CXY	 aLENGTH(XM11 ► J •I).XM(ICJ+11rYM1IiJ-11PYM(T+J+LI ► O•POtk DYN 700
$ETA •	 AACCS(AXY p 6XY ► CXY) DYN 710
ALONG2	 -	 RAOIL'T/TAN(6ETA/2.) DYN 72C
PNALTY	 r PNALTY+FWEITIO(IAMAXI(O. ► (ALDNG2-AXY)))+02+AMAX1(O.PIDYN 730
f	 ALONG2-AxY)))••2 PYN 740
IF	 (J.NE.ISEGZ)	 PNALTY	 - PNALTY+PMEITI • (AMAX1(0. ► (ALONG1+ALONCP VN 750
1	 2-AXY)ll*02 PYN 700
C DYN 770
C	 .•.........•••..• ....................•..•..•..•....•^.•.••.•..•.••.•• DYN 700
C	 . PYN ?CC
C	 .	 CALCULATE TANGENTIAL	 VOINISP	 CENTER CE RADIUS	 R AT J-TN COANEP	 . DYN POO
C	 , DYN RIC
C	 ...••.• ....................•.•......•.•.....•...•....•..............• CYN P?C
C DYN F30
XT1(I ► J)	 -	 XM(IPJ)+ALONG2 0 (XMLI ♦ J-11-XM(IPJ)1/AXY PYN PAO
YT1(IPJ)	 YM4IPJI+ALONG2*IYM(IPJ-1) —YMI	 PJI)/AXY DYE !•,C
X1211 rJ)
	
XM(IPJ)+ALONG2*IXM(I ► J+l)-XMII#JIIItXY DYN R6C
YT2(IPJ)	 •	 YMIIPJI+ALCN42 0 1YM1IPJ411 — YM(IPJ))/EXY DYN P70
ZT1(I	 J)	 ZM(I ► JI+ALCNG2•(ZM(IJJ-1)-ZM(IPJ))1AXY DYN FPO
ZT2(I ► J)	 Z14 (I ► J)+ALDNG2+IZM(IPJ+1)-ZMIIPJII/BXY DYN 690
SEG	 •	 LENGTH(XT2(I ► J-I)PXTI(IoJ)iYT2(IPJ-1)PYTIII.J)PIT2(IPJ-1CYN QCO
I	 )PZTIII ► J)) PYN 910
DISM2	 ALCNO2 0 00S(6ETA/20) PYN 92C
OISCZ	 RADILS/SIN(BETA/2.) CYN Q30
X	 -	 (XT1(IPJ)+XT2(1PJ))12. DYN 040
Y	 .	 (YT1(IPJ)+YT2(I ► JIl12• DYN 95C
XCENTR(IPJ-1.1	 •	 XM(IPJ)+DISC2*(X —XM(IPJ)1/DISM2 DYN 060
YCENTR(IPJ-1)




D	 n 	 LENGTH(XTI(I ► J)jPXT21IPJ)PYTI(1PJIPYT2(TPJ)PO.PO.1 OYN 09C
ANGLE(IPJ-1)	 -	 AACCS(PADIUSPRADILSPD) DYN 1000
SEG	
-	
SEG+ANGLE(IPJ-1)4, RADIUS 0 V IC10
3C	 DIS(I)	 n 	 DIS(I)+SEG DYN 1020
4C	 CONTINUE PYN 103C
DC	 50	 J	 •	 ISEG2PNSEG PYN 1040
C DYN logo
(	 ........................	 .......•.........•......•••..............•f. DYN 1060
C	 . DYN 1070
C	 CALCULATE	 VERTICAL	 SLOPE	 OF	 EACH SEGMENT AND. PYN 1C6C
C	 ACO PENALTY FCR EACH SEGMENT WITH VERTICAL SLOPE GREATER 	 • DY A' ICaC
C	 THAN GMAMAX OR LESS THAN GMAMIN DEGREES 	 . CYN 1100
C	 .	 . DYN IIIC
C	 .........................•............... ......•s,.................•, DYN 1120
C CYN 1130
XYL	 -	 LENGTH(XM(IPJ+IlPXM(IPJ)PYM(IPJ+1l#YM(TPJ)00.00.) DYM 114C





s	 TIO(A'AX1(O. ► IANO(GMAMINI—VSLPPE))•+2 PYN 1170
50	 CONT)NLE DYN 11PC
AXY	 -	 LENGTH(XMIIrNSEG)PXM(IPNSEG+1).YM(IPNSEG)PYM(IPNSEG+1)P0.PP Y N I14C
f	 0.) DYN 1x'00
AXY	 n 	 LENGTH(XM(I.NSEG+1) ► XM(IPNSEG+2) ► YM(IPNSEC+1) ► YM(IiNS'EG+7)RY X' 1210
S	 ► 0u0.) 11VN 1220
CXY
	 -	 LENGTNIXM(IPNSEG)PXPIIFNSEG+21 ► YM( TPNSEG) ► YM(IPNSEG+2)PC.PDYf' 1230
s	 06) DYN 1240
ANC	 n 	 AACOS(AXYPEXYPCXY) DYN 1290
PNALTY	 -	 PNALTY#P6EIT1+(AMAXI(O.P(4CO. + ALOrC• 1-AXY))) 602+PYEIT2 + (D YN 12tC
S	 AMAW O.P(7.3EC'-ANG)))+ 0 2 DYN 177C
DIS(I)
	 n 	 OISIII#(ENGTH(XT2(TPNSEGIPXM(IPNSEG+1)rYT2(TPNSEG)PYM(IDY N 12PO
s	 PNSEG+IIPZT2IIPNSEG)PZM(IPNSEC • 1)') DYN 12CC
FATOFC	 -	 FATOFC+FATOF4*GIS(I) PYN 1300
6 









COMMON	 NTFAJ ►NMAP ► NSEGPX14 13 ► 6) ► YM13P6) ► ZMf3 ► t ►► A RPAY I574 p9 )PSPO$I TN IT 2C
113 ► ?C0r3)PX q (31rXff31PYD(3) ► YF(_3l ► ZC ( 31rZ F1 31r NPOS1TS13 ► rPHOI5761 ► NI1 30
tl$EGIPIPPOF ► MAXIT ► PENCRIT ► AWEITPTVICIAPALW P P FA TOF C ► FATOFW NTT 40
PEOPLE	 • 0.
ALI+P	 C. NTT to
00 30 X	 .	 1PNMAP
NTTIF	 (ARPAY(K*3).LT.'^1.)	 GO TO	 10 to
ALCN	 •	 APPAY(XP4) NTT 9C
W Nil 100
1	 W/(0.210.t A (C.D3^AlON1 ► I.43E•4^1C.^ A fC•0l 4 ALDN11 NIT 11C
PEOPLE	 . PEOPLE+ARRAY(M ► 3) NTT 12C
W AYf R r51	 • ARRAYIx031 4 Y NIT 13C
ALFP	 •	 ALWP • ARPAYf K ► 5) NIT 140
10	 CONTINUE Nil 15C
ANTI
	 n 	 ALWP/PEOPLEFAWEIT Nil I!C
RETLPN Nil 17C
END PIT 1PC
SUeOCUTINE NCISEL M4RESHI NOT 10
CCMMCN	 NTPAJ ► NMAPPVSEG ► XM(3 ► 6) ► YM(3Pt)PZM(3 ► 6)PA RRA Y(57 t ► 9) ► SPOS ITN C+T 20
tf3P200r3)iXCi3)iXFf31 ► YCf3)iYff3lFZOf3) ► ZFf3 ► P NPOS ITSf3 ) i P1^ E'f. 78i ► NCI 30
11SEG1 P IPPCF P MAXIT ► PENCRITPAWEIT ► TVICLAPALWPPFATCFCPFATO FW NOT 4C
CC14 PON	 /CORNER/	 ANGLEf3 ► 3) ► POSIT(3P200 ► 3)PXCENTP(3 ► 3) ► YCENTR(3r31P N CT 50
SZCFNTR(3,3).XT113 ► :) ► YT113x51 ► ZT1t3P'1PXT213P5)PYTZ(3P;)P Z T2(3P5 ) ► NCT 6C
1NPCSIT(3)PDIS(31 NOT 70
COMMON	 /DYNAMIC/	 RADIUS P PWEITI ► PWEITZoZEEITIPGMAMINPGMAMA XPNSAMP NOT to
CCMMCN	 /ThRESH/	 ALMAX . MAXFLIT#T4EI TIP TWEIT? ► NPLANE NOT 9C
CCMMCN	 /SAMPLE/	 SAMPTP PER IOOPSAMLTHPNAC(3#32)PCNCIS(16 ► 2) NOT lOC
DIMENSION	 ARCLTH(4)P	 SEGLTH45)P	 AL(16) NOT llt
REAL LENGTH NPl I?C
COOPD(A ► GPCPDI	 •	 (A10)+fC —DI+O NCT' 130
LENGTH(APB ► C ►OPEPF)	
-	
SORT(( A-e)$62+(C-D)*$2+fE-F1+*?.I N(! 140
PI	 -	 ATAN(1_.)*4. NOT 150
DC 100	 I	 •	 1PNTRAJ N'CT I"
XT?(IPNSEG+1)-XM(IPNSEG+1) KrT 17C
XT1(I ► NSEG+1)-XT2(IPNSEG+1) WIT 1P0
YT2fIPNSEG+1) • YM(IL NSEG+1) NCI 10C
"	 YT1(IPNSEG+1) n YTZ(I ► NSEG ► 1) POT ?CC
ZTZ(IPN , SEG+1) . ZM(IPNSEG+1) NCT 710
ZT1(IPNSEG+I) n ZT2(LPNSEG+1) NOT ?20
OLZPM	 .	 fZO(I)-ZF(I))/DIS(I) NCT ?3C
PCSITIIPl ► 1)	 •	 XM(I ► ISEG1) Nry 24C
PCSIT(IP1 ► Z)	 •	 YM(1PI5EGI) NOT 254
POSTT(iPIP31	 •	 ZMIIPISEGII MDT ?tC
NS£G1	 • NSEG-1 NCT 77C
OC	 10	 J	 -	 ISEGIPNSEGI NPI 2!0
SEGLTH(JI	 •	 LENGTH(XT2fIPJ)PXT1(IPJ+1 ► PYT2(1PJ)PYTI(TPJ+I)PZTZ NI rt 200
1	 (IPJ) ► ZT1(IPJ+))) NCT 300
ARCLTHIJ)
	
PADIUS • ANGLE(2PJ)	 • NTl +1C
1C	 CONTINUE NOT 320
SECLTHINSEG ► 	 LENCTH(X7211 ► NSEGIPXM(IPNSEG+I)PYT2(TPNSEG)PYM(T ►NOT 330
1	 NSEG+1)PZT2(T ► NSEG)P1M(IPNSEG+1)1 NCT 14C
11	 n 	 I NCl 3!0
CC 70	 J	 •	 1SEGIPNSEGI
NOT
16C
20	 IF	 (SEGLTH(J).LT.SAMLTH)	 GO TO	 3C NCT 370
l_V
164
It	 .	 1I+1	 Net Sao
• POI IM, 11,11
	 • COORDISAMLTI+PSEGLTH (J)PITIII ► J+11P ►01 IT( 1,11, INCI a4e
t< 01)1	 NC  400
POSITItPtI ► Z)	 • CCOPD(SAMLTHPSECLTH(J)PYTIITPJ+IIPPOSiTIIPII-INCT 410
s 02)1	 NCT 420
POSIT(l0tt ► 3l	 •	 POSIT(I01I-Ir3)-I'LZPM4SArLTH 	 Net 430
IF	 11PPOF.FC.1)	 POSTTtI0IIP31	 r CCCPO(S$tLTHPSEGLTHIJ)PZTIIIOJNCT 440
t +11PPOSIT(IPII-10 )) 	 Pet 450
SEGLTHIJF • SEGLTH(JI-SAMLTH 	 NCT 460
GO t0 20	 N('T 470
30 IF	 ISEGLTH(J)+ARCLTH(J).GE.SAMLTH)	 GO TO 40	 NCI 4!0
PIECE	 •	 SAMVH-ARCLTH(J)-SEGLTHIJ) 	 Net 4a0
11	 -	 11+1	 NCT 500
POSIT(IP11 ► 11	 n 	 CCCRO(PIECE ► SEGLTH(J +I)#$Y%(IPJ+2)PXT2(IPJ+1)INCT 510
PCSIT(I ► IIP2)	 a	 COOPD(PIECE ► SEGLTH(J+1)PYT1(LPJ+2)PYT2(IPJ+II)NCT IZO
POSIT11 ► 1I0)
	 •	 POSITII ► II- I,3)-CLZPMfSAPLTH	 Net 530
IF	 (IPROF.Eo.l)	 P OSIT(IP11 03) 	 •	 COOPO(PIECEPSEGLTHIJ+I)PZTI{IONOT 540
s J+2 ► PZTZ(t ► J+lll	 NCT 5 ,10
SEGLTH(J +1)
	 •	 SEGLTHIJ+0-PIECE	 NOT 56C
CO TO70	 NOT 570
40 PIECE	 . SAMLTH-SEGLTH(J)	 NCT 500




I1	 •	 It+1	 NhI 610
ALFA1	 •	 4TAN7I(YT1410 J+ 1)-YCENTFII ► J)) ► (YT1(I0J+1)- YCENTRIIPJ)NCT W
1 11	 Net 630
IPLUS	 •	 1	 NQT t4C





Y22	 •	 YCENTP(IPJ)+PADIUS*SIN(AA)	 Net 670
ADIS	 •	 SCRT(1% i2-YMLI ► J+111 ++2 +IY22-VM(I ► J+1)1 + +21	 Net tP0
WS
	 SORTI{1(T1(IPJ+1)-MMfIPJ+111 + +2+(YT1I1,J+i)- YrIIrJ+11}++P (+ I 690
s 2 ► 	 Net 70C
IF	 (SCIS.LT.ACIS)
	
IPLUS	 •	 -1	 NCT 710
AA	 •	 ALFAI+IPLLS+GAMMA	 Net 120
POSIT(I ► IIP))
	 •	 XCENTR(I ► J ► + A ADILS+CPS(AA)	 NCI 730
POSIT(IP1t02)	 •	 YCENTR(IPJ)+RAOIUS+SIS(AA) 	 NOT 74C
PCSITII ► IIP3)	 •	 POSIT(IPI1-1P3)-CLZPM+SAMLT14	 NOT 750
IF	 (I?ROF.EC.1)	 POSIT(10II ► 3)	 •	 COOR()(PIFCEPARCLTH(J)+PIECErZTNCT 76C
s Z(I ► J+1)PZTICI ► J+11)
	
NCT 770
5C IF	 (ARCLTH(J).LT.SAMLTH) 	 GO	 TO	 60	 Pfl Teo
AA	 •	 AA*IPLUS+SAMLTH/FACIUS
	 NCT 744
APCLTN(J)	 •	 AFCLtH(J)-SAMLTH	 NCI POO
11	 -	 1I+1	 NOT Fie
POSITIIPIIPI)
	 •	 XCENTP(I0J)+RADIUS + COS(AA)	 PCT 020
POSIT(1*11P2)	 n 	 YCENTR(IPJ) 4 RADI(+S +SIN(AA)	 N(1I ASO
FCSIT(IPIIr31
	 •	 POSIT(ittt— Io3)-OLZPM+SAMLTH	 NPT 940
If	 ITPFOF.EC.1)
	 P OST M P11 ► 3)	 n COOPO(SAMLTHPARCLTH(J)+SAMLTHPNOT PIC
I ZT211PJ+1)PPCSIT(IPII-I ► 3))	 NCI P!C
GO TO !0	 Nry 07C
to PIECE	 - SAMLTH-AFCLTH(J)	 Nct see
1'I	 a	 I1+1	 1+'CT Poe
PCSIT(Trt_tri)
	 •	 COOa'4(PIECEPSECLT1 4 (J+1)PYTL(IPJ+2)PYTZ(IPJ+1))0'CI 1300
POSIT(IPILP1)	 n 	 CCCRD(PIECE ► SE(,LT14 (J+1)PYT111PJ+2) ► %T?(TPJ+1))PCI 4IC
POS M 1 ► II03)	 • POSIT(IPII-I p 3)-DLZPM+SA1', LTH	 NOT 4?e
IF	 (IPRCF.FC.1)
	 POSITII ► IZP3 ► 	 -	 CCORO(PIECE P SEGLTH(J+1)PZT141PNPT 430
I J+2)FZTZ(IPJ +1)) 	 PCT 440
SEGLTH(J+1)
	 •	 SEGLTH(J+L)-PIECED	SICT 050
70 CCNTIAUE	 PCI ate
AC IF	 (SEGLTH(NSEG),IT.SAMLTH) 	 GO	 TO	 00	 NTT 47C
11	 •	 11+1	 NCT a!4
POSIT(IPIIPi)	 n 	 CCCRO(SAMLTHPSEGLTH{NSEG)PYT11IPNSEG+1) ► POSIT(1PNCT 44C




POSlifirll ► ')) NCI 1030
IF	 IIFPCF,E0,1)	 PCStT(I ► ST ► 3)	 a	 CCCFO(SAMLTNrSE(, LT14 INSEGI ► 2T1(I ► N CI 1040
A	 NSLO M PPOSITIIPIX-11))) Oct tote
SEW HINSEG)	 a SFOLTH(NSEG)-SAMLTH NCI lobe
00 TO e0 NCT 1070
SO	 NPOS M I ) a 11 NCI IOPO
IF	 Itl•GT•200)	 CALL	 EPACP	 ter"N0.	 Of	 TRAJ, SAMPLES	 .GT,	 2COr NCT IORD
#	 PE-DIMENSION ARRAYS POSIT AND SPOSIT N ) MeT lice
Ice	 CONIME NCT 1110
NSAMP a	 IFIX(PEFIC0 6 3600ISAMPT) NOT t120
TVICLA • 0. NCT 11.30
OC 110 K a	 I ► NMAP NOT 1140






C	 ,	 CALL. ENERGY MYRTF• eY. AMIIENT NOISE	 • N OT IIQO
C •	 CLPFENTLY,	 AM ENT LEVEL	 0, OE	 • NCT 1240
C	 ,	 . 0111 1210




ARRAY1Kr4)	 a	 NSA14 P*10 . **(AME N /10.) NCT 1240
110	 CONTINUE Ncl 1250
OC	 1f0 K	 IrNMAP NCI 3760
eLKVICL	 0. NCl 1270
IF 	 (APPAYIKr)).LT.I1	 0	 TO	 150 pot 12PC
ENERGY • 0. NOT 1240




ENERGY	 a 0. NCI 1320
00 130 J	 • 1•NPCSITI Oct 1330
RANGE 1340
f	 YiK ► 2))*A2f1PCSIT(trJr3))$42) OCT 1350
OC 120 L	 A	 1916 NOI 13tc
IF	 (NAC(IP2 0 L).EQ.O.AND+NAC(Irt+L-1).EO.0)	 GC TO	 12C POT 1370
AL(L)	 v	 CNCIS(L ► 1)-CNOIS(Lr21*ALOGiO(PANGE)-12. Net 1300
IF	 (AL(L),GE.ALMAX)	 6LKVIOL • 6LKVICI4AL ( L)*1N A M oZ* L-1) # NCI I3QC
1	 NAC(I^t+l)1 M I400
ENERGY	 .	 ENERGY*10.•*(ALILIIIO.)ONAC(I ► 2 ► L•1)+10 . 00(ALIL) /NCT 1410
f	 10. 1 •NAC(I ► 2^L)^10. NCT 1420
120	 CONTINUE NCT 1430
130	 CONTINUE NC1 14AC
AR 0 AY(Kr4)	 n 	 ENEFGY+AFRAY(K ► 4) NOT 14!0
140	 CONTINUE NCT 1460
1,160	 ARPAY(K ► 4 )	 a	 10,+ALCG1O(APPAYtK ► 4)/(E6400/SAMPTI) NCT 147C
5LKVIOL	 •	 AMAMI(C. ► BLKVIOL-ALMA y• rAYFLIT) Nct 14Pe
1F	 (ARRAY(Kr1G).E0,1.)	 TVICLA	 •	 TVICLAI6LKVICL NCT 1490
160	 CONTINUE NCT 1500
THRESH a	 T4EITI*TVICLA**2 Pet laic




PROGRAM MAIN 1INPUTPOUTPUIP YAP( too INPUTr1APE?*TAPE6 TAPEt ► TAPE 101 11 41	 IC
	
.•rr..rr•^.r.r.r^rrrr.r.rr,^r•r ► ru 0.048600000600r00009+0000000090rv. 14 1 	 2C
. MAI3C










*ITH CNCLIC TRAJECTORY OPTIMIZATION	 r MAT	 eo
. MAT9C
AUTFORSt P. PELTCN AND Pr CHANG
	
. PAT 100
+	 , UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
	
r MAT 110
.	 CHARLOTTESVILLE ► VA	 . MAT 120
PAT 13C





THIS PROGRAM USES NONLINEAR OPTIMIZATION. TFCHNIQUES TO 	 • MAI 100
FINO THE SET OF AIRCRAFT TRAJECTORIES WITH THE 11NTMUP	 r MAT 1;0
NCISE IrPACT ` TNOE> (h11) FOR A SPECIFIED MIX OF AIPCPAFT 	 . MAI ?CC
AND FOP THE PARTICULAR POPULA"11014 DISTPINUTICH INPUT, 	 r MAI 210
IMF EQUIVALENT NCISE CONCEPT IS L:EC ► ALCN4 WITH AN APPROACH ♦ M ►1 22C
THAT PEFFCRMS THE OP/IMITATION ON CNE TRAJECTORY AT A TIME 	 . MAT 230
. 041 240
. MAT 2!C
1HE $LGROUTINES USED A R E$	 . PAT 2!t)
. MAT 27C
	
JPARAP$ (NI14CFTN PACKAGE CS NASA LRC PLOLIC L161	 r MAT 200
CCST ► CCsTI,RAC%5 ► MCnIT,I<€vL'LT ► CRCSCVP,CNEWT9N . MPLY^TAHSPOS,. MAI 240
FCRAO ► GAFA ► ERFLP ► LINESCH ► C NtCKPCCRNER ► DYNARIC ►NIIrNCISELP . PAT 300
RCVRY^kNDRLER ► ADQR	 r MAT 310
111 32C
..,........•err.....r•.••r.r..•.•.r•r•rr..P.r..rrr.^..rrrs.rrrr.r.• 14 01 330
EYTEFNAL RCVRY	 MAT ±40
INTEGE R OPO	 1401 1!0
LOCICAL ZERGLC8rNFWIPAJ ► IENARLE	 MAT 360
COINCN NTPAJ ► NMAP y h:EG,XM(15 ► T3),YM(15,T3),tr(15 ► 131 ► SPC51TIi! ► 250PAT	 37t"
$ ► 31 ► YOt151 ► YF(131rYCII;IrYF(151,101151PZF(15) ► NPCS1TSII!I ► RHD15731PA1	 300
4P 15E61r1PPCF ► MAXIT ► PENCPITPAWEIIoTVIGLA,ALWP ► PEDPLErNTRCPToIMPLONI10AI390
5573) ► 001151 ► ITOP)CPT ► IT ► 2ERGLCB N€MTFAJ ► ARRAY( 573 ► 10)	 MAT 400
CCt, PCN /DYNAMIC/ RADIUS,P4EItI ► PW611€,ZFEITI ► GMAMIN 115 ► P0MAMAX(151MA1 410
$r ti SAPP	 MAT 410
CCMCCh /TFRESH/ ALPAY,M ►XFLIT,TI+EITI ► TWEITZrNPLANE	 MAT430
CC1400N /CROSS/ WeEC1N ► XFIhAL#YD1SPC6EITIPCGEITZ	 MAT 44C
CC m PCN /PPINT/ 51 CEATP(15 ► 121,SYCENIP(35.121 ► SXTlt15 ► 12) ► SYI1(15 ► 1M AT' 450
lZ) ► SiT1(15 ► 12L► SXT2(15,121 ► SYT2 05,12) ► SZT2115,12) ► SANGL>(15P121 MAI	 4!C
CCMMLN /SAMPLE/ SAIPTPPERIOD ► SAML7H ►NAC(15 ► 321PCNCIS(16,Z)	 MAT470
CCMNC'N /EHAOLE/ ZENAELE	 PAT 4RC
011A ENSICN XHOW(IOPI), OELTAX001 ► LARFL(F)	 PAI 400
OI"ENSTCN XPCRT115), YPOPT(15), JN(301	 MAI !OC
0111 ENSIGN NOC43011SA2), NCC9SAP(1l,2), NO CIC(15,t) ► N707SAM41.r21 p PA1 510
S P7201 5 ► 2) ► N?272CC(15 ► 2), h727SAM(15m2)r N737100(15t2) ► N737SA1(1AT 52C
415 ► 2) ► N74?Z00(1.PZ) ► NL1011(15,2), NA30O(15r2) ► N8AC111(I5 ► 2) p NV14AT530
%C1C(15r2) ► NCV qqO(15#2) p PSST(15 ► 2) ► NAMAC132)	 MAT 140
EObIVALEtCE tNACIII p NOCE30(1)), tNAC(311oNOC9SAP(I)Io (hAC(6I1,NPCMA1 	 550
$10(1)1 ► (NAC(91) ► N707SAM(1)1 ► (NAC 02l)oN720(l)) ► (NAC(1!11 ►N72?20PAT 560
AO O 1), (NA f(ldl),N727SAM(II), (NAt(211) ► N7371OC(I)1 ► (NACt241) ► N73MAI	 57C
47SAM(311 ► (NAC(?lI W 7472C0(I)), (NJC O 01) ► K0 OII (ll) ► (NAC1331)PNMAT 'AC
SA300(l)) ► (NAC(361) NEAC111(11) ► ( N AC(3Q1) ► NVC10(1)), (NAC(4Z1),NCrA1	 !oC
$ViSGIl)1 ► 	 NAC(4!1)*NSST(1)1	 MAT	 toe
DATA NAMAC/ 01 0C-P-30	 "f"	 " ► "DC-a b/SAM" ► " ENG	 too "DCM ► I !10
S-1C-10 " ► "	 " ►"?C7 61SAM "," W-	 lot 11720	 " ► "	 MAT 62C
$	 +' ► "727-t00	 fl ► "	 " ► "727 %/SAM " ► "ENG	 "P"737-PAT630
41CG/?0","0	 "P"737 Y/SAM ","ENG	 "0747-200	 ","	 MAT 640
x167
. 1"*"LI01I
	 "A"	 "P"A2co	 "P"	 "*"A AC-I1MAI 610
SI	 " ► "	 "0"VC-IC	 "P"	 " P "CV-940	 "P" 1061 W
S	 " P "CONCORDE s"P"5t	 "/ PAT 67C
OATH NAC1440*0/ PAI EPC
NAMELIST /ACMIX/ 69C
SoN7s7100 ► N7s7SAMPN747200PNL1011.NAM, NOACIII ► NVCIOsNCV990*NS3T PAT 700
NAPELTST IOPCEP/ GPOPMAXTTGPIENAOLE MAI 71C
C 001 7?C
Ci	 .
. , R. ► ,..• a... ► .,.... ►► . t......,.....y ►► ...•....,, . ► 1. ► f..i....,. ► .1. 0A1 740











C . MAXITG	 * TOTAL NO. OF GLCOAI	 ITERATIONS .	 041 770
C	 . ZENAOLE • .TPLE. ► i-COOPOS OF CORNEA PTS* .	 MAY 70C
C P ALLOW TO VARY ► MAI 7AC
C	 . ► .FALSE.* 2-CO00S HELD CONSTANT .	 PAT too
C	 . IENTPY ► "FIXE S'" FCF FIXED	 ENTPY PTS. . MAT d10
C . . "VAPIr" FOR VAPIAOLE ENTRY PTS. .	 PAI P20
C	 , IC14TINU •	 Ci INITIAL	 TRAJS ARE STRAIGHT LINES ► 	 PAT RIC
C . * 1P
	
INITIAL TRAJS ARE USER	 INPUT MAI 040
C . SAMPT ► TIME IN SECCNDS 6ETwEEN NOISE LEVEL SAMPLES ,	 MAY 850
C	 . PERM • TIME IN HRS. OVER WHICH THE SIMULATICN OCCUP$ MAT Pte
C	 . ACSPD • A/C SPEEC IN METEPS/SEC+ .	 MAI 97C
C	 . NTPAJ ► NUMEER CF FLIGHT TRAJECTOPIES .	 PAT PFo
C . NMAP	 NUMEEP OF PCPLLATICN POINTS CN MAP ► 	 PAT Poo
C	 . NSFG " NL'MOEP OF LINE SEGM M S CH EACH TRAJECTORY .	 PAT 400
C . MAW • MAXIMUM NC. OF ITERATICSS ALLOWED .	 MAI Qto
C	 . IF ONLY RESULT D r ;WtJ AL CCNCITT%N 15 N&MOP MAXIT • 0 ,	 MAT 920
C	 . DELH ► 	 PERTURV,ATICN	 IMETERSI	 IN XPY DIRECTIONS	 AT CCRNEP MAT 930
C	 . POINTS FCP	 GRADIENT CALCULATICN .	 PAT 440
C	 . STOPCHG •	 STOP CRITERION FDP	 SUCCESSIVE COST CHANGE . MAI 410
C	 . XCPYC'.PZCPXFPYFPZF	 •	 STARTING AND FINAL POINTS OF 	 TRAJECTORIES *	 MAI 460
C	 . XPGFT P YPCRT	 •	 AIRPORT	 IOCATIGN	 (METERSI .	 MAT 070
C . Xt.YMPZM IIPJ)	 • CCCRDS OF J-TH COPNEF P1. CN T-TH TRAJ. .	 MAT 9PO
C . PWFITI	 + PENALTY WEIGHT ON DYN, CONSTP. ON TPAJS .	 MAI 400
C	 . P16EIT2
	
• PENALTY WEICK ON CONSTP.	 CN FINAL ANGLE .	 PAI loco
C . RADIUS	 n MIN ALLCkEC TOPNINO RADIUS
	 (METERS) .	 MAT 1010
C	 . XMINoY4AXPYMINPYMAr . 	 EOUNDARIES CF Af EA	 EXCLLOED . MAT 3020
C	 * FROP MAX * 	 NOISE	 (THRESHOLD)	 CON!TR, . MAY 10?0
C	 . ALMAX	 • MAX.	 ALLCMEE A-LEVEL NOISE . MAI 1040
C	 . OALIC • F&ACTION OF FLIGHTS ALLCWEO 7O VIOLATE MAX * A-LEVEL .	 MAT 10`0
C	 . TWFIT1	 • PENALTY kE1GHT ON MAX. NOISE AND NUMOEP CONSTR. .	 MA1 106C
C	 ,, T ►EIT2 • NOT USED NCkP	 !UT SOME VALLE MUST OF INPUT .	 MAT 1070
C * XEEGIN0 FINAL • 6O WARIES CN X-AXIS WHERE SEPAPATINf .	 MAT IOPO
C.P CCNSTPI	 15	 IMPOSED .	 MAI 1000
C	 . YDIS	 , MIN. SEPAW INC DISTANCE	 ( Y -AXIS1	 OET46EN TPAJS * ,	 PAT 1100
C	 . CWEITIPCYEIT+T "
	
PENALTY WEIGHTS ON" We AND CFOSSCVFR .	 PAT 1110
C	 . CENSTFS.	 RESPECTIVELY .	 PAT 112C
C	 , IPROF m GP	 NO PFCFILE	 OPTIMIZATION *	 MAI 1130
C	 . 1P	 PROFILE	 CPTIMIZATIONOCCL R S .	 MAT 114C
C	 . NOTE$	 IPROF IS WAYS SET • I	 IN THIS PRCGPAM } M AI 11"0
C	
. ZWFITI	 . PENALTY WEIGHT ON VERTICAL SLOPE CONSTR. ,	 PAT 11to
C	 . 6PA14 AX	 • MAX. ALLOWEO VERTICAL	 ANGLE
	
CN	 EACH SEC. PAT 117C
C	 . GMAMIN	 a MIN. ALLCWEC VEFTICAL ANGLE CN EACH SEG. .	 PAT SIFC
C	 . PENCRTT •	 MIN.	 SIGNIFICANT OYN, PENALTY LEVEL .	 MAT 11co
C . AWEIT	 a SCALING CN A11 .	 MAT I?CO
C	 . AC M 1X . NAMELIST$	 ACTYPE	 11PI)	 •	 NO.	 OF	 ACTYPE ON	 TRAJ.	 i .	 MAY 1210
C	 * 114 DAYTIME . MAI 1270
C	 . ACTYPE
	 (141
	 • ND. CF
 ACTYPE ON TRAJ.	 1 .	 MAT I?30




n 	 MIN.	 FLIGHT PATH	 ANGLE
	
(DEG)	 ON .	 MAT 1200
C	 . TRAJ.	 I .	 MAT 1260






ON .	 Mtl 1270
C	 • TPAJ.	 I .	 "At 17PC
IL
168
C	 •	 .	 . MAT 1t g0
C	 ...« to o *.••.i •• *•..... . 1..•....•.•.•.l. s o * .*Y.4...*1•..••....••..*K••. M o t 1 30 e
C PAT' 1310
CALL FECOVR	 (RCVFY$7?0*0) NAt 1120
CALL DATE	 (DAY) MAI 1330












CALL REMARK	 fiCINAPE) MAI 1360
WFITE 46091110 PAT 1390




NPLANE . 0 MAT 1420
C PAT 1490
C	 •••...Isole •••..•.•*.••....•...•••.« 	 .•.*.•*...•1.**• ► P AT 1440
C	 . MAT 14!C
C •	 tN*4T ALL THE	 IN CFPATION	 + MAT 10 C
C MA1 1470
C	 ....*..«..«.«...•...•.•....•...«.....•.«.•«...•.......•.......«.. MAI 1410
C MAT 1490
REAC 1701501
	 (LA6ELII)*I.1*el MAT Me
READ(?$ORDER) MAT isle





ERROR	 (40' M ILLEGA00I 153C
It WRY POINT 'TYPE * CHECK DATA") PAT '1!'40
C PAT 1550
C PAT 1.560
C	 .	 , PIT 1!7C'




	 (	 VAPIAEIE ENTRY PISu	 1ST SEG,	 EXCLOOED MAT 1'40
C	 r	 , PAT We
C	 ..,,.,.«. . rr.,...•,,...«.•..•..•.••••.•..a.,.•rs,.•....•...«•..... PAY lflo
C MAI 1620
ISS01	 ,	 1 PAT 1630
IF	 (TENTPY.EO, n VAPIA")	 ISCG1	 .	 2 MAT 1440
R EAC	 (7$ o )	 1CkTTNU$SAMPTrPEPTOR$ACSPO MAT 1650
REAO	 t7..+1	 NIP AJ * NIP( PTPKTRCNST*NMAP * NSEGPMAXIT PAY 1660
READ	 (7$*1	 DELH*STCPCHG MAT 1670
SAKLTH	 SAMPT*ACSPC 061 1ffe
00 ?o T	 1%NTOAJ PAT 169C
k, FAD	 0, 0 1	 XCICPR(11) ► Y(1(RP0(I1)*ZL'(CRO(T)) MAT 1700
RFAO	 (7* 0 1	 YF(GFD(I)).YF(CRR(I))*ZFIORD(T)) 1001 1710
FEAO
	








C	 CALCULATE	 INITIAL	 CCRNEP POINTS
	
, MAT 1760
C	 • MAT 1770
C	 .r....r. u .,«,,.•,.,,,...•••. a...•.•..r.* .........««..,..«.«......«• MAI 171`0
C X11WR0111 ► 1)	 • XC(GFO MI MAT 1MOo
YPIO W D(I).1)	 •	 Y01PP()111) MAT 11`10
ZM(OPC(11*1)	 •	 ZG(LRD(I1) MAI 11`20
X10 1OPCII)PSSEG+1)	 •	 XF(ORRIIII MAY 11!30
Yr(CRRt11*Ns OW • YF(C R 011)) MAT 1040
ZI'(CPR(I)*NSFC#11 	 •	 ZF(OPC(II) PA1I R50
YM(0 R 0(1)*NSI6•?)	 •	 0 POPTICP0ITIl o YF(()RR11)III?. 10 1 1of0
YM(DFiD(1)#NSEG$2)	 .	 (YPGRI(OF 0(I1 MA I 1070
ZP(C 0 D11)$NSFC+?1	 •	 M OPO(I11I2. PAT %t ► o
IF	 (TCNTINU.E0.1)
	 GC TO 20 Po 1 1 10 9C
10 J	 •	 Z*NS'EG PAT 1000
XM(1rJ)	 •	 x C(I1t(PLGAT(J-1)IFLOATIN^SEG))OIXF(1)-XC(I)I MAT 1010
YM(l$J)
	 •	 YC(.I)+(FLCA'TIJ-i)IFLCAT(NSFC)I*(YF(I)-YO(T)) PAT 1920
ZMtl#J) MAT 1430
10 	 CONTINUE MAI 194C
GC TC 30 MAI 1410
20	 READ	 (7# 4 1	 IXM(OFDIIIPJ ►► YMfDRDIT) ► J)rtM{oP01I)#Ji ► J f, 2,NSEG) MAT 1910
3C	 CONTINUE MAT 1970
00 40 I
	 *	 IPNMAP MAT 194C
CO 40 J
	 n 	 406 MAI 1490
APFAY(IrJ)
	 •	 D. MAI 7000
4C	 CONTINUE MAT 2010
READ	 17# 4 )	 PWEITI ► PWEIT2 ► RAOIUS MAI 2020
RFAO	 0#01	 XMINPXMAX#YMIN#YMAX MAI 2030
REAC	 (To*)	 AL PAY P R ATt'D ► TWEITI#TGEtT2 MAI 2040
READ(lo t )	 XBCGIN ► XFINALPYDIS ► CWEITI#CWEIT2 MAT 2050
READ	 1741	 IPR0F ► 2WEIT1 ► PENCRIT ► AWEIT MAT 2060
READ	 (7P 4 )	 ((CKQIS(CRDII)h1I#J • 1#21#l o l ► NTRAJ) MAT 207C
READ	 110 ► *)	 ((ARRAY II ► J)m J n i ► 31#IARRAY( To J)#J • 6#9)#RFO(I) ► I . 1#NMAPMAI 20PC
S) MAI ?090
READ	 (7 ► ACMIXI MAI 2300
READ	 17r*)	 IGMAMIN(CPO(I)) ► I.1#NTRAJ)	 - MAT 2110
AEAD	 (7# 4 !	 (GMAMAYlCR O(I))#I . 1#NTRAJ) MAY P12C
IPPCF	 • 1 MAI 2130
DO	 50	 1	 l	 I;#NTRAJ MAT 7140
GO 50 L	 n 	 1#32 MAI 2150
NPLANE*	 NPLP.NE+AAC(I P L) MAI 2160
50	 CONTINUE MAT 217C
DC 6C	 I n 	 lINMAP MAT 21PO
ARRAY(I ► 10)	 •	 1. MAI 2100
IF	 (XMlN.LE.AFRAY(L#ll.AND.ARRA,Y(I ► 1).LE.XMAX.AFD.YMI^.LE.AFRAY(MAT 2200
S	 I # 2).AND.ARRAY(1#2).LE.YMAX.AND.ARRAY(IP3).NE.O.)	 ARRAYIIp10)	 • 14AI 2210
S	 04 MAT 2220
60	 CONTINUE MAT 2230
MAXFLIT	 •	 IFIX(NPLANE 4 PATID00.5) MAT 2240
MAT 2250
...•......•	 .... PAT 2260
MAT 2270






(6#9160)	 (LABEL(I1#I n 1# H 1 MAT 2320
WRITE	 (60140)	 (CPD(I)#1 n 1 ► NTPAJ)# M AXITG MAI 2330WRITE
	 4601701	 MAXIT ► NTRAJ ► ASEG#NMAP ► DELHPSTOPCHG M9T 2340





SAMPT ► PERIGD#ACSPD MAI 23EO
IF	 (IENTPY.EO."FTXEC") 	 WR'ITI	 (60070) MAI 2370
IF	 (IENTFY.EO.'-VARIA")	 WRITE	 16#9C8C1 MAI 23PC
IF	 (IPROF.E'0.1)	 WRITE	 (0 9090) 1041 2300
IF	 (IPROF.E0.0)	 WFITE	 (6.9100) MAI 24CC













XBEGIN ► YFINALPYDIS MAI 244C
WRITE	 (60210)
	
RADII,S#PI-EITIPPWEIT2#ZWEITI ► TWEITI#TWETT2#CWEITI#CW14 A1 24°C




WRITE	 (Er9230)	 (CPDII) ► GMAMIN(ORD(I))#GMA14AX(OPD(I11 ► I . 1PNTRAJI MAT 248C
DC 90	 1	 .	 1PNTFAJ MAI 7400
WRITE
	 (6#9240)	 OFD(I)#XD(QPD(I))#YO(ORD(I))#ZC(GRD(I)1#XF:GPD(I1MAT 2500
S	 )#YF(CRD(L)) ► ZF(CR04I)) MAI 2510
PSEG1	 •	 NSEG#1 MAT 2570
NSEG2	 •	 NSEG # 2 MAI 2520
CC	 70 J	 n 	 I#NSEG2 MAT ?`4C
WRITE	 (6 ► 926C)	 JPXM(ORD(I) ► J)PYM(CFD(I) ► J)PZM(CPD(I)#J) 14A7 25'f'
70	 CONTINUE MAI ?560
1:70





IF	 INAC(1XL1.t^E.O.DR.NAC(IPL P I).NE.01	 WRITE	 (tP92001	 NAMIC(L)PMAI 250C
I	 NAMAC(L41)PtiAC(I ► L)PNAC(IPLA1) MAT 7100
00 CONTINUE MAI 2610
WRITE	 160250 ) MOT (ORD I I))# YPORT(OPDf I I) MAI 7620
90 CONTINUE PAT 763C
N	 .	 20(NSEG-11 PAT 2640
NVAF	 + 2 MAI 268.0
IF	 (IPRCF.E0.11	 N	 •	 3+(NSEG-1) MAT 2660
IF	 (I p ROF.E0.11	 NVAP--	 3 MAT 267C
I	 .	 1 PAT 2fF o
NSEGI	 - NSEG-1 PAT 2t90
DO	 100 J	 •	 1 p NSEGl PAT 2700
DC 100 K	 -	 IPNVAP MAI 2710
L	 -	 ( I-1) 0 NVAR 4 NSEG1+(J-I) # NVA P *K MAT 2720
IF	 (K.E9.I)	 XNOWILPI)	 -	 XP(CPD(I)PJ#I) PAI 273C
IF	 (K.E0.2)
	
XN061LP11	 •	 YM(CRO(I)PJ # I) PAI 2740
IF	 ( K .E0.3)	 XNCW(LP11	
-	
ZM(OPD(I) ► J41) PAT 27;`C
100 CCNTINUE MAI 77tO
DO	 110	 I	 -	 ION MAI 7770
CELTAX(T)	 n 	 DEW MAI 2710
130 CONTINUE PIT 2790
C PAT ?MOO




C START OPTIMTZATICN .	 M AT 2810
C MAI 2840
C	 ...................................... . .............................. PAT 2850
c PAT 1. P.
OC 120 K	 -	 IINMAP MAI 2170
TPPLDN(K)	 -	 1. MAT ?880
120 CONTINUE MAI 2090
NOEC	 -	 30 PAT 2000
ZEPCLCB	 -	 .TP11F. MAY 2410
CALL	 PNCFOBN	 (PAW ITGPSTCPCHGPNPXNOW.DELTAXPNOECI MAT ?020
STOP MAI 2.930
C PAI 2940
901C FCPPAT	 IA10) MAI 2050
962C FCRPAT (0) MAT 2060
903C FORMAT
	
(//P" NO AMBIENT NCISE	 INCLUDEL"+ P//) PAT 2070
9J40 FCFMAT	 ( 1H1P9XP .......... .... ' + P/ P1CXP"."PllXP"."P/PlOXP"."P2XPA7 ► 2 M AI 2010
SXP". ++ P/Pl0 y P"."PIIX ► "."c/ ► 10X0". ,I PA too IXP"."P/P10Xr"."111X0"."t /P1MA1 2090
lOXP" .............+'P/) MAI 3000
9L4C FCRPAT	 IA 5I MAT 301C
9CEC FQFMAT	 (5X0"FOP	 LDN CALCULATICNP SAPPLE 	 TIME	 • "PF400' SEC.++ P/P5XMA1 3020
WI A/C	 LANDING	 PATTEFN	 REPEATS	 EVERY	 "PF,.1P"	 PRS. 0l ► /P5XP'+ A/C SPCEDMAI 3030
1	 n 	 +'PF6.?P"	 M/S ++ P///) MAI 3040
0070 FCFMAT	 (/04X."FIXED	 ENTRY	 PRINTS'+ P/I MAI 3050
9+. 8C FCRMAI	 (/P4Xr"VAPIF8LE	 ENTRY	 POINTS"P/) MAT 3010
90 (; C FORMAT	 104X#"..	 PPCFILES	 OPTIMIZED	 .."./) PAI 3070
91CC FORMAT	 l/04X ► "..	 ONLY	 GFCUNO	 TRACKS	 AFF	 OPTIMIZED	 .."P/) MAI 3000
011L FORMAT	 (/P0P"..	 Z	 COORDINATES	 OF	 CCFNEF	 PTS.	 ALLOWED	 TO VARY +'P//)MAT 3090
912C FLPMAT 11.4X0".. I CCORDINATES OF 	 CORNER	 PTS. HELD CONSTANT"#M PAT 3100
91,C FCFMAT MAI 311C
0140 FCFMAT	 (/r5XP"INITIAL	 CRDER	 OF	 TRAJSI	 +'.l-.(T2r2X) ► lP5XP ++ NO. OF GLCMAI 3120
$HAL
	
ITEFATIONS	 n 	 "PIP)	 ' MAI 3130
9150 FQ4MAT	 (PA10) PAT ?140
0 16C FCRPAT	 (IXPPAIO) PAT 1150
9170 FOPMAT	 (11/P5XP"MAXIMUM	 ITERATION	 SET;	 +'PT2P/PEXP"NUM0ER
	
OF TFA l+ P" P AI 3160
IJECTGRIESI	 "r[2P/P P.XP"NUMBER	 OF S F GMENTS	 CN	 EACH	 TRAJECTORYI 11 P11iMAT 3171
s/P;XP"NUMHEF OF	 POPULATION	 POINTS	 ON	 THE	 MAPI	 "PI4P/P5X. ++ PEPTUR8 TMAI 3180
SPAJECTCRIFS
	 IN	 X	 ANC Y DEFECTIONS	 "PFIO.5P"	 METERS	 FOR	 CALCULATINGMAd ?190
S	 GFAOIENTS +'P/.SXP"EXIT	 CRITERION	 FGA	 CNEWTON;	 "PIPE16.9P/) MAT 3200
3171
9160 FCPMAT ( 1,5X01 TCTAL NUMBER OF TPAJECTCRIES • 11 ,I2, /, 6.X, 1'NL14 BEP OF MAT 321C
STPAJECTCRIES TO BE I'PTIMIZED • ",I2,/,5X, 1f NVMeER CF TRAJECTORIES fMAI 3220
SELO CONSTANT • ",12,/)
	
MAT 3230
919C FCRMAT (5X, 11 NO BLOCK MAY RECEIVE 1f ,F5.1," 08 (OR HIGHER) A- LEVEL",MAI 3240
S O' NOISE MORE THAN 1',[4 , 11 TIMES A DAY",//,3X, 1'.+THIS CONSTRAINT ","MAI 3250
SEXCLUOES BLOCKS WITH CENTPOIDS INSICE THE RANGES$ ",F8.1," TO +',FPPAI ?260
"{.l,
	
(X) AND ",Fe.l," TT; $1 ,F8.1," IY1",/1)
	
MAI 327C
9200 FORMAT 0X,40HWITHIN THE AREA OF X-CCCRDINATES eETWEEN,FB.i, •,H ANOMAI 3200
S ,F8.1,4lf, THE SEPAPATING DISTANCE BETWEEN TRAJECT,5HORIES,/15X,1MAI 3290
SP,HSHOULD BE AT LEAST,F6.1,7H METERS,//) 	 MAT 3300
Q21C FCPMAT (1,8X, "OTHdR.CCNSTRAINT PARAMETERS",/,4X,"MINIMUM RADILS" ► "MAI 3910
6 CF CURVATURE fIN X-Y PLANE PROJECTICN) • ",1PE9.2,1,4X, 11 DYNAPTC PMAT 3320
SENALTY WEIGHTS$ PWFIT1 0 ",E9.2 ► " PWEIT2 • " ► E9.2," ZWEITI n ",MAT 3330
SE9.2,/,4X ► "MAXTMUM NOISE LEVEL (THRESHOLD) ","PENALTY WEIGHTS$ T4MAT 3340
SEITI • 01 ,E9.2, 01 T4EIT2 • 10 ,E9.2,/,4X, 1f SEPARATION PENALTY WEIGHTS$ MAT 3350
SCWEITI n ",E992," CWEI72 n ",E9.2 ► /,4X,1' PENCPIT n ",IPEQ.2," AWEMAT 3340
SIT n ",E9.2,//1	 MAT ?370
9220 FORMAT f /,8X, 11 VEFTICAL SLOPE CONSTRAINTS 11 ,/, 8X,"TRAJ NO. ",2X, 11 GMAMMAI 3380




9240 FORMAT (1OX,15HFLIGHTPATH NO$ ,I2,/,12X,13HINITIAL X,Y,Z,1X,23H000MAT 3410
SRDINATES IN PETERS, ,31F9.1,3X),1,I2X,11HFINAL X,Y,Z,IX,23H000PDINMAT 3420
SATES IN METERS$ ,3(F9.1,3X1,/,12X,14HINITIAL CCRNER,leH POINT POSIMAT 3430
STIONSI ,/,14X,IOHCCPNER NO.,6X,IHX ► 9X,1HY,9X,1HZ,/)	 MAT 3440
0 250 FCRMAT (10X,"RUNIAY LOCATION$ 11 ,F8.1,1OX,F8.1,//)
	
MAT 3450
g Z60 FORMAT (1PX#I2,6X,F9.3,3X,F9.1,3X,F9.3)
	
MIT 3460
9j70 FCPMAT 4159, 11 A/C MIX 11 045,"NC. CF A/C",//,T40,"DAYTIME",3X,"NIGHTTMAT 3470






	 (IGFAD,TOTAL,ANII,PNALTY,CLOSE,THPESHI CDs 10
CCMMCN	 NTRAJ,NM A P,NSEG,XM(15,13),YM(15,13),ZP(15,13),SPOSIT(15,25CCCS 20
3,3) ► XD(15L,XF(15),YC(15),YF(15),ZO(15),ZFf15)PNPOSITS(15),RHD(573)CCS 30
S, ISEGI,IPRCF, MAX IToPENCR IT, AWEI L TVIOLA,ALWP,PEOPLE,NTROPT,TMPLDN(CCS 4C
S.73),OFD(15) ► ITG,ICPT,IT,ZERGLOB,NE6TRAJ,ARRAY(573,10) CIIS !0
INTEGER ORD CCS 60
LCGICAL	 ZERGLOe,NEWTRAJ CCS 70
CCMMCN	 /CORNER/ ANGLE(15,12),POSIT(15 ► 250,3),XCENTR(15,12),YCENTF(CCS !0
S15,12),ZCENTR(15,12),XT1115,12),YT1(15,12),ZTl(l5,12),XT2(15,12) ► YCOS QO
ST2(15,1Z) ► ZT2(15,12),NPCSIT(15),DIS(15) CCs 100
CCMMCN	 /PRINT/	 SXCENTR(15,12),SYCEN7R(15,12),SXT1(15,12),SYT1(15,1COS 110
S 2),SZT1(15,12),SXT2(15,121,SYT2115r12),SZT2(15 ► 12),SANGLE(15,12) CCS 12C
TCTAL • O. CCS 13C
ANII n TOTAL Cr! 140
CLCSE • ANII COS 1!0
THRESH-CLOSE CCS 160
P N ALTY-THRESH CC! 170
CALL	 DY14ARID	 (PNALTY) CCS 100
C CCs iceC	 ..................................................................... CCS 2CC
C	 . CCS 210





	 BEING	 OPT. COS 22C
C	 .	 DLFING PPEV.
	
CALL	 TO COST	 • CCS 23C
C CLIS ?40
C	 ..................................................................... CCS 250
C cc5 260
IF	 (.NOT.ZERGLDB)	 CALL	 ADOR	 (-1) CLS 270
IF	 (PNAITY.LT.PENCFIT)
	
GO	 TO	 10 ccs 280






SUPRDUTINE COST1 (ICRAC ► NPF,X ► ANII ► PNALTYPCLIiSE ► THRESH ► NDEC1 CP1
CCOPQN NTRAJ,NMAPPNSEGPXM(ISp131PYMII p 13)iZM(IS,13)PSPLS IT( 1`r250CC1
I,3) ► XO(1:)PXF(15)PYC(151PYF115)PZO4151PZF115)PNPOS ITS( I5),PNO(573)CC]
f P ISEGIPIPKOF P M AXITPPENCPITiAWEITPTVICLAPAL4PP PEOPLE ► NTRCPTrTMPLON(CC1




LOGICAL ZCkGLCa p NWPAJ CC1
OI H ENSICN	 X(NOECPI) CC1
NVAP	 •	 2 CC1
IF	 (IPPOF.E0.1)	 NVAP	 -	 3 COI
I	 •	 1 CO1
NSEGI	 • PSEG-1 tCl
00
	 1C	 J	 -	 1PNSEGI CCl
OG 10 K	 -	 LPNVAP Cf 1
L	 -	 (I-1)*NV4R+N;I;CI+IJ-11*NVAR+K CC1
IF	 (K.E0.1)	 XM(ORO(I) ► J*1)	 •	 X(1,1) CC1
IF	 1K.F0.2)
	
YM(ORDII)#J#1)	 -	 X(L,1) CCl
IF	 (K.F0.3)	 ZM(OFD(I)PJcll	 -	 X(Lfl) CC1
10	 CONTINUE CC1




























10-CALL	 NOISEL	 (THRESH) COS 31C
CALL	 Nil	 4ANII) COS 3,to
IF	 INTRAJ.EC.1)	 GO	 TO	 20 COS 330
CALL CRCSCVR	 (NPCSITPP05ITPCLGSE) COS 340
20 TCTAL	 • ANII#THRESHtCLOSE#PNALTY CCS 390
IF	 (IGRAO.E a.l)	 RETURN CCS 36C
DC 5C	 It	 -	 1PNTPAJ COS 370
I	 •	 CRO(II) CC5 1R0
SXT1(Itll




SYT1(Iil)	 .	 Y111IP11 CCS 41C
SYT2(I ► 1)	 -	 YTZ(I,1) CCS 420
SZTI(I ► 1)	 •	 ZT1(IP1) CCS 430
SZT211P1)
	 -	 112(I,1) CCS 44C
00 30 J	 n 	 2 ► NSEG CCS 45C
SXCENTRIIPJ-1)
	
•	 XCkNTP(IPJ-1) COS 460
SYCENTPII ► J-1)	 n YCENTR(IPJ-1) COS 470
SXTIIIPJ)	 P	 XTI(I,J) CCS 400
SYTIIIPJ)
	 •	 YTI(IPJ) CCS 490
SXT2( L J 
	 •	 XT2(I,J) COS !00
SYTZIIPJ)
	 n 	 YT211PJ) COS 510
SZT1(IPJ1	 •	 71111 ► J) CC5 5!0
SZT21IPJ)	 n 	 ZT2(I ► J) COS 580
SANGLE(IPJ-11	 •	 ANGLE(LPJ •1) COS 540
30 CONTINUE COS 550
NPCSITSII)	 - NPCSIT M COS 560
TROST	 •	 NPOSITS(I) COS 570
DC 40	 J	 n 	 1PIPOST COS 500
:P0SIT(I ► J,1)	 •	 PCSIT(I,Jil) t03 59C
SPOSIT(IPJPZ)	 POSIT(I ► J,2) COS 6CC
SPCSIT(IPJP3)	 PGSITIIPJP31 CCS 610
4C CCNTINUE COS 620




FUNCTION ► ACO$	 (A,B F C) AAC is
X	 n 	 I AAC 20
IF	 (ABSIX).LT.1.1)	 GC TO	 10 AAC 30
WRITE
	 (619CIC)	 X/A/P/C AAC 40
STOP AAC 50
IC	 IF	 (X.GT.1.)	 X	 •	 1. AAC t0
IF	 (X.LT. •1.)	 X	 •	 —1. AAC 70
AACOS
	
n 	 ACOS(X) AAC f!0
RETUPN AAC 90
C AAC lOC






(X n NPFPANIIPPNALTVoCLCSE#THRESHtNDEC) MCA' l0
COMMON	 NTFAJPNPAPPNSEG ► XM(15r13)rYM(15#13)PZII (15i13)PSPOSIT(15 n 2,CIC N 20
l!3)/XC(15)iXF(15)rYD(15)FYF(151PZC(15I/ZF(15)FNPOSITS(15)FRHO(573)MON 30
SoISEGI/IPPOFIMAXIT ► PENCPIT/AWEI To, TVIOLA ► ALWPP PEOPLE rNTPCPT#TMPLON(PON 40
$573)rCRO(1,) n ITG n ICPTPIT#ZERGLOSPNEWTRAJPAR Q AY(573#10) MEN !0
INTEGER CPO MEN 60
LOGICAL	 ZERGLOSPNEWTRAJ MCN 70
COMMON	 /PRINT/	 SXCENTR(15.912)PSYCENTP(15 n 12),SXT1(1`P121PSYT1(1,FIPCN eC
52) i $ZT1(1,r12)PSXT2(15 ► 121oSYT2(15r12)FSZT2(15rI2)1SA NGLE(15,121 MEN 90
DIMENSICN	 X(NDEC*l) MCN 100
PI	 n 	 ATAN(1.1*4. MCN 110
NVAR	 • 2 MCN 120
IF	 (IPPCF.E0.1)	 NVAP	 n 	 3 PON 130
I	 n 	 I MON 140
NSEG1	 • NSEG-1 PON 15C
00	 10	 J	 n 	 11NSEG1 MCN 1t0
DC	 10 K	 • IINVAF MCN 170
L	 •	 (I-1)+NVAR+NSEG1+(J-1)+NVAP+K MCN 1m0
IF	 (K.E0.1)	 XM(GRD(I)#J#1)	 n 	 X(L n l) MCN 190




	 •	 X(Lil) MCN Z1C






•	 1 MON 240
IF	 (ZERGLCB)	 MAX	 •	 NTRAJ MCN 250
DO 3C	 I	 •	 1 n M4X MEN Zt0
WRITE	 (60020)	 CRD(I)FXM(CRD(I)tl)#YM(CPD(I)P1)PZP(ORD(1)il) MEN 270
CO	 2.0	 J	 n 	 2 ) NSEG MCN 2PC
WRITE	 (6r9C3G)	 XM(CRDII)FJIPYM(CPO(I)PJ)PZ14 10PD(I)PJIPSXCENTP(MCN 290
s	 CRD(I).J-1) ► SYCENTF(CRC(1) n J-I)PSXT1(ORD(I)*J)PSYT1IGRD(I)PJ)PI'ON 300
i	 SZT1(ORD(I)#J) ► SXT2(CRD(II ► J) ► SYT2(OPD(I)PJ)PSZ12(ORO(I)*J1i-SAMCN 31C
f	 NGLE(CRD(I)PJ-1)+I8C./PI MCN 320
20	 CONTINUE MCN 330
WRITE
	
(6r9C4C)	 XM(CRO(I)PNSEG+l)rYM(QRDfl),NSEG+I) ► ZM(OPC(IIPNSEYCN 34C
f	 G.1) PVK 350
NPCSITI	 •	 NPCSITS(CRC(I)) MCN 360




(LFI)(A4FAY (K)3))JARRAY(K14) n K n IPNMAP) MCN 3!C
ZEFGLCB	 •	 .FALSE. MON 3a0
RETURN MCN 4CC
C PON 41C












1./ p 12XP2FHPENALTY	 ON	 THRESHCLD	 NOISE:	 PIPElt. a r/ ► 12X,"THRES1-	 VIOLAPVN 450
ITILN	 n 	 '4 E16.9./,12X,"LWP
	 n 	 RrE1t.9F/) MCN 460
9u20	 FOPMAT-1	 2Xr"FLICHT	 PATH	 N01	 1'F12PtPT20P"CORNER	 PTS. 11 ► T40 ► "CENTER MON 470
x179
10F CIRCLE" ► T74#"1ANGENTI A L PTS."PTIICP PI ANGLE (DEGREE I"PlP14XP"( "PFMCN 0C
17.0 " P I's F7.0P}' ► "#F7.GP"1"1	 My 440
9(,30 FORMAT I14XP"("PF7.C ► "r "P F7 sop PO P PO P F7. OF" )"P"("FF7P0 ► Pip "PF7.OP,")"P2MCN 5CO
%("(* ► F7.0 ► " ► " ► F7.C ► "P" ► F7.OP "1"Ir3XPFEPI)	 MCN 510
904C FORMAT (14X#"("PF7POP"r"#F7 ► OP"P" ► F7.GP 00 1"1	 PfN 520
9LSC FCRMAT (51PIAP5XPF9.5)	 MCN 530
ENO	 MOP 540
M
SUeFCUTIhE RESULT (XrN ► FPANII#PNALTYFCLOSEPTHRESHPNDEC)	 FES	 10
COMMON NTFAJPNPAPPHSEGoXM(15P13)#YM(15x131PZM115#131PSPOSITIIS#25 ORFS	 20
1 P 3) P XC(15)PXF(15)PYC115)#YF(15) ► 20(15)PZF(15) ► NPOSITSIl;IPRF+O(573I P FS	 30
1 ► ISECI#TPROFP M AXITPFENCRI PAUEITPTVIOLAPALWPPPECPLEPNT R OPTPTMPLDN( P FS 	 40
1573)PCRD(15)PITGPICPT#ITPZERGLDBPNEWTRAJ#A R PAY(573PI O)	 RES	 50
INTEGER ORO	 PES	 6C
LOGICAL ZERGLORPNEWTRAJ	 RE!	 7C
CC"MON /PPINT/ SXCENIF(15PI2)rSYCENTR( IS ► 121#SXT1(15 ► 1tIPSYT1113 ► 1RE5	 PO




PI - ATAN(10 404 .	 PES 110
NVAP • 2	 RES 12C
IF IIPPOF.EC.1) NVAF n 3	 RES 130
1 . I	 FES	 14C
NSEGI n NSEG-1	 RES 150
Dp 10 J • `IPNSEGI	 RES 1!0
LC. 10 K • 1#NVAR	 PES 170
L • 11-11ANVAR ANSEC14(J-1) OO NVAR#K	 RES lP0
IF (K.EC.1) XM(CFO(I)PJ.1) n X(LP1)	 RES	 190
IF (K.E0.21 YM(CRC(I)PJ#1) • X(L ► 1)	 RES	 200
IF IK.E0.31 2MIOFG(I) ► J*1) • XILPII	 RES	 210
10	 CONTINUE	 RES 220
WRITE 16.9010) IT#FPANIIPPNALTY#CLOSEPTHRESHPTVIOLA#ALWP	 RES 230
OC 3C I • IPNTPAJ	 RES 740
:RITE 16P402C) OFC(I)PXM(CRO(IIPI)PYM(ORD(I)P1)PZM(ORD(I)P1) 	 RES	 250
00 2C J n 2 P NSEG	 RES 260
	
WPITF 16P 0030) XM(OPDIIIPJ)PYMIOPD(I)PJ) ► 2M(ORD(i) ► J)PSXCENTR(PES	 270
1	 CRQ(1)#J-1)PSYCENTF(OFD(I)#J-1)PSXT1(ORD(IIPJ)PSYTIIORO(II#J)PPES 280
1	 SZT1(CPD(I)PJlPSXT2(CPD(11 ► J)#SYT2 (ORD(I)PJIPSZT2(ORD(I)PJ)PSARES 	 7.90
1	 NGLE(ORD(I)PJ-1)*1EO.1PI	 RES	 300
20	 CONTINUE	 RES 32C
kRITE (6#9040)	 320
1 G P 1)	 RES 330
WRITE (6#90501	 FES 340
NPOSITI n NPCSITS(CPD(I))	 RES	 35C




PETURN 	 RES 340
C	 RES 3c0
9010 FCF.MAT (1HIPQXPIIHITLRATICN) P12P / ► 12XP12HTOTAL COST$ P1PE16.9#/PIPES 400
S2XP17HANNOYANCE (NII)t P1PE1h.9P/PI2XP31HPENALTY CN DYNAMIC CCNSTPRES 410
W hlt P1PE16.9P/P12X04HPENALTY ON SEPAPATTNf CONSTRAINTt PIPE1E.9PES 42C
4•/P12XP28HPENALTY C1. THRFSHCLD NOISE: P1PE16.9P1P12X# 1'THRESH VICLARF! 43C
$T ION - 14E16.9P/P12XP 1f LWP - "PF16.901	 PES440
9G2C FCRMAT 112X."FLIGHT PATH NOt "PI2P/PT20# 11 CORNEP PTS."PT40P"CENTER RES 450
$OF CIRCLE "PT74 ► "TANGENTIAL PTS."PT11CP" A NGLE (DEGREf)"P1P14X ► "("PFPES 460
$7.0 P OO P " P F 7.OP ' O F "PF7.OP P'1")	 PFS	 470
	
903C FORMAT ( 14X o il ( "sF7. 0P " P il o F7. OP"P" PF7P OP " I "P"("PF7.Or"P*'PF7.0 ► " )"P2 P ES 	 420
1("("PF7P0P"P"PF7.OP"P" PF7.0 ► ")")P3 X #FF.1) 	 RES	 490
904C FCRMAT ( 14X#"1"PF7.CP"P" rF7.0s"#"PF7.CP P')")	 PFS	 $00
	










SL3ROLTINE CFOSCVR	 ( IIAPD) CPO 10
C fpc 2c
C	 0 0 0 0 ...... • ................. • • • 0 . • .. 1 .. • 0. 0 • • • . • • • ... 0 • . 0.0 • . • 0 • . 0 • • 0 C P 0 3 0
C	 . CFO 40
C	 .	 TFIS	 IS A	 DUMMY FCUTINEr	 REPLACING	 THE OFIGINAL	 CROSOVP ► 	 . CRO !0
C	 .	 WHICH DOS NCT WCRK FCR	 TRAJS THAT OCNT SHARE A COMMON 	 • CPO 60
C	 .	 SEGMENT OF THE X-AXIS 	 • CPO TO
C	 .	 . CF O (t0




SUBRCUTINE ONFWTON	 (NoNNOWPOELTAXrSTOPCHG y NDECI ONE 10
COMMON NTPAJ#NMAPrN$EGrXMfl	 r13)rYM(15PI3)#ZM(15#13)PSPOSIT(1 	 o25CONE 20
Sy 31r X0I151.XF(1.)rYC(1.)^YF(15)rZOf1E1^2Ff151rNPOSITSi151rRH0157310NE 30
SPISEGliIPRCFrMAXITrPENCRIT,AWEITrtVICLAPALWPrPECPLErNTROPTrTMPION(ONE 40
%573)PORD(15) ► ITGrICPTPIT.ZEFGLOBrNEWTRAJrARRAY(573r10) ONF 50
C ONE t0
C	 ........ 1..•.Il...........0000.......... 000.,.000.0.• ....... ..:..:..•:Y.:. ONE. ? c
C	 .	 • 0E L'C
C	 .	 THIS OPTlt'IZATICN	 EMPLOYS SELF-SCALING# a-ESTAPTINGr OFF q0
C	 .	 QLASI-NEWTON METHOD.	 . ONE 100
C .	 REFtRENCEi	 D•G. LL;ENEERGER	 INTRO.	 TC LINEAR	 AND NONLINEAR	 • ONE 110
C	 .	 PROCRAMMING)
	
P.204r	 SEC.4.5	 . ONE 120
C	 .	 MAXITI	 MAXIMUM NLMEEP	 OF	 ITEPATICNS ALLOWED	 . ONE IAO
C	 .	 STCPCHGI	 STCP	 IF	 PERCENTAGE CHANGE	 IN SUCCESSIVE	 COSTS	 IS	 • ONE 140
C .	 LESS THAN	 THIS VALUE
	
. ONF 150
C	 .	 NS	 CIMENSICN CF THE UNKNOWN	 X	 . CrF 1t0
C .	 XNCWt	 PRESENT OF	 INITIAL VALUE OF	 LNKNCWN	 X	 . ONE 170
C	 .	 . ONE 1e0









P(30r1).	 0(30 ► 11 ► 	 P0(IlI) ONE 220
Olt'ENSICN	 OSO(Lrl)r	 PP(30r30)r	 SOOS(30 ► 30)r	 S(3000) ONE 230
D1r'EN$ICN	 XTEMP(30 ► 1)r
	
PT(1r301 ► 	 OS(1r30)r	 SO(3/3C)r	 OT(1r301 ONE 240
OI M ENSICN	 SCC(30r3O) ONF 250
DIH ENSICN D(30r1) ONE 260
IT	 • 0 OBE 270
CALL COSTI
	
(OrNrFNCWPXNCWrANIIrPNALTYiCLOSErTt'RE'SI I #NDEC) ONE 210
IF	 (PNALTY.GE .PENCPII)
	 GC	 TC	 10 ONF 290
Call	 t'ONIT	 (XNGWrNrFNCWrAAlirPMALTYrCLCSErTHPESHrNOEC) ONE 300
IF	 (MAXIT.EO.0)	 PETURN ONE 310
aC TC 70 ONE 320
10 wRITE	 (6000
  
	 PNALTYrANII CFE 330
CALL	 COFNEP	 (0c6pr	 P NOEC) ONF 340




C	 .................................:.......................•...+0000... CNE 370
ONF 3!C
C	 STEP	 11	 SET S	 •	 10E^TITY MATRIX AND CALCLLATE GRADIENT G	 . ONE ?CO
C	 • ONF 4CC
C	 .... e ..............................................•................. ONF 410
C ONE 42C
2C OC 30	 1	 -	 ION 0E 430
1.76
CC 30 J	 r ION ONE 44C
S(IPJ)	 •	 0. ONE 450
IF	 ll.EO • J)	 SII ► J)	 •	 1. ONE 460
30 CONTINUE ONE 470




•.....+ ......... ONE 500
• • ONE 610
STEP 21	 SET D	 a -SG	 • QNE 520
. ONE 630
..........0 ..............	 ....	 ...1.•.•f•,600000646.•.off.•....f•f.••• 0E 540
CNE 550
4C CALL MPLY	 INPNPIPSPGNCWPD#NDECPNDEC ► i1 ONF 660
00 50	 I	 ION ONE 670
D(Irl)	 -Q(Isl) ONE AMC
SL CONTINUE ONE '390
ONE 60C
.•....•.•..... f....•..l..•.....•.•.....•..•.•.....•...•.•.••f. ► .....• CNE 610
. ONE 620
• STEP	 31	 MOST	 IMPORTANTI	 • ONE 610
LINE	 SEARCH ALCNC D	 TC FIND	 AFA	 THAT	 SATISFIES	 PO>C	 • ONE A40
IF COST	 FUNCTION IS	 ANALYTIC ► SLIGHT MODIFICATICN	 IS	 • CNF 65C
NEEDED	 ( SIMPLIFICATICNI I UPTIONAL)	 . ONE 66C
. ONE 670
.,..•...••.,•...•••..•....•.... a .........................•..•...,.... ONE 660
ONE 600
K	 •	 C ONE ?CC
60 K	 •	 K+1 0KE 710








CO	 TO	 70 oNE 740
IT	 •	 IT+I ONE 750
WRITE	 16x40501 GIVE 76C
IF	 (PNALTY.GE.PENCRIT)	 GC TC	 15C ONE 770
IF	 (FSMALL.LE * FKCW)
	






	 (N#FSMALLPXTEMPPGNEXTPDELTAXPNDECI ONE '10
DD	 PC	 I	 o	 ION ONE p2D
OIIPI)	 •	 GNEXTIIPII-GNCWIIPl1 ONE X30
PIIPl)	 •	 AFA2+D(I ► 1) CNE 84C
k0 CCNTINUE ONE PIC
CALL
	
TRNSPOS	 (NDECPIPPPPT) ONE E6C
CALL	 MPLY	 !IPN#1PPTPCPPOPIPNDECPII ONE BID
IF	 (PO(1P1).GT.O.)
	
GC	 TO	 11C ONE AMC
IF	 (K.LE•1)
	
GO	 TO	 c C ONE 000
WRITE
	 (604010) ONE 400
PETLFN ONE 910
4C FNOG •	 FSMALL ONE 020
CO	 1CC	 I	 •	 ION ONE 4!0
XNOW(IPl)	 -	 XTEMP(1P1) ONE 040
100 CONTINUE ONE 450
GC TC 60 ONE 0!C
lIC CO 120	 1	 -	 ION ONE 470
XP;'C6	 1P 11	 XTEMP(1P11 0NF 400
12`4 CCNTINUE ONE 0a0
IT	 .	 IT+1 ONE 1000
DPCNT
	
•	 A8Sf(F'SMALL-(NOW)tFNOW) ONE 1010
IF	 (PRCNT.GE.STCPChG)	 GC TO 150 ONF 1020
WRITE
	 (6#9040)	 PRC^TrSTCPCHG ONE 1030
IF	 (PNALTY.GE.PENCFIT)
	 GC	 TO 13C ONE 1040
CALL	 MONIT	 (XNOW.ONPFSMALL ► ANTItPNALTY# CLOSE PTHRESHPNOECI ONE 1050
ONE 10(c
PETURN ORE 1070
13C V l l T E  l b t 9 0 2 0 )  PbALTf  ONF l O P 0  
CALL CORNER ( KNObr NrNOEC) OLE lOQO 
PETUPN EN€ 11CG' 
14C I F  ( I T o L T o f l A K l l )  GC TO ICO CVf 1110 
U l l T E  f  b r 9 0 5 0 )  ONE 1 1 2 0  
I F  IPNALTYoGEePEhCPITl GO TO 1 5 0  OPE 1 1 1 0  
CbLL b Q h l 1  I x N G ~ ~ N P ~ S P C L L P A N I I P P ~ A L T Y ~ C L O S E ~ T H P L S H P N O E C ~  ONE 1 1 4 0  
C Olct 1 1 9 0  
RETUPP ONF l i e 0  
l 5 C  bP ITE f  C r90201  PbCLTY OPE 1 1 7 0  
CALL CDPNER IUNObrN,NOCC) GHE l i e 0  
PEVUPN ONE l l q O  
I 1 6 0  I F  fPNAL lYoGEoP iNCPlT )  GO TC 1 7 0  ONE 1 2 0 0  CALL PONIT ~ K N O ~ ~ N ~ F S ~ A L L P ~ N I I P P N ~ L T Y P C L O S E P T ~ C C S ~ P N O € C ~  OhF l Z l C  
I t c  T O  ~ e o  ONF l X 2 C  
I 1 7 0  V P l l E  I t r P C 3 O )  P h A L f Y r b N I I  OUF I t 3 0  CALL CORNfP (KhObtN#kOEC) OFP 1 f 4 0  1 1 0  CONTINUE ONE 1 2 5 0  
C ONF lZCC I C ~ ~ ~ ~ e ~ ~ o e e ~ ~ o e ~ o e e ~ ~ ~ o o ~ e e o o ~ ~ o o e o o o o ~ o o e o o o o o e o o ~ o ~ e ~ ~ o e o o ~ ~  QbF 1 2 7 0  
C s  l Oh'F l 2 P O  I c . S T E P  4 1  IF "IT" IS INTEGER ~ U L T I P L E  CF N GO T O  S T E P  11 e ONE l 2 Q b  C .  I F  ROT0 UPDATE S l OPE 13CF 
C *  I S  WITn INTEGER PULTIPLE CF N7 ONE 131C 
I C .  , ONE I 3 2 0  
C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o e o o o o e ~ o o e o o o o o o o o e o o o o e e o o o o o o e o o  ONE 1 3 3 0  
C OWE 1 3 4 0  
I F  ( ( F L O A T I I T ) I F L C b 1 ( h ) ) o F E o F L O L , T ~ l l / h ) )  GO 10 1 9 0  ONE 1 3 5 0  L 
I ~ b ~ k  l F S ~ A L L  ON€ l 3 B C  G G  TC 20 ONE 1 3 7 0  
I C OkF 1 3 e 0  
I C ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ o ~ e ~ e ~ ~ o e e o ~ ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~ e ~ o e ~ o o e e ~ o m ~ o o o o o o o o e o o o e o o e e o e o e o o o e e e o  OkE l 3 S O  
) i  
C .  e ONE 14CO 
C .  UPOATE RATPI? S J  G C  TO STEP 2 l ONE 141C 
C .  r OFF 1 4 2 0  
I C  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ e o ~ ~ ~ o ~ ~ o e e e o e o e o ~ ~ e ~ ~ ~ ~ e o o e o o e o e o o o o e o o o o o o o  ONE 1 5 3 0  
C owe 1 4 6 0  
1SC CLLL PPLY (NeNr l r s ~ O ~ S O ~ N D E C ~ N O f C ~  I )  OFF 1 5 9 0  
CALL TRhSPCS (NCEC#lrO#OTJ ONF 1 6 ~ 0  
C A L L   PLY L N ~ ~ ~ N ~ S C ~ O I ~ S O O ~ ~ D E C ~ ~ P ~ J D E C ~  OhE l b ? C  
C A L L   PLY INPNPNP SCOP SPSOGSPNOECPCOECPNOEC 1 ONE 1 4 9 ~  
1 CbLL PPLY (1pNp h r O l r  SpOSt 1 ~ k O E C r N O E C ~  OClF 1 6 5 0  C L L L   PLY ( X P N # ~ P O S P C I O S O ~ I ~ N D ~ C , ~  C P E  1500 
CbLL HPLY (Nn l r  NP PI PTt  PPr NOECplrNDEC) OWE 1 5 1 0  
4 C  Z O O  I . 1 r N  ONE l 5 2 C  
DO 2 0 t  J 1 r N  Ch'E 1 5 3 0  
S ( l r J )  ( S ~ I ~ J ~ - S C O S ( I ~ J ~ I O S O I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ * C P Q ~ ~ P ~ ~ I O S O ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ P P ~ ~ P J ~ / O ~ F  156'2 
I 
I 
S P C ( l r 1 )  ONE 1 5 5 0  
$00 CQCPlNUE ONE 1 2 t C  
I FACk • FSrALL  ONE l 5 7 C  I 
OC 210 I . I r N  OhF 1 9 # 0  
6NCV( IP 1 1 n GNEXT l l r  l J OF'S 1?QO 
CF'F 1 6 0 0  2 1 0  CCbTIbUE 
GC T C  L C  CkF 1 6 1 0  
7 2 C  UCITF 16,966CJ CFO(1 l  ONE 1 6 8 0  
FETUFN OP'E 1 5 2 0  
C P#F l t 4 C  r, 
9510  F c P r A t  ~ I p l 0 X t " C f T E P  z C C L L S  T r  LINESCP, C A N T  FIND TPAJ. UITHWP* LONE 1650 k j S D ~ F P  CCST.  R E T U F N  TC P ~ ' F o R N . ~ ~ )  ONE ICE.0 
4 9 6 2 6  FOPHLT ( 5  Xr40H I M  PESbLTI  OYNAfll C CONSTPiINTS VIOLATIONr l r  l O X r  QFPE kCkF Ib7C 
ti$ lALTY .r l P E l t 0 9 )  ONF l t P O  %; 9930  F C F Y P T  ( S X # 3 c H I h  I 'CNlT l  DVNCPIC CUNSTFAIbIS V I O L A T I C N ~ / r l C k e Q W P E N A O N f  l e 5 0  
* i SLTY * , l P E l t r F n  / r l C > p " A N I  I . "rE16 .9 r "  ( I F  m C.P THEN AN11 ) r b S " r ~ P O O t ~ E  l7OC r~ P E W  CCrpuTEo l h  THIS t1EFbTICF;r 0l.E TO LbPtE  P N A L T V ~ ~ )  ON?. 1 7 1  0 
*i 
; , *  
- 1  
! 
1 
9C4C FCPPAT (t)! ► "FELATIVE CHANGE In SUCCESSIVE COSTS " ► IPE10.3 ► "r LESS"ONE 1770
t ► " ThAN STOP CRITERION "PIPE100)	 ONE 1710
905C FCFMAT (2X ► 29HMA)IMLM ITERATICN SET FEACHED) 	 ONE 1740
9060 FCPPAT (I ► " •..., OPTIPIZATICN FAILS FCP TRAJ. " p i2r" ON THIS"r" GORE 17'.0
SLOPAL ITLPATION"j*II) 	 0"1760
ENo	 ONE 1770
SUEPCUPINE MPLY (LiYrNjA ► E.CiLDECrMCEC.NOEC)	 MPL	 10
C	 opt	 20
C	 PPL	 30
C ,	 .mot 	 40




C e......• ..............a.....,.•.,,.....•....,,.,.....,,,....,,...... PPL	 70
C	 MPL
	 00
DIMENSIGN A(4DEC ► MCFC)r 8lMDEC*hDFC)i C(LDEC.NDEC) 	 MPL	 a0
DC 1C I • lot	 PPt too
OC 10 J • 1 ► N	 MPL 110
C(I ► J) • 0.	 MPL	 170
DG 10 K • I,M	 MPL 13C
C(I ► J) • C(I p J) ► A(Ir K )+B(KrJ)	 MPL 140
1C	 CCNTINUE	 "Pt 1!0
;ETLFN	 PPL 160
fK0	 MPL 170
SLBROLTINE TPNSPCS (M ► N ► A ► P)	 TPN	 lc
C	 TON	 2C
	




C	 TPANSPOSE OF MATFIX A IS RETURNED IN MATRIX N	 , TPN	 SC
C	 . TON	 to
C too-............ ...........•..r..,, ... .. ........ ...............•....r..•.. TPN	 70
C	 TPH	 80
DIMENSION A(M,N) ► 800)	 TON	 SC
f	 DC 1C I n 1 ► TPK' IOC
DC 10 J • ION
	
TPN 110
AtJrf) • Alto J)	 TPA'	 120
10	 CONTINUE	 TPN 130
—OETLFN	 TPN I16C
E R C	 TPN 150
I
SUPPOUTINE FGRAD (N ► F ► X ► C ► DELTAX ► NDEC)	 FCR	 1D
C	 FGP	 20
C .........,	 ....................................................... FCP	 30
C	 .FOP	 iC














0IMENSICN X(NDEC ► 1)r G(NDEC.11 ► DELTAX(NCECcII	 Ff•P 110
OO It I • 1 ► N	 FfR 170
f•(i ► 1)	 0.	 FGQ	 1?0
IF ( . NOT.ZEN4ELE.AND.PCD(I ► 3).EO.0) GO TO 10	 FCo	 140
C
N1	 179
,Xllrl)	 •	 X11 ► 114DELTAX(1) FGO M
CALL	 COSTI
	
II ► N ► fFPXPANIIPPNALTYPCLOSE ► THPE$H ► NOEC) FOf 160
Gf1 ► I1 •	 (FF- M OELTAX(I) FOR 17C
= 10








SURPCUTINE GAFA	 IN ► F ► DAtAsG.X ► OPNCEC) GAF 10
C CAF 20
C •.••.•....•...•...........•........•....••.....•..•.......•........• OAF 30
C . . OAF 4C
C . CALCLLATE GRADIENT CF F W H PESPECT TO AFA OAF !0
C P GAF to
C GAF 70
C OAF PO
OIMENSICN	 X(NDEC ► 1)P	 DINCEC.1) ► 	 XTEMP430 ► 1) OAF cO
00 10 1 • L N C•AF IOC
XTEMIPI) • X(Ir1ItOAFA*O(I#I) OAF 110
1C CONTINUE OAF 120
CALL COSTI	 (IPN ► FFrI TEMP•ANII ► PNALTYPCLOSE ► THAESH#NCEC) OAF 130
G • (Ff-MOAFA GAF 140
RETURN GAF 150
ENC GAF 160
SL A RCUTINE	 EPRCR	 IKrMEE$AGE) EPP to
OIMENSICN	 MEESAGE(121 ► 	 ITEXT(12) FRO to
QATA	 ITEXT/I2 S "	 +'/ EPP 30
00 10 I .	 IP K FRO 40
10 IIEXT(I)	 n 	 MESSAGEIT) EPP SO
WRITE	 (09010)	 11TEXT(I)•I•IP K) EPP E0
STCP EPO 7C
C EPP 40
9SIC FCrrAT FOP 90
END fPP 100
	




QIr ENS ION C(NOEC ► 1) ► X TEMP( NOEC ► 1)P YNOW(NOECt1)	 tip	 30
C	 LIN	 4C
	
C ..•......•..••.•...••.....•.•....•....•........s..........•...r•. LIN	 !0
C o	
. LIN	 t0




C	 L IN 100
ONORr • 0•	 LIN 11C
0D 'IC I • 1 P N	 LIN 120
ONCRY • CNC 9 r . C(1r11+#t
	 LIN 13010	 CCNTINUE	 LIN 140
ONLRV n $CPT(DNCPM)	 LIN 19.0
IF ICNCRC.E0.0.1 CALL CHFCK ( IP NPFNCWPXNOWPDPAFAOPFAFAO#CAFAOPAFAILIN 16C
/PFAF A IP0AFAl#L1PLL1 ► U2PNOEC)	 L 	 170
C	 LIN loo
C .......	 ........•••....c•.•.•+•!• .............a................• LIN
	 190
180
LIN 21CC o	 NOPMALItE D
C .	 « LIN 22C
C .•••,..,•...,..,...«•.••.•«.....•.•...•. 	 .....	 «e«.«•.«•««••••+«««•«« LIN 230
C LIN 240
00 20 I	 •	 IPN LIN 250
011,1)	 •	 D(IPI)/DNCRM LIN 26C
2C	 CONTINUE LIN 270
DAFA	 -	 4• LIN 2P0
AFAO • O• LIN 240
FAFAO a FNOK LIN 700
KK	 •	 1 LIN 310
CALL	 GAFA	 INPFAFAOrCAFAPGAFAOPXNOkPDPNDEC) LIN 320
IF	 GAFAO.EQ•O) CALL CHECK	 IIPNsFNOW#XN01P DoAFAOPFAFAO#GAFAC#AFAItLIN $30
(FAFAIPGAFAIPUIPLLIPL2PNDEC)P RETURNS 	 190) LIN 340
AF41	 •	 AMINIIIOGC•P-FAFAO/GAF A O) LIN 390
If	 1-FAFAC/GAFAO•LT.0)	 AFA1	 n 	 AMAXI(-1000• ► -FAFAO16AFAO1 LIN 3610
30 OC	 4C	 I	 •	 1PN LIN 370
XTEMP(IP1)	 -	 XNO41IPI1#AFA1 0OfIP1) LIN 3PO
4C	 CONTINUE LIN 390
CALL COSTI
	
11PNPFAFAIPXTE14 P#ANII#PNALTTPCLOSEPTHRESHPNDEC) LIN 400
IF	 (KK•LT•4)	 GO	 TO P.O LIN 410
rR)TL
	 (6► 4040) LI0, 42C
REMPN LIN 430
.0 CALL	 GAFA	 (NPFAFAIPOAFA,GAFAIPXTEMPPD,NDEC) LIN 44C
IF	 1A8SffAFAC-AFAI)fAFAI).LT.•OOII	 CALL CHECK	 12tN,FNDk,X.N0k.D,AFALIN 40,10
%O # FAFAOpGAFAOPAFAloFAFAloGAFAI?UIPUUIPU?oNDEC)o 	 RETURNS	 (001 LIN 460
U1 LIN 470
UUI	 • L1**2-GAFAC*GAFAi LIN 400
IF	 Mlot.E.O•)	 L2	 • 0. LIN 490
IF	 (UUI.GT.O.)
	
U2 =	 SOPT(UUI) LIN 9CO
AO	 •	 ArINI(AFAOPAFAII LIN 110
Al
	 •	 AMAX1(AFACPAFAI) LIN 920
GC • GAFAO LIN 930
FO «	 FAFAO LIN 540
GI	 • GAFA1 LIN a90
F1	 .	 FAFAI LIN $60
IF	 (AFAO.IT.AFAI)
	
GC TO	 6C (IN 570
00	 • GAFA I LIN 9R0
FC	 o	 FAFAI LIN 500
GI	 n 	 GAFAO LIN 60C
F1	 +	 FAFAO LIN 610
CC IF	 CALL CHECK	 43PN P FNDYPXNCWPDPAOPFOPGOPAIPFIPLIN 620
1Gi ► U1PLL1,U2PNDEC),	 PETLRI-S	 (401 LIP 630
AFA2
	




C RESTPICT MAXIMLY AF12	 TO 1.E4	 • LIN 61E0
C ,	 . LIN 690
C ..................+.••....•.....•.•......................•..•......... LIN 70C
C LIN 710
AFAZ	 •	 AMINI(AFA2 ► I.t4) LIN 720
IF	 (AFA2•GT.O.)	 AF42	 «	 ACIN1(AFA2P1.E4) LIN 730
IF	 (AFA2.LT.C.)	 AFA2	 -	 AMAXI(AFAYP-I.E4) LIN' 740
DC	 70	 1	 n 	 1PN LIB' 7650
XTEMP0PI)
	
n 	 XNCk(1P1)1AFAZ $ D(IPII LIN 761C
7C	 CONTINUE LIN 77C
WRITE	 (6PQ01O)	 4CP Alp AFAZPDNDPMPFCPFI ► GCPG1 LIN 710
WRITE	 ft# Q O201	 (D(IPI)PI«IPN) LIN 790






IF (FSMALL.GE.FNLF)	 60 TO AC LIN N;0
PETLPN LIN 810
181









901C FCPMAT 115X ► "A0 • "P1PE13.6 ► 5X► "A1 • "PE13.60XP"AFAI • "PE13.60)(LIN 140
%# 000NCRM • "PE13.6P/PI$XP"FO + " PE 13.6P5XP"F1 • "PE13.01#15)( ► "GO •LIN 900
1 "► E13o6 ► SXP rG1 • "PE1:•6Pl1	 LIN 91C
9020 FORMAT 115X ►"FSPALL + " WEl3.6P/! Ll p2n
4030 FCRMAT 15Xt It o • "P10(1XP1PE9.2P2X)!LIN 430
4040 F(IPMATrI/ ► IOXP+r L1NE5Ck CANT FIND LOWEP COST AFTER 3 CUIIC FITS") LI6 44C
END	 LIN 40.0
SLBPCUTINE CHECK IICHECXPNPFNOW#XN0jOs AGPFOPGOPAl#FloGI ► UIPUUlPU2CNE	 10
IsNOECiP RETUON_S (KABORT) CHE 2C
DI M ENSICN XHC4(NDECPI_),
	 DINCECPI! SHE 3C
WrITE	 (6#101	 F N O} ► N ► ( IPXNCW(I#I)PD(IPll p.l n IPNI CNE 40
IF	 (1CHECK•E0.1) RETURN KABORT CHE 5O
}RITE
	 16#20)	 AOPFO ► GC ► AIPFIPGI CNE 60
IF	 (ICHECK•E0.2)	 RETURN KASCRT CHE 7C
WRITF	 (60 0) UIPUUIPU2 04 PO
RETURN KABCRT CHE QO
CHE 100
10 FORMAT (2CY p 44HTNIS
	 IS SUBPCUTIhE CHECK WNICH GIVES ALL THEP35H INGHE 110
1FCRFkTICN IN SLOPO LTINE
	
1INESCH•P//P3OX??HFNOM .	 PIPE16.9P //P37XP 4 rPE 120




	 "P1PE16P4P5X ► "F0	 +	 r# PE16.9P5XP 0 GO	 • "PEIb•4P/CHE 140
320x ► "A1	 " ► E14.9P5X ► ^F1	 "P E1t.4 ► 5lr P"G1
	
"PE16.91 C!(E 156
30 FORMAT (162005hUl • ► 1E16,9P5Y#6HLU1 n PIPE16990 WP U2 • PiPE1tCHE 160
1.4) CHE 1.70
ENC CHE 1AC
SLePCUTINE CORNER	 (XPNPNDEC) COP IC
CCrMCN 20
t. 3lPPC(151rXF(ISIPYCl15IPYF(151P1411''3FrZFlI51.NP05IT511,lrRHO(573lCCP 30
fPI$EG1rIPPCFP MAY ITPPENCFIT.AWEITPTVIOLA ► ALWPP PEOPLE PNTRCPTPT14 PLON(CCR 40
$5731r,0PO(15)P1 TOP ICPTPITPXEPGLOSoNELTPAJ ► APPAYf573P101 cop 50
INTEGER ORO CCR 60
LCGICAL
	 1fRGLORPNEuTPAJ CCP 70
— OI MFNSSON	 X(NOECP1) CCR E0
NVAP
	
a 2 cop 9C
CF	 (IPPCF•EC•1)
	
I W	 3 CCR 100
nC	 lC	 I	 .	 /PNTROPT CCP 110
NSEG1 P NSEz-1 COP 120
DC 10 J	 •	 1 ► NSEGI CCR 130
CO	 10 K	 •	 1.14 VAR CCR 140
L	 •	 (1-1 )*NVAR • NSEGI*(J-1)*hVAP4K cro 150
IF	 (K•r<o•1)
	 YM(OPd(I)PJ•! )
	 •	 Moll CCP 160
IF	 (K,EO.2)	 YM(GFC(I)PJ#1)	 n 	 X(LPll CCP 170
IF (K•Fo•3) 1P(CPD(I)PJP1)	 • Moll C('R IAC
10	 CONTINUE	 . CCP 140
DC	 30	 I	 •	 IPhTRAJ CCP t00
^FIIE
	 (6.9010)
	 IrM K (CR d1I'1 ► 11PYMICRO(JI.1lriM(ORC(Tl.TI CCR 210
OC 20	 J	 •	 2.h5EG fCP 220
}RIT E	(f ► R02C)	 kM,(OPOII! ► J1 ► YM(GRC(II.JIr2MYOPd(T1rJ1 CCP 2'.0





X M( 4POfll.NSEG+1),YM(CRd(II,NSEGtII,'IF(ORd(1)PNSECCR 250







9C1C FOPPAT (IZXP"FLIGHT PATH NQ) 0p JZo /P14XP"CCPN(0 0TS." p / ► 14X p "("PFlCCP 300
t.CP 0 ' P "PFt•O*"."tF ► .Ci")"1	 CC/ 110
9t,20 FCPFAi	 CCP 320
s"6I=
	 co 330
SUBRCUTINF OYNARID	 (PHAi.TY1 I)VN 10
COMMCN NtfAJPNF APO ASEGPXFtifrP131tVM(IIr131 ► 2Ft1'Ji13)o$10 0511 1*#2500fN 20
#•3ItY0t1'J1 ► )4Ff15lrY0t11)PYFI1'J)P1411131rtF(1:1PNPQSSTSIIS1PPki{ +J y 31L+YN 30
IPISEGIPIPPpF ► M ► xITPPcNCPITPAMfIT,TVIOLAPALMPPPEGPLEPNTPOPTPTNPLON (0YN 4c
SM )POPO(15)PITGPICPTPITPIEPGLCBPNEWTRAJPARPAY(573PI0I DI to
INTEW CPO DIN 60
LOGICAL ZERGLOOPNE4IPAJ VVN 7c
W0, l'LN /OYNAP'IC! PC
1 y N c AFP DYN !¢
CDMPCN ICOPNFR/	 ANGLEt15P121PPOSIT(15P250P3)PXCENTI(15P12)PYG NTRtDYN 100
11;P12)rICENT R il5P121,)tT1415P1t1PYTI(15P12 1rZTlf1#t121i11Tf119A721rY0YN 110
tT2f1,P121 ► ZT2115P12)rNPOSIT11S1tOIS(11 DIN 120
P EAL LENGTh DIN 13C
LEN6Th1Asb p C/OPEtF)	 S gPTt(A-81 •• 2*fc-Dl++2slE-F1•+2) DIN 140
PI	 . ATAN(1.)04. DIN 150
C DYN 160




C	 .	 FI • ST CALCULATE PAPAI'VEPS AT CORNEP POINTS




C	 ,..••,.,,.•,.,,..... P. P......•R•,. ......,.• ..................•,.. 0 I 210
C DIN 220
MAX • ATKPT DYN 13C
IF	 (ZERGLC.S)	 MAX	 •	 tJR AJ DIN 240
C	 INCLUDE ALL T P AJS	 FC P	 THE ZERCTH GLOBAL	 ITEPATION DIN 250
00 60	 It	 •	 IPMAX DIN 260
1	 •	 OPQill) 0VN 270
00 10 J	 • Z ► NSEG DYF Zee
YT2(IPJ)
	 •	 0. DYN 200
YTI(I#J)
	 •	 YTZ(IPJ) DIN 3CC
XTZIIPJI
	
•	 Ill (IPJ) DIN 310
XT1(IPJ)	 ,	 XTZ(IPJ) DIN 320
ZTIIIPJ)
	 •	 0. DIN 330
ITZIIPJ)
	
.	 C. VYN 34C
ANGLE(IPJ-1)
	 •	 XTI(IPJ) DIN Ito
YCENTR(I ► J-l)	 a	 ANfLE)IPJ--I) DIN 360




015(1)	 •	 06 DYN 390
XT1(I,1)	 •	 X14(IP1) DIN 4cc
XT211 p l)	 •	 XMI1011 DIN 41C
YTl(l ► l)	 •	 10(I ► 1) DIN 420
YT2(IPI)	 n 	 YM(Irl) PIN 430
ZTi (I ► l )	 a ZMfiIP 1-)- DIN 440
ZT2(I ► 1) • IM P1) DYN 450





A	 •	 LENGTH(XF(IPJ-1) ► XMiIPJ) PYM(IPJ- I ►► YFiTPJ1 ► O.P0.1 PIN 4110
8	 •	 LENGTH( XF(IPJ) ► XY(I ► J+1)PYM(IPJ)PYMIIPJ*1)PC. ► 0.) DYN 400
C	 n 	 LENGTH(XMII ► J-11PXM (Is J+lI#YM(I*J-1I ► Y M (IrJ # I)PO.Pe.) DIN !00
C CYN 5510
C	 ,... ...............,... 5.....,....0...0..0.0..,...•,................0000.. DY.N 12r
C cYN 530
183
C .	 * DO THE TWO	 SEGMENTS FORM A STRAIGHT LINE!	 . DYN 540
C . DYN !!0
C ••.••..,..•...,• .................•.......,•.........,............... DYN 560
C DYN STD
IF	 (A8S`(A16-C)•GT•1.1 	 GO '10	 20 DYN $00
SEG •	 LENGTHlYT2(IrJ-1)iXM11PJIrYT2(I ► J-l)PYM1IPJ$oZT2(1 ► J-1).DYN !QC
%	 ZM(I,J)) DYN t00
XTI(I ► J)	 4	 XM(i ► J) DYN 61C
XT2(I ► J)	 +	 XB(I ► J) DYN 6x0
YT1(T ► J)	 •	 YMII#4) DYN 610
Y'TZ(I ► J)	 •	 YP(I#J) DYN 640
ZTII1 ► JI	 •	 IMII ► JI DYN W
1T21I ► JI	 •	 21'(IrJ) DYN !40
ZCENTR410J-1I	 •	 C. DYN 690
YCENT01I ► J-1)	 • 0. DYN 65a
XCENTP(I ► J-1)	 •	 YCENTRIIPJ-11 DYN 690
► LONG1
	 •	 0, DYN
?Do
ANGLE(I ► J-1)	 n 	 0• DYN 710
GO TO 30 DYN 720
20	 AXY	 •	 LENGTH(XM(I#J-1).XM(1 ► J)rYMII ► J-lI ► YM(I ► J)o0. ► 0•) DYN 73C
BXY	 •	 LENG7H(XM(1 ► J)rXMIi ► J+1) ► Y1-(I ► J)rYY(I ► J11)#0-t0•) DYN 740
CXY	 •	 LENGTN(XY(IsJ-1) ► MM(I ► J+1) ► YM(I ► J-1) ► YM(I.J+11 ► 0. ► 0•) DYN 750
BETA	 •	 AACGS(AXY ► BXYrCXY) QYN 760
ALCNG2 • RADIUS/TANISETWol DYN 77C
PNALTY
	
•	 PNALTY*PWEITI • ((AMAXIIC• ► (ALCNO2-AXY)))+ $ 246MAX1(D• ► (DYN 700
f	 ALON(-2-BXY)))+$2 DYN 790
IF	 (J.NE.ISEG2)	 PNALTY • PNALTY 4 PWEITIOIAMAX110•r(ALONGI+ALONGDYN (!00
f	 2-AXYI))0$2 DYE' BIO
C D.YN' BZ0




TANGENTIAL POINTS ► 	CENTER	 OF RADIUS R AT J -TH CORNER
	
. DYN 95C
C a DYM P60
C ..••.•..••...•.•.••.........,..•.... . ...... .•...•.••.......•..•.•...• DYN $70
C DYN BeC
XT1(I ► J)	 •	 XM(IPJI•ALON62+(XM(I ► J-11-XM(1 ► J))/AXY DYN B40
YT1(IrJ)	 •	 YM(I ► J)*ALON62 $ (YM(IrJ- 1)-YM(I.J))/AXY DYN 500
XT21IrJ)	 n 	 XPIIrJ14, AL0NG2 4 1XMIItJ+l) — XM(I ► JI)/BXY DYtt 910
YT2(1#J)	 n 	 YM(I ► J) # ALONG2 • IYM(I ► J+J) —YM(I ► J))/BXY DYN 920
ZTIIIrJ)	 •	 ZM(I ► J)+ALCNG2*(ZM(I ► J-1)-ZMIIPJ)1/AXY DYN 930
ZT2(I ► J)	 n 	 ZM(I ► JI+ALONG2$IZM(IIJ+I)-ZMII ► J))/BXY DYN 940
SEG	 •	 LENGTHIXT2(I ► J-I)rXT1(IrJ) ► YT21I ► J-I)PYTl(L► J) ► ZT2IIIJ-IOYN 9!0
f	 IrZT1(I ► J)1 DYN 460
DISM2	 n ALCNG2 • COS(BETA/2.) DYN 97C
OISC2	 •	 RADIUS/SINIBETA/2.1 DYN 900
X	 IXT1lIrJ)^XT21I ► J)1/2. DYN 440
Y	 n 	 IYT1(i ► J)+YT2(I ► J)112• OYN 1000
XCENTP(I ► J-1)	 n 	 XM(I ► J)+01SC20(X— XM(1 ► J))/11ISM2 DYN 101C
YCFNTRII.J-1)
	 •	 YM(..I ► J)+DTSC2*(Y-YMII ► JI1/DISM2 DYN 1020
ALCNGI	 n ALCNG2 DYN 1030
G	 -	 LENGTHIXTI ( I ► J) ► XT21IrJ) ► YT1(I.JloYT2 ( I ► J) ► 0. ► 0•I DYN 1040
ANGLE(IrJ-1)
	
n 	 AACOS(FADIUS ► RADILS ► D) DYN 10!0
SEG	 -	 SEG•AtJGLE(IPJ-11+FADIUS CYN 106C
30	 DISCI)	 n DISM + SEG DYN 1070
40	 CONTINUE DYN 1010
00 50 J
	 •	 LSECZ ► NSFG CYN loco
C - DYN 1100







EACH	 SEGMENT ANO	 . DYN 1130
C .	 ACD	 PEFALTY	 FOR	 E/CH	 SEGMENT WITH	 VFRTICAL	 SLOPE	 GREATER	 . DYN 1140
C THAN GMAMAX OR
	 LESS THIN GMAMIN DEGREES
	 . DYN 1150
C • DYN 1160




XYL • LENGTNIXPiIPJ41I ► XMIIPJ ►► YMII#J41) ► YM(I#J) ► 0.o0.1	 DYN IisC
VSLCPE •	 OYN I?0C
PNALTY •	 MC
f WEITI O (AMAXI(0ssTANO(GMAMIN(Il)-VSLO P E)) 44 2	 LYN IZZO
vC	 CONTINLE	 DYN 1230
A X Y • LENGTHfXh1l ► NSEGI ► XMiIrNSt0 4 11PY M fIrNSEG) ► YM41' ► NSE G0 11 ► 0+ ► O YN 1240
s 0 0 1	 DYN 12!0
@XY • LENGTNIXPIIPNSEG4lirX14 11 p NSEG42) ► YP4 1PNSEC011 ► YM(IrNSEG42lDVN 1160
/ ► C.P0.1	 DYN 1270
CXY'4 LlNGTNIFMIIoNU G)rXMII ► NSEG4,2 ►► YMII ►NSEGIIYPfI1NSEGA2190#POYN 1280
$ 0+1	 DYN 1240
ANC • AACOSfAXY ► GXY ► CXY)	 DYN 12CC
PNALTY • PNALTY•P^EiT1 A IAMAXI10.rff W Y 4 ALONG I-A WY) 11+ + 24PYEiT2 4 1AOYN 1310
A !"A XiiO..IZ.IEOS-AnG11 ► ++Z	 DYN 1320
OIS(I) • DlS(1)4LENGTNiXT21i ► NSEGlPXM(I ► NSEOOI)PYT21lrNSEGI ► YMIIDYN 1330
PNSFG41)r'ZT2fIPNSEO) ► 2MII ► NSEC^I11	 DYN 134C
!0	 CONTINUE	 CYN 1350
RCTLAN	 0YN 1360
END	 DYN 1370
SLPROUTINE	 Nit	 (ANII) NIT 10
CCIA PO N NTFAJPNMAPoNSLG ► XM11	 P131tYP(1'5 ► 131,ZM115 p 131 ► SPOSiT115 ► 25CN"TI 20
Ao3) ► XOf11) ► XF(15F ► VC( 151 ► YF(15)PZO(15)PZFIIS)9NPOSITS(15)o RHO 4573)N11 30
S ► ISEGI P IPROFrMAX1T ► PENCRIT ► AWEITPTVIOLAPALWPPPEL\PLE.NTNCPTRTPPLONINII 40
157 1 1PORDi1.)PITG ► ICPTPITPIERGLCEPNE6TRAJ ► A R P0Y(573► 30) N.I1 "0
INTEL1R ORD 411 6C
LGCTCAL	 ZER,GLOOPNEWTPAJ N I I 7C
PEOPLE	 s	 0. Nit PC
ALWP	 n 	 C. Nit 90
00 10 K	 n 	 IoNPAP Nil 100
IF	 (ARAAY(KP3).LT.1.) 	 GO	 TO	 1C Nil 110
ALCN	 •	 TMPLON(K) NIT 120
IF	 (ALDN.Lt.55.)	 CC	 TO	 10 Nit 130
W	 3.36E -6 4 I0.4 4 (0.103* A LDN1 NiT 140
W	 •	 Wi(0.2 . 10. +A t0.034ALDNl+1.43E-i 4 10. •4 1C.06 4 ALON1) Nit 1,D
PFULE
	 •	 PE P1PLE o AF R AY( K ► 31 NII 140
AFAAY(K,S)	 •	 AVRAV(K#31 s w Nit ITO
ALtP	 •	 ALWP4APRAV(K ► 5) Nii 1@C.
10	 CCNTINUE NTT 100
ANI1	 . ALWP / PEDPLE • AWEIT NTT 200
- RETUFN NT) ?10
ENr N11 ?2C
SU4ROUTINE NOISEt (THRESH)	 NCi	 10
COMMON NTPAJrNMAP ► NSEGrXM R 5 FA 31oV14 (I top13)PZY115.131rSPO$IT11;r2SCNCT 	 20
1P°_IP % Of151 ► XFIIS)PYC (IW)PYF(I.1 ► 2011.)PZFf15l1NPOSiTS11."1 ► RHO I!73)NOT	 30
1rISEG1 ► I PRO F ► MAX ITPPE NCR iTPAWEIT ► TVICLAPALWPPPtCPLEPNTRCPToT14 PLON Wr y	40




L04ICAL IEFGLCI)PTWRAJ	 Nf i	 TO
CCP14 CN /CCANERI ANGIkl1.P12lPPrSlTf15#250#31PXCENTPf15P12)PYCERT R (NCI	 PO
S15r12) ► ZCENTPIl5t12)PXT1(15#121.YT1(15P1?)PZTI(13P12)PX12(15012).01 01	 90
ST?(IS ► 121.PZi2II . ► 17)PNPOSTTf1,S)POiSII51	 NcI	 10C




CCMNCN /THFFSN/ ALPAX ► CAXFLIT p WITl ► TwEITZPNPLANE	 Nri 130
C014 MCK ISAMPLEI SAFPTP PER ILDPSAMLTN.NACII r32)*CNOIS116.2) 	 NOI IRO
r
x.135




COCPOIA040C ► D)	 • (A/E MC-0100 Net 170
L ENO 1)+IAr0PC POP EPF) Net too
PI	 •	 ATAN(1.1 0 4. NCT too
MAX • I Net 200
C Net 21C
C ..........r....r a ..................r........ NCI 220
C 9 NOT 230
C .	 INCLLOE ALL YRAJS FCP THE ZEROTH GLOW ITERATION	 . NCT' 260
C .	 • Net 230




9 NTRAJ Net teo
00	 KK • IPMAX NCI 29C
1	 • ►OPOIKKI Not 300
YTZIIPNSEGPI)•XM(I'rNSEG+I) NCI 310
YTIlIrNSEG#I) • XT?(IrNSEG#I) Nrl 32C
YT2(IPNSEG*1)•YM(IrhSEG+Ii OCT 330
YTIIIPNSEG*I) • YT2(IPNSF'G*I) NOT 340
ZT2(IPNSEG#l)-ZMIIPNSEG #1) NCT 330
Z11(TPNSEG+11 • ZT2(IrNSEO#I) N1T 360
DLZPM	 -	 (ZOII)-ZF(I)')/DIS(I) NOT 370
POSIT1IPltll	 •	 x11 11PISE01) NCI 300
POSIT1I,1 ► 2I	 YM(IPISEGI) Net 34o
PCSIT(IPIP3)	 ZP(IPISEGII NVI 400
NSEGI
	
. NSFG-1 NOT 410








10	 CONTINUE Net 46C
SEGLTH(NSEG)	 LENGTH( YTZ(IPNSEG)rYM(IPNSEGt'IIPYT2(IPNSEG)pYM(IPNOI 470i	 N $ICl11rZT21IrNSLtIrZCfIr15Ef,+111 Not 400
I3	 •	 1 Net 400
CC 70 J
	 .	 ISEGIPNSEGI NOT SoC
ZC
	 IF	 (SEGLTH(J).0.SAM0H)	 GO TO 30 NOT $10
It
	
n 	 11#1 NOT 520
IF	 (II.GT.25C)
	
WFITE	 (09010I	 IPJoll NOT 53C
IF	 1lt.GT.2,G)
	 STOP NOT 540
POS17(IPIIPII	 CCCROIS AML THPSECLTHIJI.XT I (IPJ+I
	
PCSITIIPII- INOT 55C
E	 Pl)) NCT 560
POSIT4I.ILP21	 -	 COCRO(SAMLTNPSEGLIHtJIPYTI(IPJ+1)PPOSIT(IPII-lNOT 570
4	 rz)) NCT 5P0
POSIT(IPLIP3)
	
-	 FCSIT(IPII- 1x3)-0LZPm*SAMLTH NCi 5Q0
IF	 (IPRGF.EC.1)
	
POSITIIPIIP31	 -	 CCCPO(SAl'LTHrSEGLTH(J)PZTI(IPJN(1t 600
t	 +1IPPGSIT(IPtI-1P31) NPT 610
SEGLTH(J)	 .	 SEGLIHIJI-SAMLTH NOT 620
GO TV 20 NOT 630
30	 IF	 ISEGLTH(J)4ARCLTH(J).GE.SAKLT14 )	 GO TO	 4C OCT 640
PIECE
	 •	 SAMLTH-ARCLTHfJ1-SEGLTf-lJ) NCT 650





(6P9CIO)	 IPJPII OCT 670
IF	 f31.GT.Z	 C')	 STCP PVT 66C
PCSIT(IPIIPI)	 -	 CCrPOIPIECE ► SEGLTH(J r I)PYTI(TPJ+2) ► XTZITPJv1))WI T 6 Q C
POSIT(IrI_IP2)
	 -	 COCRD(PIECEPSEGL:TH(J#l)rYTI(1rJ 4 2)PYT2(IPJ*I))NPI 700
P0$1TIIeIIP3)	
-	
FOSIT(IPII-Iv31-OLZPM O SAPLTH NrT 710
IF	 (IPFOF.EC .11	 POSIM P11 P31
	 - COORO(PIECEPSE&LTH(Jol) ► ZT1(I ► NOT ?PC
I	 J•21P2T2(IvJ#1-)) OCT 730
SEGLTH(J+l)	 -	 SEGtTH(J•I)-PIFCE NVT 740
CO TO 70 OCT 750
4C	 PIECE • SAMLTH-SEGLTH M NOT 76C
GAMMA	 -	 PIECE/RAOIL t NCT 77C
ARCLTH(J)	 •	 ARCLIH(J)-PIECF NOT 7110
It	 a	 11+1 Not 790
IF	 111.01.2501	 M TE	 I60901G)	 IPJPII Not Poo
IF
	 (II.GT.Z5C)	 STOP NOI $10
ALFA1	 -	 ATAN211YT1tl#J+I)-YCENTR((PJ)I#IXTI(I#J+I)-XCENTPitPJ!NOt P20
!	 11 NOT 050
IPLLS	 n 	 1 NC1 040
AA	 •	 ALFAI+ANGLE(I#J)/4. NCI 050
X22	 XCENTR(I#J)*PADIUS +CCS(AA) Not 0P0
Y22	 YCENTR(IPJ)+RAOIUS*SIN(AAI NCT 070
AO (S	 SORTf(X22-XMIIPJ+111++2•(Y22-kM1IPJ+111447) NOT !P0
Fall s	 •	 $CRT(IXTII-I#J+II-XMII#J+1)) • *2+IYTI(toJ+11-YM(IPJOII1 $4 NOt P90
{	 2 ) NCI 900
IF	 IRDIS.LT.ADIS)	 IPLLS	 - -1 NCT 910
AA -	 ALFAI+IPLLS+GAMMA Not 920
POSITIIP1TPl)	 -	 XCENTRl1PJ)+RACIUS*COSIAA) NCt 030
POSIT(1 # I1#2)	 •	 YCENTR(IvJ)+RAOIUS*SIN(AA) NCt 440
FOSIT U P110)	 - POS1T1Tr11-1P31-OLZPM O SAMLTH Net 950
IF	 (IPPOF.ECPI)	 POSITII#1I#31	 •	 COOPD(PIECE#AIICLTHIJI+PIECEPZTNOI 0!0
t	 2(I#J+1)#ZTI(1PJ+I)) NOT 070
50	 IF	 IARCLTHIJ).LT.$AMLTHI	 GO TO !0 NOT 900





It	 •	 11+2 NCT 1010
IF	 11t,GT.250)	 loWITE	 I6 P 9010)	 IPJ#ll NCI 102C
IF	 (11.GT.250)	 STOP NCI 1030
POSIM P11#11	 +	 XCENTP(I#J)+RADIUS OCOS(AA) NCT 1040
POSIT(1P11P21	 -	 YCENTRIIrJ)+RAOIUS*SIN(AA) NCT 1050
POSITIIPII#31	 n 	 POSIT(I ► II-1#3)-OLZPM + SAMLTH NOT 1060
IF	 (IPPOF.SC.l)	 POSITITP1101	 -	 COGROISAPLTHPARCLTH(J)+SAMLTHPNrI 1070
!	 ZT21fsJ+2lrPC51T(2#II=1:31! NOT 10!!0
GO	 TO	 5o NCT IOOP
60	 PIECE	 -	 SAMLTH-ARCLTH(J) NCT 1100
3I	 r	 II+1 NCI 1110
IF	 (II.GT.2.C1	 4RITE	 (6P9010)	 I # J#(I NCI 112C
IF	 (I1.G7.250)	 STOP NCT 1130
POSIT(IPl°IP2)	 n 	 CCCPD(PIECEPSEGLTH(J+11PYT1(T#J+2)PYT212tJ+1)I N CI 1140
POSIT(I#11#1)	 -	 CCCRD(PIECEPSEGLTHfJ+11PXTI(T#J+Z)PXTZ(IPJ+1))NCT 1100
POSIM P11P3)	 •	 POSIT(I#Il-1#31-OLZPM O SAPLTH NCt 1160
IF	 IIPROF.EC.1)	 POSITII#(10)	 n 	 COORDIPIECEPSEGLTH(J+11PZT1(IPNOI 1170
1	 J+21#ZTZ(IPJ+1)l NCI 11P0
SEGLTH(J+L)	 n 	 SECL94 (J+1)-PIECE NCI 1190
7G	 CONTINUE NCT 1700
PC	 IF	 ISEGLTHINSEGIPLT.SAMLTHI	 GO	 TC 90 wrl 1210
It	 -	 11+1 NOT 1270
IF	 (II.GT.250)	 WPITE	 16#90101	 I#J#IT NOT 1230
IF	 (II.GY.Z50)	 STCP MCI 1240
PCS1T(I#i(,1)	 n 	 CCCPD(SAMLTHPSEGLTH(NSEG)PXT1(IPNSEG+1)#POSIT(TPNCT 12`C
!	 I1-101)) NCT 1260
PCSIT(I,II#2)	 - CC04D4SAMLTHPSEGLTHIN$EG)PYT1(IPNSEG+I)PPCSIT(I# NCt 1270
!	 IT-1P2)) NCT 12Po
POSIM PILP3)	 -	 POSIT(I#II-1 p 3)-CLZP P *SAMLTH NCT 1200
IF	 (IP o OF.E0.1)	 PCSIT(l#I(#3)	 •	 CCCPD(SAMCTHPSEGLTHINSEG)PZTIIIPNCI 1300
t	 NSEG • i)PPOStT(IPI1-1P3)) NOT 1.310
SEGLTH(NSEG)
	
- SIGLTHtNSEGI-SAMLTH NCt 1370





IF	 tll.GT.25C)	 CALL	 ERROR	 (6 P O!NO.	 CF	 TRAJ.	 SAMPLES	 .GTP	 250 ► NCT WC





	 -	 lFIX(PERIC0 + 3600/SAM P T) Poo 1310
TVIOLA	 •	 0. NC1 1300
00	 110 K	 -	 IPNMAF NCI 1400





C	 .........,r•...••....•.••..•••..•.r•....•..•..•••...•...w..••••...•.• NCl 1430
C NOT 1440
C CAL* ENEFGY CONTFIB.	 BY AMBIENT N014E0	 • NOT 1400
C . CURRENTLY AMBIENT LEVEL • 0. 06	 , NCi 1460
C . NCT 147C
C	 .•r..••.•..•.,•...., P..•.r..••.....•••.••.•....•.•..•...••..•.•..•.. NCT 1480
C NCI 1400
ARFAY(K ► 4)	 NSAPP 4 IO. # $lAMBN/10.) NT+I 1400




C	 . IF THIS
	
IS	 THE	 2EPCTH GLOBAL
	
ITERATION ► 	 114CLUDE
	
• Not 1110
C	 . NOISE EFFECTS CF ALL TRWIN TPPLDN 	 . NOT 14l0
C	 . ELSE ► CALL. EFFECT OP	 TRAJ.	 DEING	 OPT, AND	 • NCT 1470
C	 . SIM IN ARRAY(0s4)	 • NCT I!FC
C	 , . NCT 1040
C	 ........••....•••...•....,.•.••....... .•,...• ........................ NCT 1600
C NCT 1610
IF	 f.NCT	 ZERGICB.pR.MAX•EO•IM	 CC TO	 160 NOT 1620
CC	 190	 0	 •	 104000 NOT 163C
9LKVIOL	 • 0. NCT 1640
IF	 (ARRAY(Kr3).LT.I)	 GO	 TO	 1 1-0 NCT 1610
DO 130 It	 n 	 2040 NOT 1660
1	 •	 OFO(II) NCI 1670
NPCSITI	 •	 NPOSIT(I) NOI 161'0
ENERGY	 • 04 NCT 1690
CO	 120 J	 • IFNPOSITI NOT 1700
RANGE
	
a SCRTi(POSIT1IPJr11-ARPAY(K ► iti i +Zitr'OSIT(TrJP21-AR "PAN6T 1110
I	 Y(K ► 2)1•i2#(PCSIT(I ► J ► 3))**2) Nrl 1720
AL	 •	 CNOIS(1 ► I)-CNCISIIP2)*ALOG10(PANGE) NOT 1,730
ENEFGY	 •	 ENERGY+30.* $ (AL/10.1 NOT 1740
12C CC M N0i NCT 17`C
TMPLCN(K)	 •	 ENEFGY+TMPLON(K) Net 1760
130 CONTINUE NCI .1770
14C TPPLDN(K)
	
n 	 10.^ALCG101TMPLDNIKI/(PEPIOD • 3600.)SAPPTI) NO? 1710
8L KVICI	 n 	 AMAYI(C. ► RLKVIOL-ALMAX*PAMFLIT) NCT 1700
IF	 (ARRAYIK ► IO).1. 0.1.)	 TVICLA	 n 	 TVICLA+BLKVIOI NOT IP00
19C CONTINUE NCT lA1P
1f:C DC	 ISO K	 •	 1 ► NMAP NCT 1020
IF	 IARRAY(K ► 3).1T.1)
	 GO	 TO	 100 NOT 1030
I	 • 7RO(l) NCT 1840
APCSITI
	 •	 NPOSIT(I) NCT 18IC
MRGY • 0. NOT 1P60
DC	 17C	 J	 n 	 1PNPOSITI NC1 1070
FANGS
	 •	 SOP1((PCSIT(loJPI)-ARPAY(K ► 1)1 4i 24(POSIT(IrJ ► 21-AFPAY(NCT 1880
f	 K ► 2))••2+(PCSITIIiJr31)0•2) NOT 1040
AL	 •	 CNOIS(I ► 1)-CNOIS(1P2) $ ALOGIO(RANGE) NOT 1000
ENERGY	 • ENEPGY+10.+t(AL/IC•) NOT 1410
170 CONTINUE NOT 1020
A PFAY(kr4)	 •	 IC. • ALOG10(ENERGYIIPFRIOD $ 3600.IEA14 PT)) NOT 1430
1NC CONTIft E Nrl 1040
C Nc" 1400
C	 .. .............................r................... 	 .......#........ NCT 19fo
C NOT 1070
C ACC THE NOISE FPCP,	 TFAJ.	 BEING CPT *	TG	 THE OTHEP	 NOISE	 . NCT 1000
C . 14VI 1440




CALL	 AC06	 (1) NCT ?020
THRFSN	 Y6EIT1 0 TVICLA# 6 2 NCI ?030 .
NEWTPAJ




9010P MOAT 1 0 1 	• "F12 ► " J • "012 ► " It	 • " ► 110 ► //I NOT 2070
St;EROITINE AMY (i ► J ► KI Ory is
STOP OCV 20
ENO PC1' 30
SUSRCUTINE ONDPOBN	 (MAXITG ► STCPCHG ► N ► XNOW ► OELTAX ► NOEC) RND 10
COMMON	 NTPAJ ► NMAF ► NSEG ► XH115 ► 131 ► YM(IS ► 131 ► ZMI1'5 ► 131 ► SPOSIT115 ► 25GRND 20
1 ► 3) ► XCIU'IoXF(151 ► YOM)oYF1 151 ► ZOIISI ► ZF(Ia.)APOSITS1151 ► PHO1 8 	31OND 3Q
4rI SE@ iP IPPOF ► MAXIT ► PENCRIT ► AWtIT ► TVICLA ► ALWOPPEOPLE ► NTROPT ► TMPLDN(!ND 40
1573)#ORD(15) ► ITC ► ICPTvIT# 1EPGLOe ► NEWT0AJ ► ARPAY157: ► 101 ONO 50
INTEGER JPO PND Be






a NSEG-1 ONO 90
00 30 KK	 •	 l#MAXITG RND ice
ITG •	 KK PND 11C
OC 30 1	 •	 IINTPOPT ONO 120
IOPT	 •	 I ONO 130
NEFTPAJ	 •	 .TOLE. ONO 14C
4RITE	 (6 ► 401G)
	
IORD(J) ► J • 1 ► NTRAJ) ONO 110
CALL ONEWTON	 (N.Xh0W ► DELTAXjSTOPCHG•NDEC)
-
OND 160
C	 - —	 - ONO 170
C	 ., ...........................................•....................... PNO 100C RN0 140
C .	 TMPLON NOW CONTAINS NOISE EFFECTS FRCP THE CONSTANT TPAJS ► 	 . ONO 200
C .	 SC ADD	 IN	 THE NOISE	 FROM THE TPAJ.	 BEING OPT.	 . ONO 210
C	 .	 . ONv 22C
C	 .... .... .... .... .... ... .... ........ .................a....a.......... RND t!0
C ONO 240
CALL	 ACCR	 (1) RND 250
IF	 INTRCPT.ED•I) 	 FEVA N ONO 26C
C PNP 27C
C	 ..•• ...................,..•........... ....0.060...................... PNO 200
C	 . ONO 200
C	 .	 CYCLE THE	 ORDER	 OF	 THE TRAJS	 . ONO 3CC
C	 0 O ('D 310
C	 ...........................•..................•....•.•............... ONO 320
C	 `• OND 33C
N1	 . NIPCPT-1 0NIP 34C
CFCTMP • CPDtl) ONO 350
PC 1C Y	 0	 I.N1 ONO 360
ORD(K1	 • ORDIK+2) ONO 370
1C	 CCNTIPUE PND 300
ORDINTFCPT) 	 -	 CROTMP Pk0 390
00 20	 J	 n 	 1 ► NSEG1 FNV 4C0
DQ 20	 K	 •	 103 RND 410
L	 n 	 (J- l)*3 *K PNP 42C
IF	 (K.E0.11	 YNCW(L ► 1)	 0	 XMICRD(1I.J#2) PNR 430
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